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Scientist Tim Collins is the lead author in a simulation of shock-driven mixing in a deuterium�tritium saturated fibrous foam. In
the image below, the unshocked fibers and DT are seen on the right, while the shock proceeds from the left. Several microns after
the shock front, the sharp density distinctions between fibers and DT are seen to become homogenized through effective mixing.
Full-scale simulations of wetted-foam ICF target implosions may thus treat the foam layer as a homogeneous medium.
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In Brief

The key article in this volume of the LLE Review, covering July�September 2004, addresses �Shock
Propagation in Deuterium�Tritium�Saturated Foam� by T. J. B. Collins (LLE) and A. Poludnenko,
A. Cunningham, and A. Frank (UR, Department of Physics and Astronomy) (p. 227). Testing the
assumption of homogeneous mixing in fibrous foams saturated with cryogenic deuterium and tritium,
shock passage in wetted-foam mixtures was simulated by the adaptive-mesh, two-dimensional hydrody-
namic code AstroBEAR.  For foam fibers of diameter ~1/10 µm and relevant foam densities, the mixing
length behind the shock is found to be of the order of microns. Transverse motion dampens out sufficiently
that, at the mixing region�s edge farthest from the shock, Rankine�Hugoniot jump conditions are obeyed
to within a few percent and shock speeds are also within a few percent of their homogeneous values. In
addition, questions of feedthrough and feedout are addressed, showing that the stability of the shock front,
once it leaves the wetted-foam layer, minimizes the effect of feedthrough. As a result, simulations of
whole-foam-pellet implosions may model the wetted foam as a homogeneous mixture.

Additional highlights of recent research presented in this issue include the following:

� J. Bunkenburg, T. J. Kessler, L. Iwan, C. Kellogg, and W. Skulski provide an update on the OMEGA
EP tiled-grating-compressor technology (p. 242). For the first time, real-time, computer-controlled
phasing of a grating triplet, using interferometric feedback via nanopositioners, has been demonstrated
and a transform-limited far-field spot achieved.

� R. Forties and F. J. Marshall offer a method for accurately measuring beam position, shape, and rela-
tive intensity of the OMEGA system�s 60 beams from CID-recorded, focal-spot x-ray images from
4-mm, Au-coated pointing targets (p. 252). This method provides pivotal input into efforts to improve
target-illumination uniformity by improving beam pointing and reducing variations in beam intensities
from average.

� A. E. Marino, K. E. Spencer, J. E. DeGroote, K. L. Marshall, A. L. Rigatti, and S. D. Jacobs report on
water-sensitive phosphate laser glass�s chemical durability in response to different polishing and
cleaning conditions (p. 257). Among their many findings stands out the absence of an unambiguous
correlation between initial finished surface quality of any glass type tested and quantifiable magnitude
of humidity-driven degradation, whereas subsequent aqueous cleaning does increase haze: more so for
pitch and pad�finished surfaces than for MRF-processed ones.

� N. Anderson, A. Hartschuh, and L. Novotny analyze single-walled carbon nanotubes at a spatial
resolution of 10 to 20 nm by employing near-field Raman imaging and spectroscopy (p. 269). For
individual, isolated carbon nanotubes, they find a nonuniform distribution of Raman bands along the
tube axis.
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Introduction
Over the past few years there has been considerable interest
regarding the use of foam shells in inertial confinement fusion
(ICF)1 targets. The original proposed use of plastic foam shells
was as a matrix for liquid deuterium�tritium (DT) fuel.2

More recently, in the designs of Colombant et al.,3 foam has
been proposed for use as an ablator material, in conjunction
with an outer layer of a high-atomic-number material such as
Pd. In these designs, the foam is preheated by radiation from
the outer layer and has substantially higher ablation velocities,
resulting in a more-stable outer surface. In other high-gain
�wetted-foam� designs,4 the foam is used primarily because it
has a higher atomic number than DT. This results in greater
absorption and increased laser-energy coupling, which in turn
allows more fuel to be used without reduction in stability,
resulting in higher gain. Sophisticated target designs for iner-
tial fusion energy (IFE) that build on these techniques and use
wetted-foam layers have been designed and tested compu-
tationally (see, for instance, Ref. 5 and references therein).
Foam has also been suggested to reduce laser imprint in direct-
drive ICF.6

Direct-drive ICF target designs use a pulse that drives at
least two main shocks into the target. Target performance
depends in part on the timing of these shocks. The first shock
propagating through a foam layer encounters an inhomoge-
neous medium. It is important to know whether this will have
any effect on the shock speed and resulting shock timing. In
addition, inhomogeneities in the foam can feed through to the
shell�s inner surface,7 and again to the outer surface, where
they may potentially contribute to seeds of hydrodynamic
instability during the deceleration and acceleration phases of
the implosion (respectively).

The length scale of the foam inhomogeneities is a fraction
of a micron; for one of the foams discussed here, the foam is
fibrous, with a fiber radius of about 1/20 µm. A National
Ignition Facility8 direct-drive target radius is much larger, at
least 1.5 mm, with a shell thickness of hundreds of microns.
This large range of length scales makes it prohibitive to model
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foam inhomogeneities in a simulation of a target implosion.
As a result, simulations of foam-target implosions must model
the wetted foam as a homogeneous mixture.

To investigate the effects of foam microstructure, we have
performed two-dimensional (2-D) hydrodynamic simulations
of a shock propagating through a plastic foam saturated with
DT ice. In these simulations, the microstructure of the foam
filaments is resolved, allowing determination of its effects on
shock behavior. ICF-relevant wetted-foam simulations model-
ing the foam microstructure have been performed previously
by Phillips,9 Hazak et al.,10 Kotelnikov and Montgomery,11

and Philippe et al.12 Phillips considered an ICF-relevant case
of a shock propagating through a random arrangement of
plastic (CH) fibers filled with DT. He found that the shock-
front perturbations were comparable in size to the fiber radius,
and that the kinetic energy in the mixing region�the post-
shock region in which the foam and DT are mixed and poten-
tially homogenized�accounts for of the order of a few percent
of the mean kinetic energy. Hazak et al. performed 2-D
simulations of a shock propagating through a regular array of
CH fibers, filled with liquid deuterium (D2). They focused on
the mix region behind the shock, deriving generalized jump
conditions including fluctuations. Among other results, they
found that the fluctuations result in an under-compression
behind the shock, and that the jump to the under-compressed
state cannot be modeled by a simple change in the ratio γ of
specific heats. Kotelnikov and Montgomery also simulated a
regular array of fibers, saturated with cryogenic DT. In their
simulations they made use of a kinetic-theory�based computa-
tional model. Like Hazak et al., they found that the inhomoge-
neities result in a post-shock mixing region in which energy is
temporarily stored in turbulent motion. Finally, Philippe et al.
performed simulations of DT-saturated foams using an adap-
tive-mesh-refinement code and allowing random fiber place-
ment. They focused on the effects of inhomogeneities on the
shock speed for a low- and high-density foam. They found that
for the high-density foam, the deviation in shock speed from
the homogeneous value was about 1% and less than 0.3% for
the low-density foam.
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This problem has also been addressed in astrophysical
contexts, where the ratio of the material densities is much
larger. The role of clumps in augmentation of the Rayleigh�
Taylor instability in supernova remnants was studied using
hydrodynamic simulations by Jun.13 More recently, Poludnenko
et al.14 have simulated the interaction of a shock with a layer
of circular obstructions, or clumps, determining the critical
inter-clump distance required for the transition to a non-
interacting regime in which the clouds are destroyed by the
shock independently of one another. They also discussed mass
loading as well as the effects of finite layer thicknesses for the
collection of circular obstructions.

In our simulations the shock passage through a random
array of CH fibers separated by DT is simulated, and the time-
averaged level of fluctuations is determined as a function of
distance behind the shock front for quantities of interest. We
define the decay length for a quantity as the inverse of the
logarithmic derivative of the quantity�s perturbations [see
Eq. (1)]. We will show that the decay lengths are comparable
to a micron for a wide range of foam densities. For shock prop-
agation distances characteristic of ICF targets, the average
post-mixing region conditions approach those given by the
Rankine�Hugoniot jump conditions. We also address ques-
tions of feedthrough and feedout, showing that the stability of
the shock front once it leaves the wetted-foam layer minimizes
the effect of feedthrough.

In the following sections (1) the hydrodynamic code used
and the simulations that were performed are described; (2) the
interaction of a shock with a single circular obstruction is
discussed; (3) the results of multifiber simulations and their
implications are presented; (4) the role of the pusher (i.e., the
inflow boundary conditions) is discussed; and (5) our conclu-
sions are presented.

Numerical Simulations
The code used for these simulations, AstroBEAR,15 is based

on the adaptive-mesh-refinement (AMR) code AMRCLAW.16

In the AMR approach, subregions of the computational domain
are provided with higher resolution according to a refinement
criterion such as the magnitude of the truncation error or the
local gradients of the hydrodynamic variables. Because the
entire simulation region is not simulated at the highest resolu-
tion, the AMR scheme typically provides much-reduced ex-
ecution times. In this implementation of AMR, the code attempts
to optimally gather the refined cells into rectangular subgrids
in order to minimize the overhead associated with refinement,
and subsequently the hydrodynamic equations are advanced in

each grid and on every refinement level. The refinement
criterion used in AstroBEAR is Richardson extrapolation, in
which cells are flagged for refinement based on a local estima-
tion of the integration error. AstroBEAR employs a fully non-
linear Riemann solver with the second-order-accurate Wave-
Propagation Algorithm integration scheme of LeVeque.17 A
polytropic equation of state is used with a ratio of specific heats
γ = 5/3 gas. Thermal and radiative energy transport are not
modeled in these simulations. We expect that in a real target
implosion these mechanisms will dissipate fluctuations in the
post-shock mix region. The results of our simulations will thus
overestimate the size of the post-shock mix region and under-
estimate the fluctuation decay rate behind the shock. The
effects of radiation could in principle be imitated by elevating
the initial fiber pressure to model the absorption by the fibers
of radiation emitted from the corona.

AstroBEAR tracks multiple materials by solving separate
continuity equations for each of the materials�the fiber
material and the DT�which provides a measure of the level of
mixing after the shock (this is referred to as volume-fraction
contouring).18 There is no interface construction at the bound-
ary between the two materials. Instead, the mass of each
material is maintained for a given cell. For instance, consider
two adjacent cells, the left containing the first material at a
higher pressure and the right the second material at a lower
pressure. After one time step, the boundary between the two
materials will have moved into the right cell, and at the end of
that time step the right cell will be considered to contain a
uniform mixture of both materials, with the appropriate frac-
tions. Material interfaces experience some degree of smearing
as a result. Shock-tube tests indicate that on the time scale of
these simulations, the material interface is spread out over a
distance approximately equal to the initial fiber radius. This
method of material tracking is passive and in no way affects the
hydrodynamics behind the shock, or the decay of perturbations
in the mix region.

AstroBEAR solves the Euler equations, making no provi-
sion for turbulent motion. The Reynolds number is Re = UL/ν,
where U is a characteristic flow speed, L is a characteristic
length scale, and ν is the viscosity coefficient. For a shock in
wetted foam, we may take for the length scale L the fiber
radius a (~1/20 µm for the foam density of interest), and for
the characteristic flow speed U the post-shock flow speed u
(~30 km/s is a characteristic post-shock speed). Following
Robey,19 we may estimate the kinetic viscosity using the
model of Clerouin et al.20 The initial shock strength and
electron and ion conditions for the high-gain, direct-drive, NIF
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wetted-foam design described in Ref. 4, determined by 1-D
simulations using LILAC,21 give a Reynolds number of
~2800. This is below the value of 7700 typically taken as the
critical value for the onset of turbulence. In our simulations no
artificial viscosity is used, although a similar effect is obtained
by splitting the contact discontinuity according to the scheme
of Robinet et al.22 This is done to prevent the growth of
unphysical features (often referred to as �carbuncles�). Care
has been taken to ensure that physical features are not damped.

As mentioned above, wetted-foam target designs, such as
the one described in Ref. 4, take advantage of the higher laser
absorption of plastic fiber than pure DT. In these designs a
low-density plastic foam, which has a dry-foam density of
~140 mg/cc, is saturated with DT ice, e.g., CH(DT)4, raising
its density to 360 mg/cc. A typical direct-drive, NIF-scale
target design consists of a shell of DT ice surrounded by a thin
layer of plastic. In a wetted-foam design, an outer portion of the
DT shell is replaced by wetted foam. The thickness of this layer
is chosen so that the foam is entirely ablated by the laser pulse.
In choosing the density of the foam, a balance must be struck
between the increased absorption, which is greater for larger
densities, and minimizing the radiative preheat of the inner-
fuel layer of the DT ice, which is also greater for larger foam
densities. As in many direct-drive target designs, the pulse
consists of an initial intense picket, followed by a foot pulse,
and then a drive pulse. The picket/foot combination launches
the first shock into the shell, creating a greater adiabat in the
ablator than in the inner-fuel layer. The second shock, launched
by the more-intense drive pulse, is timed to meet the first shock
inside the gas within the shell. The first shock is most relevant
here since it is the only shock to encounter unshocked and
unmixed wetted foam.

We have performed a number of simulations to investigate
the effects of microstructure on shock propagation. The base-
line simulation consists of an 8-µm × 0.8-µm simulation re-
gion filled with a mixture of DT (with a density of 0.253 g/cc)
and randomly placed polystyrene (CH) fibers (with a density
of 1.044 g/cc). The foam being simulated, resorcinol formalde-
hyde (RF), is a fibrous foam with fiber spacing of ~0.1 to
0.2 µm. For RF, denser foams generally have the same average
center-to-center fiber separation, but with thicker fibers. We
simulate a foam that has a random array of fibers with the same
average density as a rectangular array of fibers with a unit cell
size of R = 0.2 µm. This corresponds to an average nearest-
neighbor distance of d ~ 0.13 µm (so the simulation size is
~60 d × 6 d). The combination of fiber density and average
density, for a given fiber spacing, determines the fiber radius:

for CH(DT)4 the fiber radius is a ~ 0.0428 µm. The dry-
foam density ρdry and wetted-foam density ρave are related
by ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρave dry DT dry DT CH= + − .  The dry-foam density
is given by ρ ρ πdry ch= ( )a R 2.  In these simulations generally
two levels of refinement, both ×4 (so that a cell being refined
is replaced by 16 cells in a 4 × 4 grid), were used in addition to
the base level. The cells have an aspect ratio of unity, with a
resolution at the highest level of 800 cells/µm, and an equiva-
lent simulation size at the highest resolution of 6400 × 640.
This corresponds to about 68 cells across a fiber. We find neg-
ligible differences between 34 and 136 cells per fiber radius.
This convergence is supported by a resolution scan performed
using AstroBEAR by Poludnenko et al. [Ref. 23; see their
Fig. 3(a)], who also found only small differences between 32
and 64 cells per fiber radius.

In addition to this simulation size, we have also performed
simulations with a size of 0.2-µm transverse to the shock
propagation direction, but with a 16-µm-simulation region
length in the direction of shock propagation, in order to extend
the size of the mixed region. The upper and lower boundary
conditions in these simulations are periodic, so the central
difference between these simulations is that in the thinner one
the lateral distance between the fibers is always 0.2 µm.

If we take the ablation-driven shock to travel to the right,
then the right simulation boundary condition is outflow, or
zero-order extrapolation, and the left is inflow. The inflow
conditions are given by the Rankine�Hugoniot conditions for
the average pre-shock density and pressure and for a post-
shock pressure of 8 Mbar. We refer to this as an �impedance-
matched� boundary condition [other inflow boundary condi-
tions are discussed in the Results for Different Pushers
section (p. 237)]. The CH and DT are initially in pressure
equilibrium with a pressure of 0.01 Mbar. The flow, being
governed by the Euler equations, is independent of Mach
number when in the strong-shock limit,24 so that the results are
not sensitive to the initial pressure.

The Interaction of a Shock with a Single Fiber
The interaction of a shock with a single fiber (or circular

obstruction) has been studied extensively as a hydrodynamic
problem.25,26 Additional physical elaborations have also been
modeled, such as partial ionization27 and magnetized obstruc-
tions (see, e.g., Ref. 28). Following Klein et al.,24 the interac-
tion of a shock with a fiber may be broken down into several
distinct phases. If the flow were one-dimensional, a �forward�
shock would propagate through the fiber, compressing and im-
pulsively accelerating it, while a �reverse� bow shock would
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be reflected back into the DT. Once the forward shock had
crossed the fiber, a rarefaction wave would be sent back across
the fiber, followed by a continuous period of acceleration that
would continue until the fiber speed equaled that of the sur-
rounding shocked DT.

Because the flow is two-dimensional, the fiber experiences
several shocks: In addition to the main forward shock, other
shocks are driven into the fiber from the sides as the shock in
the DT moves around and past the fiber. Similarly, many
rarefaction waves (RW�s) are launched as each of these shocks
breaks out of the fiber. These additional rarefaction waves
result in expansion during this phase, both in the direction of
and perpendicular to the direction of shock propagation. Fi-
nally, following the passage of these RW�s, the fiber begins to
accelerate. During this phase, the fiber is accelerated to the
speed of the ambient (DT) fluid flow.

As described in Ref. 25, the passage of the shock generates,
for a cylindrical fiber, two vortex lines behind the obstruction,
and for a spherical obstruction a vortex ring is generated. These
vortices and the vorticity generated by the shear flow as the
fiber is accelerated mix the fiber and interfiber material. For a
cylindrical obstruction and a normal shock (whose velocity
vector is normal to its surface), the vortex lines are of equal
magnitude and oppositely directed, so the total vorticity re-
mains zero. If the shock is oblique, the symmetry is broken and
net vorticity may be generated.

The fiber is subject to the Richtmyer�Meshkov instability
as the shock first passes. As the fiber is accelerated to the
speed of the post-shock DT, it is also subject to the Rayleigh�
Taylor (RT) instability and, due to the shear at the fiber
boundaries, the Kelvin�Helmholtz (KH) instability. In the
case of a CH fiber and DT ambient fluid, the density ratio is
1.044 g cc�1/0.253 g cc�1 ~ 4. Both the RT and KH instabilities
are more effective at mixing the fiber and ambient material
when the ratio of fiber to ambient density is greater. Fig-
ure 100.1 shows the density at three times for a fiber of radius
0.0428 µm struck by a 3-Mbar shock, for a fiber-to-interfiber
mass density ratio of 4:1. A measure of the fiber�s mixing or
destruction time may be made by determining the fraction of
fiber material that lies outside the initial radius of the fiber from
its center of mass (this is shown in Fig. 100.2). If we take the
fiber destruction time as the time it takes for the flow to expel
75% of the fiber material from this region, we see that the fiber
is destroyed in ~13 ps.

The Interaction of a Shock with Many Fibers
Consider now the case of a shock driven into a field of

randomly placed fibers. Here the shocked fibers interact with
one another, creating a �mix� region in which the post-shock
vorticity mixes the CH and DT. The density ρ(x, y) at 96 ps is
shown in Fig. 100.3(a) for a CH(DT)4 wetted foam struck by
an 8-Mbar shock with impedance-matched inflow boundary

Figure 100.1
Density profiles at 4, 8, and 12 ps for a Mach-24 shock interacting with a CH
fiber. The density ratio is 4:1.
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conditions. As was shown in Ref. 14, if the interfiber distance
is sufficiently large, the fibers enter a noninteracting regime
where the fibers are destroyed before they expand far enough
to interact with one another. The parameters of interest here are
in the interacting regime. The CH fiber density ρCH alone is
shown in Fig. 100.3(b). The dual-vortex motion and the result-
ing mushroom-shaped features due to shock passage can be
seen in Fig. 100.3(b). From this figure we see that CH and DT,
which are clearly distinct at the shock front (the dotted line at
~5.4 µm), are well mixed by the end of the mix region (at
~4 µm). We also note from this figure that there is a thin region
between the shock front at ~5.4 µm and the shocked fibers
(~5.3 µm at y = 0.2 µm). This gap between the shock and the
entrained shocked CH is due to the finite time the post-shock
flow takes to accelerate the fibers to the post-shock speed. In
this region the average density, being primarily that of the
shocked DT, is lower than in the rest of the mix region,
contributing to an initial under-compression behind the shock.

Figure 100.2 shows that when a fiber is mixed in the
presence of other fibers, the mixing proceeds more quickly ini-
tially and is more thorough (see also Ref. 14). For the simula-
tion used here, the ejected fiber mass asymptotes near 100%.
The degree of mixing may be demonstrated by designating one
of the fibers as a third species identical physically to CH but
maintained as a separate material numerically. Figure 100.4
shows contours of density for a particular fiber (solid lines), as
well as the total density (grayscale). By 120 ps, the outermost
contour, which represents 10% of the peak density, contains a
volume of 0.063 µm2. This is comparable to the specific
volume 0.04 µm2 of the fibers for this initial spacing.

Figure 100.2
The fraction of fiber mass that lies outside the original fiber radius of the
fiber�s center of mass as a function of time. As the fiber material is mixed with
the ambient material, it is flung outside of its original boundaries. The solid
line is a single fiber with a 4:1 density ratio with the interfiber material
(see Fig. 100.1). The dashed line is from a simulation of fiber destruction in
the presence of other fibers. Taking the 75% mark as an arbitrary measure of
fiber destruction, the fiber is destroyed after ~12.3 ps for a single fiber and
~13.5 ps in the presence of other fibers, although in this case the fiber de-
struction is much more thorough.

Figure 100.3
The total density (a) and CH density (b) at 96 ps for an 8-Mbar shock driven into wetted foam. The dotted line in (b) shows the location of the shock front.
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The mix region is also the source of the bow shocks re-
flected when the main shock encounters the fibers. These
shocks eventually propagate away from the main shock and
out of the mix region. The fluctuations in density, pressure, and
transverse velocity can be seen in their y averages� ρ,  p, and
uy �shown in Fig. 100.5 for the simulation of size 16 µm ×
0.2 µm. (A horizontal bar is used to indicate an average over the
y coordinate.) The mixing flow, due to the reflected shocks
and the post-shock vorticity, is generally both horizontal�par-
allel to the shock motion�and vertical. The vertically moving
shocks are unsupported since the flow supporting the shock is
entirely horizontal. The vertical shocks, then, decay as the
shocked fibers sink into the mix region. In addition, since on

average the upward-moving shocks will have the same strength
as the downward-moving shocks, one might expect the net
vertical speed once these have passed to be approximately
zero. Because of the random fiber placement, though, some
vertical motion remains behind the shock [Fig. 100.5(c)]. In
the 0.2-µm-wide simulation, the periodic upper- and lower-
boundary conditions, combined with the small vertical simu-
lation size, mean that vertical motion as large as 10 µm/ns
remains, even several microns behind the shock. In the 8-µm
× 0.8-µm simulation, uy  in the mix region is smaller. This is
because in the wider simulation there are fibers for a transverse
shock to encounter other than the fiber that created it.
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To quantify this we have calculated average quantities
related to the flow behind the shock. The mix region is given
approximately by the region bounded on the right by the shock
xs(y;t) (assuming the shock is a single-valued function of y)
and on the left by the interface between the pusher (or inflow-
ing material) and the shocked wetted foam, xi(y;t), as is shown
in Fig. 100.6. If the wetted-foam layer is preceded by a CH
layer, for instance, then there will be a contact discontinuity at
the pusher/foam interface, where the density jumps but the
pressure is constant. The location of the fiber material in the
mix region is shown in Fig. 100.3(b), demonstrating that the
vorticity quickly mixes the CH and the DT behind the shock
front. For small fiber-to-DT density ratios the fluctuations in
the shock-front position as a function of y are small enough to
allow us to define an average shock position x ts ( ). The average
pusher location x ts ( ) is given, for a strong shock with γ =
5/3, approximately by x x t Dti s≈ =( ) +0 3 4,  where D  is the
average shock speed. The interface position may be inverted to
give the time t xi ( )  when the interface is a distance x behind the
shock. The time average of a flow variable q, from when it is

Figure 100.5
The y-averaged density (a), pressure (b), and y velocity (c) at 300 ps for a
16-µm × 0.2-µm simulation.

Figure 100.6
The mix region (shaded), pusher, and unshocked material are shown as a
function of time, in the frame of the main shock. The time averages are
computed of the flow variables in the mix region between the shock and the
pusher as functions of the distance behind the shock. For instance, the time
average at a distance x0 behind the shock is found by averaging from time
ti to time tf.
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first shocked to some final time tf, as a function of the distance
x behind the shock, is then

q x t t x q x t dtf i
t x

t

i

f

( ) = − ( )[ ] ( )∫
−

( )

1
, ,

where q  is the average of q(x,y) over y and brackets are used
to indicate this mixing-depth average. The distance x behind
the main shock front may be thought of as a depth within the
mix region. The mixing-depth average can also be taken of any
quantity independent of y, such as qn, the nth Fourier-mode
amplitude of some variable q, in the y direction, or qrms, the
root-mean-square (rms) deviation of q as a function of y. This
double average q  is meaningful when the flow reaches a
steady state in which the average behavior of the fluctuations
as a function of distance behind the shock is roughly constant
in time. We have found this to be the case after the initial stages
of our simulations. Note that the averaging time is inversely
proportional to the distance from the shock front, so the statis-
tical fluctuations tend to be larger for greater distances from the
main shock front. The mix-depth averages of the root-mean-
square variations in the y direction are shown for the pressure,
the density, and the ratio of kinetic energy (in the pre-shock
frame) to total energy E Ekinetic total ,  and uy in Fig. 100.7, for

the 8-µm × 0.8-µm and 16-µm × 0.2-µm simulations discussed
above. The decay scale length

L dx d qq = ln rms (1)

just behind the shock in the mixing region for these variables
is comparable to 1 µm for this foam density. The relative
Fourier-mode amplitudes of modes 1 to 6 of the pressure (not
shown) remain roughly constant with mix-region depth, sug-
gesting that the power is not moving to shorter or longer
wavelengths, but decaying uniformly at a rate independent of
mode number.

The rms amplitudes for a simulation of the same size but
50%-higher resolution are approximately equal to those in
Fig. 100.7, indicating resolution convergence. Since the rate of
decay of fluctuations is independent of resolution, the decay is
not due to numerical losses, but to the mechanisms described
above. When viscosity is negligible, the circulation in a given
region is conserved according to Kelvin�s circulation theorem
(see, for instance, Ref. 29); in effect, vortices are �frozen� into
the fluid and are advected with the flow. For the case of
cylindrical fibers, as mentioned above, the vortices are created
in opposing pairs with no net average vorticity generation. As

Figure 100.7
The rms variations of the time-averaged density
(a), pressure (b), fraction of kinetic energy (in the
pre-shock frame) (c), and vertical velocity (d) as
functions of the distance behind the shock. These
show a decay length comparable to 1 µm for this
foam density.
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the vortices interact behind the shock, they are free in time to
mix, but not decay, because of the absence of physical viscosity
and the small size of the numerical viscosity. The level of
mixing can again be gauged qualitatively by Fig. 100.4. In the
16-µm simulation the mixing is sufficient to reduce the time
average of the rms variations to 1.2% for ρ, 1.8% for p, and
0.9% for E Ekinetic total , of the average values.

The pressure decay length [Eq. (1)] behind the shock as a
function of foam density is shown in Fig. 100.8. These values
are taken from simulations that have a simulation region of
8 × 0.2 µm and an equivalent grid size of 6400 × 160. The error
bars in this plot are given by the linear regression used to
calculate the mixing length. Poludnenko et al. found,14 for
simulations with a larger ratio of fiber to interfiber density, that
the mixing was more efficient when the average minimum
interfiber distance was less than a critical distance. We find the
same result: for dry-foam densities less than ~75 mg/cc, for
which the interfiber distance is ~6.6 times the fiber radius, the
mixing length is about 1.2 µm, as opposed to about 0.8 µm for
higher densities. The difference between the interacting and
noninteracting regimes is illustrated by considering the vor-

ticity generated by the shock. This is shown in Fig. 100.9 for
three foam densities�25, 75, and 150 mg/cc�for about the
same shock position. For these three densities, as mentioned
above, the average distance from fiber center to fiber center is
the same, but the fibers are of different sizes. The fiber radius
is given by a R= ( )[ ]ρ πρdry CH

1 2,  so these densities corre-
spond to fiber radii of 0.0175 µm, 0.0302 µm, and 0.0428 µm.
For 25-mg/cc density, the vortex dipoles associated with each
fiber remain paired and intact for much longer before interact-
ing with other neighboring vortex dipoles. In contrast, for
150 mg/cc, the dipole length increases much more quickly,
resulting in greater mixing.
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Figure 100.9
The vorticity is shown as the shock reaches ~6 µm for three dry-foam
densities: (a) 25, (b) 75, and (c) 125 mg/cc. The average interfiber distance is
the same in all three cases, while the fiber radius is larger for higher foam
densities.

The Rankine�Hugoniot conditions represent conservation
of energy, momentum, and mass for a steady flow of polytropic
gas in the absence of transverse motion. The RH jump condi-
tions will be met over a region only to the degree that (1) the
shock is steady; (2) the flow in and out of the region is steady;
(3) the fluctuations at the left and right boundaries are
uncorrelated (e.g., ρ ρu ux x= ; see Ref. 10); and (4) the
turbulence and transverse motion have decayed at the down-

Figure 100.8
The decay length behind the shock as a function of foam density. The decay
length is approximated by the scale length of the time-averaged decay of
pressure variations just behind the shock. The error bars are given by the
uncertainty in the exponential fit.
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stream boundary. The shock steadiness is given by the error of
the linear regression used to determine the shock speed; for the
16-µm simulation, the speed is 54.32 µm/ns±0.033 µm/ns�an
uncertainty of 0.12%. As mentioned above, the post-shock
flow is approximately steady. The pre-shock flow is approxi-
mately steady when averaged over time scales much longer
than the characteristic time scale for the inflowing density
fluctuations, which is given by the time it takes the shock to
move from one fiber to the next, ~d/D. For an 8-Mbar shock
and a dry-foam density of 150 mg/cc, the shock speed is
~50 µm/ns, and the averaging time must be longer than ~4 ps.
The duration of the 16-µm simulation is, for instance, ~300 ps.
The fluctuations in the mix region are correlated by up to ~10%
just behind the shock, but these correlations decrease to a
fraction of a percent beyond 1 µm from the shock. The
transverse velocity is ~1 µm/ns for most of the mix region, and
the rms variations decay to ~0.4 µm/ns by a mix-region depth
of 4 µm (see Fig. 100.7). Post-shock turbulence leads to an
average excess of kinetic energy in the mix region (as in
Ref. 9) of 2%. Figure 100.10 shows the double averages of the
density, pressure, the ratio of kinetic energy to total energy (in
the pre-shock frame), and uy for the 16-µm simulation. Each of
these quantities approaches the value predicted by the Rank-
ine�Hugoniot (RH) jump conditions and by the end of the mix

region is within a few percent of those values. The pressure in
the majority of the mix region is 7.86±0.05 Mbar, 2.5% lower
than that of a homogeneous simulation with the same boundary
conditions. The density over the same region is 1.47±0.01 g/cc,
1.7% higher than the RH value. Not surprisingly, the small
deviation from the RH values results in a shock speed of
56.17±1.7 µm/ns, which is near the RH shock speed (here it is
within 0.1%). The post-shock adiabat α ~ pρ�5/3 deviates from
the RH value by a comparably small amount:

δ α δ δ ρln ln ln ~ %.= − −p
5

3
4

This deviation from the RH jump conditions is well within
the tolerance of high-gain, direct-drive foam designs for the
NIF. The main effect of variation in the speed of the first shock
is mistiming of the shocks. If the shock is too slow, for instance,
then the first two shocks will meet in the inner-fuel regions of
the shell, preheating the fuel and compromising target perfor-
mance. This effect can be simulated in 1-D by deliberately
mistiming the first shock, by varying the length of the foot
pulse. This is shown for a particular high-gain, wetted-foam
NIF target design (see Fig. 100.11).4 Here a 10% change in
shock speed corresponds to a shock mistiming of 300 ps, and

Figure 100.10
The time- and space-averaged density (a),
pressure (b), ratio of kinetic to total energy
(in the pre-shock frame) (c), and vertical
velocity (d) as functions of the distance
behind the shock front. The values given by
the Rankine�Hugoniot jump conditions for
a homogeneous mixture of the same den-
sity are also shown (dashed lines).
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the target shows little change in gain for a mistiming of
>400 ps. For this design, at least, this suggests that any change
in shock speed due to foam microstructure will have little
effect on target performance. While the shock speeds for
relevant pressures in DT-wetted plastic foams have yet to be
measured experimentally, dry-foam shock speeds have been
shown to agree to within experimental error with Rankine�
Hugoniot values over a wide range of densities.30
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Figure 100.11
The target gain as a function of first-shock mistiming for a high-gain, wetted-
foam, direct-drive NIF target design.

As the shock propagates through the wetted-foam layer, the
shock front acquires perturbations due to the different shock
speeds in the DT and CH [see Fig. 100.3(a)]. Shock-front
perturbations are potentially able to seed velocity and surface
perturbations on the inner surface of the target shell�a process
called feedthrough. When the shock reaches the inner shell
surface, a rarefaction wave is launched toward the outer
surface of the shell. These inner-surface perturbations are
carried to the outer surface of the shell by this rarefaction
wave�so-called feedout (see, e.g., Ref. 31 for a further de-
scription of these phenomena). During the acceleration phase
as the laser ablation drives the implosion of the shell, the outer
surface is subject to the Rayleigh�Taylor instability, which
may magnify position and velocity perturbations at the outer
shell surface. During the deceleration phase of an implosion,
the inner surface is also subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ity, causing fed-through perturbations to grow, potentially

reducing the core temperature and shell areal density and
compromising target performance.

The rms variation in the amplitude of shock-front pertur-
bations is shown in Fig. 100.12 for a simulation where the
shock has propagated through 5 µm of wetted foam, into 5 µm
of homogeneous DT (with a transverse simulation size of
0.2 µm). In the wetted foam, the shock-front perturbations are
comparable to a few nanometers. Shock fronts are stable32

because a concave perturbation leads to a locally converging
shock, higher pressure, and higher local shock speed, while a
convex perturbation has the opposite effect (see Ref. 33 for
further discussion of shock stability). The shock-front stability
causes the shock-front perturbations to decay quickly after
entering the DT layer, to a level of ~0.1 nm. These levels of
nonuniformity are well below the level of the inner-surface
shell ice roughness required for direct drive on the NIF.34
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Figure 100.12
The rms shock-front perturbation amplitude as a function of shock position
for a simulation consisting of 5 µm of wetted foam and 5 µm of DT. The
transverse simulation size is 0.2 µm.

Results for Different Pushers
We will now consider two different inflow boundary condi-

tions, which correspond to different ablator materials, or �push-
ers.� If these boundary conditions are not the same as the
average post-shock conditions in the wetted foam as in the
�impedance-matched� conditions used above, then secondary
shocks or rarefaction waves will reflect off the wetted foam. To
illustrate the role of these reflected waves, we will first con-
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sider simulations in which the pusher is post-shock DT. This
simulates a wetted-foam shell for which the DT ice overfills
the foam shell. This will be followed by a description of sim-
ulations of a CH pusher.

The fibers and the DT are in pressure equilibrium before the
shock with a pre-shock pressure p1. As the shock, of Mach
number M and strength z, moves through the DT pusher, it
raises the pressure to p2 = p1 (1 + z) and, since z >> 1 and
γ = 5/3, the density to ~4ρDT. When the shock reaches the
wetted foam, it encounters a jump in the average density. The
strong shock is transmitted into the wetted foam, while a weak
shock is reflected back into the DT pusher. The reflected shock
further increases the DT pressure to p2 + δp2, where δp2
depends on the density ratio and here δp2 < p2. In simulations
where the fibers are resolved, this weak reflected shock is made
up of the shocks reflected off the individual CH fibers. These
reverse shocks are shown in Fig. 100.13, which shows the
density averaged over y (transverse to the shock propagation)
at a particular time. In this case p2 = 3 Mbar, and δp2 ~ 0.5 Mbar.
Since the post-shock DT and wetted foam are in pressure
equilibrium, this is also the pressure in the post-shock wetted
foam. Thus the post-shock pressure in the wetted foam is also
higher than p2, the post-shock pressure in the DT pusher. The

resulting shock speed is given by D D p pi = +( )DT 1 2 2
1 2δ ,

where D pDT DT= ( )[ ]4 32
1 2ρ  is the shock speed in the DT.

For comparison, if a shock of the same Mach number
(i.e., driven by the same pressure used to drive the DT above)
is launched into a homogeneous wetted-foam mixture of CH
and DT (rather than a DT pusher followed by a layer where
the individual fibers are resolved), it will have a shock speed
of D Dh = ( )DT DT aveρ ρ 1 2,  where ρave is the average density
of the wetted foam. For ρDT < ρave, δp2 > 0 and so Di > Dh�
i.e., when the shock is driven by a pusher of the same pressure
p2 the shock speed in an inhomogeneous mixture exceeds that
in a homogeneous mixture. This is seen in Fig. 100.13, which
shows p x( ) and ρ x( )  for a particular time for homogeneous
and inhomogeneous mixtures driven by shocks of the same
pressure p2 and the same starting point. The degree by which
it exceeds the homogeneous shock speed depends on the
average fiber density and, while essentially a 1-D effect, can
also be related to the fiber radius.35

For a laser-driven shock, this is not the steady-state solu-
tion. In this case, the reverse shock, when it reaches the abla-
tion surface, is no longer supported at that pressure, and a
rarefaction wave is launched into the target, lowering the

Figure 100.13
The density (a) and pressure (b) as functions of distance for a particular instance in time, for a simulation of a shock driven through wetted foam by a DT pusher.
An equivalent homogeneous simulation is shown (dashed) as well as a simulation (dotted) in which pusher and foam are replaced by a homogeneous mixture
with the same average density as the wetted foam.
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pressure from p2 + δp2 to the ablation pressure, taken here to
be p2. The trajectories of the main and reflected shocks are
shown in Fig 100.14, in which the inverse of the pressure scale
length is plotted for a 1-D simulation of a high-gain, NIF
wetted-foam target design with a DT ablator. For this design,
this transient shock state persists for 70 ps. The RH jump
conditions, which must be obeyed in the case of a homoge-
neous mixture, are also approximately obeyed for the fiber-
resolved simulation (see Fig. 100.13, where the density of the
inhomogeneous case is compared to that of a homogeneous
case driven with a post-shock pressure p2 + δp2).
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Figure 100.14
The magnitude of the inverse of the pressure scale length for a wetted-foam
ignition target design in which the wetted-foam layer is overfilled, forming
an external 2-µm layer of DT. Shocks and rarefaction waves are labeled.

For target fabrication reasons, wetted-foam targets are
likely to be constructed with a thin outer layer of CH, the
second inflow boundary condition discussed in this section. In
this case, the ablator is of higher density than the wetted foam.
As a result, when the main shock moves from the CH to the
wetted foam, it increases in speed. Because of this, a rarefac-
tion wave is reflected off the interface, rather than a shock.
When the RW reaches the ablation surface, where the ablation
pressure is determined by the laser energy deposition rate, a
weak shock or compression wave is launched back into the

target. These waves are shown in Fig. 100.15, which shows the
inverse of the pressure scale length for a high-gain, NIF
wetted-foam target with a ~2-µm-CH ablator. In contrast to the
case above of the DT pusher, the shock is undersupported until
the compression wave reaches it. This transient state lasts for
100 ps in this design. Figure 100.16 shows the y-averaged
pressure and density compared with a homogeneous simula-
tion also using a CH pusher. This shows again that the RH jump
conditions are obeyed, and the average shock speed is approxi-
mately the same in both cases.
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The magnitude of the inverse of the pressure scale length for a wetted-foam
ignition target design with an external 2-µm layer of CH.

Conclusions
High-gain, direct-drive, wetted-foam ICF targets have been

designed previously for use on the NIF and in IFE. Due to the
prohibitively large range of length scales from the foam micro-
structure to the pellet size, simulations of these designs gener-
ally assume a homogeneous mixture for the wetted foam. We
have simulated shock propagation in wetted-foam mixtures.
We have found that the size of the decay length behind the
shock is of the order of a micron for relevant foam densities. In
the mix region, the transverse and turbulent motion decay
sufficiently that the Rankine�Hugoniot jump conditions are
obeyed to within a few percent. As a result, the average shock
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speeds are also within a few percent of their homogeneous
values. This implies that designs, which are less sensitive than
this to shock timing, may be simulated using the approxima-
tion of homogeneous mixtures.

We have also considered the �lifetime� of shock-front
perturbations. As expected, because shock fronts are stable,
perturbations seeded by the wetted-foam layer decay quickly
after the shock enters the homogeneous DT-ice layer. There-
fore we expect the wetted-foam microstructure to have a
negligible effect on feedthrough and feedout.

Finally, we have examined the effects of using other �push-
ers��DT and CH�to simulate the transient states that occur
early in a target overfilled with DT ice and a target with an outer
CH overcoat. The RH conditions are also met to within a few
percent for these inflow conditions.
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Introduction
The OMEGA EP (extended performance) petawatt, multi-
kilojoule, solid-state laser, presently under construction at
LLE, includes compressors with four tiled-grating assemblies
(TGA�s), where each assembly contains three subaperture
diffraction gratings, to compress the pulse before it is focused
onto target.1,2 The tiled-grating compressor (TGC) was chosen
to stay within the damage-threshold limitations of the largest
currently available multilayer dielectric (MLD) gratings, to-
gether with the anticipated intensity modulation of the laser
output beam. The four-grating compressor is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 100.17. The holographically generated grating
tiles3,4 have a line frequency of 1740 grooves/mm and a clear
aperture of 400 × 470 mm. The individual BK-7 grating sub-
strates have a thickness of nominally 100 mm and are approxi-
mately 50 kg in weight. For the TGC to deliver the compressed
pulse with a near-diffraction�limited energy distribution on
target, the individual tiles have to be aligned to each other with
an optical-path difference (OPD) of less than 50 nm. An active
control approach, similar to a three-actuator deformable mir-
ror, has been chosen to maintain the correct alignment between
grating tiles.

Between any two gratings there are six degrees of freedom
that affect the optical performance of a tiled-grating system, as

Demonstration of Real-Time, Phase-Locked Alignment
of Tiled Gratings for Chirped-Pulse�Amplified Lasers

shown in Fig. 100.18. A three-control-variables approach has
been chosen to bring the gratings into the condition of coherent
energy addition.5 This reduction in degrees of freedom is
realized by grouping six variables into three pairs that mutually
compensate. Differential tilt, caused by small differences in
the average groove spacing, is removed by adjusting the
individual grating tilt. Also, error in lateral placement of the
gratings is compensated for by a small adjustment of piston. In
addition, error in groove parallelism between gratings is com-
pensated by a y-tip adjustment. Although each differential
error must be kept small, compensation between pairs allows
all six degrees of freedom to be nonzero while coherent addi-
tion is maintained. Using this pairing concept, a systematic
alignment sequence provides convergence toward accurate
coherent addition.

Several new alignment techniques have been demonstrated
to achieve coherent addition of tiled gratings. The relative
grating positions and all alignment measurements are made in
real-time with an interferometer whose field of observation
straddles the gap between the gratings. Any drift of the grating
tiles from their optimal position is measured and compensated
by a servo loop. The gratings are pre-aligned to have a differ-
ential piston of less than 10 µm, which is the capture range of
the servo system. With the servo loop engaged, an alignment

Figure 100.17
Each OMEGA EP compressor contains four tiled-
grating assemblies (TGA�s) per beamline, where
each assembly contains three subaperture diffrac-
tion gratings. Each TGA interface requires three
actuators to maintain the grating positioning needed
for coherent addition of the three diffracting beams.
The tiled-grating compressor (TGC) provides an
aperture large enough to meet the energy require-
ments while operating below the laser-damage
threshold of the final grating. Interferometers are
deployed to maintain accurate alignment of the
gratings within each TGA.
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precision of ±25 nm, or λ/20 p�v, is reproducibly achieved. In
addition, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 100.17, a robust
alignment system, intended for use on the OMEGA EP laser
system, contains two interferometers. Individual TGA�s are
aligned with a Fizeau interferometer, while alignment of the
entire TGC is verified with a Mach�Zehnder interferometer
and a focal-spot diagnostic.
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Figure 100.18
Between any two gratings there are six degrees of freedom that affect the
optical performance of a tiled-grating system. These can be grouped into
three compensating pairs of differential errors: longitudinal piston and
lateral piston; in-plane rotation and angular tip; and average groove spacing
and angular tilt. Although each differential error must be kept small, com-
pensation between pairs removes the constraint that any particular error must
be zero.

Modeling
A measure of the accuracy with which two gratings operate

in the coherently additive mode is the Strehl ratio, which is
defined as the ratio of the peak irradiance of an aberrated focal
spot to that of an aberration-free focal spot.6 Computer simu-
lations of one TGA interface show the effect of the differential
grating misalignments as measured in the near field. Tip, tilt,
or piston misalignment between the gratings affects the Strehl
ratio to different degrees for the same magnitude of alignment
error. This sensitivity is shown for piston, x tilt, y tip, and in-
plane rotation in Fig. 100.19, which plots the Strehl ratio as a
function of a misalignment error. Although the TGC in the
OMEGA EP laser system will operate at a wavelength of
1054 nm, both modeling and prototype development were
carried out at a wavelength of 633 nm because of the availabil-
ity of an interferometer operating at this wavelength. To
achieve accurate tiling at either wavelength, the misalignment

errors, taken individually or as compensation pairs, must be
kept below λ/20 to maintain close to a diffraction-limited
focal spot.
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Figure 100.19
Computer simulations of one TGA interface show the effect of the differential
grating misalignments as measured in the near field. The Strehl ratio is plotted
as a function of individual misalignments for a wavelength of 633 nm and an
incident angle of 33.4°. The misalignment errors, taken individually or as
compensation pairs, must be kept below λ/20 to maintain close to a diffrac-
tion-limited focal spot.

These computer simulations show that piston is the most-
sensitive drift parameter for two gratings and that the effects
of piston error are cyclical with an OPD period of λ/2. Since the
absolute piston error has to be less than one wavelength, any
error must be corrected before it reaches λ/2; otherwise the
absolute piston position can be lost due to a periodic π ambi-
guity. If the fringe system jumps by an error greater than λ/2,
the piston must be reset independently and the tracking/
correcting system restarted.

Three equations mathematically describe the paired rela-
tionship for the various degrees of freedom. Defining displace-
ments as ∆z (longitudinal piston shift), ∆x (lateral piston shift),
θx [rotation about x axis (tip)], θy [rotation about y axis (tilt)],
θz [rotation about z axis (in-plane rotation)], and ∆d (error in
grating ruling spacing), the following three equations repre-
sent the resulting phase errors. Equation (1) represents the
piston phase error while Eqs. (2) and (3) represent the phase
gradients of tip and tilt, respectively, where dΦ/dy and dΦ/dx
are the transverse phase gradients in the beam, α is the inci-
dent angle, and β is the diffraction angle. The objective for
accurate tiling involves setting each equation to zero for the
majority of spectral components of the laser pulse.
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Three independent actuators that produce displacements
normal to the surface of the grating are used to control differ-
ential tilt, tip, and piston. The motion of a single actuator
rotates the grating about an axis defined by the other two
actuators. This rotation is resolved into tilt and tip components
by projection of the axis onto the coordinate system axes.
Piston displacement is simply the corresponding normal dis-
placement of the grating surface at a reference point selected
for piston measurement. It is convenient to combine the coef-
ficients for tip, tilt, and piston motion due to actuator displace-
ments into a 3 × 3 matrix M and to calculate its inverse M�1,
which is also a 3 × 3 matrix. Then the actuator motions required
to produce a specified tilt, tip, and piston correction are
described by Z = M�1C, where Z is the row vector of required
actuator displacements and C is the column vector of tilt, tip,
and piston corrections.

Experimental Setup
Several different prototype assemblies were built to study

error compensation, TGA-to-TGA compensation schemes, and
various alignment techniques. The tiled-grating mounts are
identical three-point, flexure suspensions that separate weight-
bearing and adjustment functions, as shown in Fig. 100.20. The
front view of a prototype TGA shows two gold-coated, 16 ×
22-cm gratings, manufactured by Jobin-Yvon, while the back
view shows both the manual and motorized actuators. The
entire TGA is mounted on a precision rotating stage to achieve
rapid and repeatable angular adjustment when positioning to a
normal, Littrow, or near-Littrow angle of incidence. The de-
sign emphasizes pre-loaded, easy motion in the direction of
control while being very stiff in two orthogonal directions, thus
minimizing parasitic motions.

The experimental test bed used to demonstrate closed-loop
control of TGA�s is configured on an optical table containing
a Fizeau interferometer (Fig. 100.21), with an ADE Phase
Shift Mini Fiz 100 front end, operating at 632.8 nm. The out-

Figure 100.20
The front view of a prototype TGA shows two gold-coated, 16 × 22-cm
gratings, while the back view shows both the manual and motorized actuators.
The TGA is mounted on a precision rotating stage to achieve rapid and
repeatable angular adjustment when positioning to a normal, Littrow, or near-
Littrow angle of incidence. Several different prototype assemblies were built
to study error compensation, TGA-to-TGA compensation schemes, and
various alignment techniques.

Figure 100.21
The experimental test bed used to demonstrate closed-loop control of tiled-
grating assemblies (TGA�s) is configured on an optical table containing a
10-in. Fizeau interferometer (a). The TGA�s are positioned within the inter-
ferometer cavity for testing single- and double-pass alignment, using one
TGA, or triple- and quadruple-pass alignment, using two TGA�s. The fringe
pattern (b) is a sample of a recorded interferogram, while (c) and (d) are
examples of a piston phase error of λ/2 and a diffraction-limited focal spot,
respectively.
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put beam was expanded to 250 mm, using a 1.8-m-focal-length
lens for collimation, as shown in Fig. 100.21. A 12-in.-diam
transmission flat, manufactured by Zygo, was inserted into the
Fizeau cavity to send a portion of the return beam for far-field
analysis, as described previously.7 The TGA�s were positioned
within the interferometer cavity for testing single- and double-
pass alignment, using one TGA, or triple- and quadruple-pass
alignment, using two TGA�s. The fringe pattern [Fig. 100.21(b)]
is a sample of a recorded interferogram, while Figs. 100.21(c)
and 100.21(d) are examples of a piston phase error of λ/2 and
a diffraction-limited focal spot, respectively.

One grating in the TGA was adjustable through remotely
controlled piezo-type actuators (New Focus PicoMotors, model
8301)8, while the second grating was held steady after manual
adjustment with Aerotech Differential micrometers. The sus-
pension mounts for both gratings were mounted on a common
backplate. The backplate assembly was mounted on a 250-mm-
diam rotary table with a resolution of 4 arc sec (manufactured
by Phase II). Parallelism of the gratings� grooves was obtained
by pivoting one of the gratings about the grating normal, while
the TGA was alternately positioned at normal incidence and
Littrow position within the Fizeau interferometer. After sev-
eral iterations, grating parallelism was adjusted to within
0.1 wave. The functional systems diagram is shown in
Fig. 100.22. The prototype control system monitors grating
alignment in both the near field and far field (focal spot). The
cw laser light probes the gratings and is transmitted to elec-
tronic cameras to record both the fringe pattern and the corre-
sponding focal spot. Analysis of the fringe pattern yields
differential tip, tilt, and piston. From these measurements, the
system computer generates signals to drive three actuators, for

each grating-to-grating interface, in a closed-loop cycle that
minimizes the set of differential errors. The focal-spot diag-
nostic is used to verify successful convergence toward diffrac-
tion-limited performance.

Phase Measurement and Error-Signal Computation
Any drift between the two gratings is determined from a

single interferogram according to a Fourier-transform (FT)
method known as spatially synchronous phase detection
(SSPD).9 Figure 100.23 shows the methodology by which this
technique is used to analyze the high-frequency fringe patterns
situated on either side of the TGA interface. The interferometer
is adjusted with deliberate tilt between the reference and test
wavefronts to produce an interferogram [Fig. 100.23(a)] that
contains the surface information encoded onto a high-order
spatial carrier frequency. A window function is applied to
remove edge-ringing [Fig. 100.23(b)]. The FT of the interfero-
gram [Fig. 100.23(c)] produces a dc component and two
sidebands symmetrically displaced corresponding to the car-
rier frequency of the fringe pattern. Higher-order sidebands are
present with nonsinusoidal fringe profiles. Each of the side-
bands contains all of the desired phase information. The carrier
frequency is chosen to place the side lobe to a position outside
the noise spectrum of the interferometer system. One sideband
is isolated by applying an appropriate filter in the Fourier plane
and shifted to zero frequency before carrying out the inverse
Fourier transform. Two-dimensional phase reconstruction of
each side of the TGA interface is obtained with an inverse FT,
followed by calculation of the phase from the real and imagi-
nary components of the image. The complex phase of the
inverse transform is unwrapped and represents the phase data
of the surfaces [Fig. 100.23(d)]. Any remaining tip, tilt, or

Figure 100.22
The control system monitors grating alignment in both the near field and
far field (focal spot). The cw laser light probes the gratings and is
transmitted to electronic cameras to record both the fringe pattern and the
corresponding focal spot. Analysis of the fringe pattern yields differential
tip, tilt, and piston. From these measurements, the system computer
generates signals to drive three actuators in a closed-loop cycle that
minimizes the set of differential errors. The focal-spot diagnostic is used
to verify successful convergence toward diffraction-limited performance.
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piston phase errors can be removed in the final stages of closed-
loop operation. This technique is especially useful when oper-
ating in optically �noisy� environments since the single video
frame measurement is fast compared to scanning interferom-
eters and permits a high level of noise rejection, through
averaging of multiple video frames in phase space.

The differential slope of the two elements represents the x
tilt and y tip of the two tiles. The x tilt and y tip are determined
unambiguously in the x�y coordinate system. �Piston� is the
out-of-plane offset in the z direction. A linking of the left and
right portions of the interferogram has to be applied across the
gap to maintain phase continuity for the piston computation.

As previously described in this article, the three phase-error
terms are the result of the joint effect of a pair of separate,
independent grating misalignments. The piston term is the
composite effect of both an actual z-direction tile offset and a
lateral shift perpendicular to the grating rulings. The tip term

comprises the joint effect of actual differential tip and in-plane
rotation of one of the gratings with respect to the other. The tilt
term is due to differential tilt between the gratings, which can,
in part, be caused by a difference in groove spacing. An error
in one of the components of a two-component term may be
perfectly compensated by adjusting the other component;
therefore, it is necessary to provide only three adjustments per
tile, provided that the grating array is designed to minimize
errors in the nonadjustable offsets.

After an initial system alignment where most of the tip and
tilt have been removed and the relative piston has been set
within 2πN, the value of N is checked by translating a high-
resolution mechanical indicator across the gap on the grating
surface outside of the clear aperture. The indicator is mounted
on a slide that is parallel to the surface of the first grating and
that places the indicator within a few millimeters, laterally, of
the gap. Translating the indicator while in contact with gratings
produces a step if there is an absolute piston error. The three

Figure 100.23
A Fourier-transform (FT)�based algorithm, referred to as spatial synchronous phase detection (SSPD), is used to analyze high-frequency fringe patterns (a)
situated on either side of the TGA interface. A window function is applied to each fringe pattern (b) to reduce edge effects in the FT calculations. The carrier
frequency is chosen to place the side lobe to a position outside the noise spectrum of the interferometer system (c). An inverse FT, followed by phase calculations,
results in two-dimensional phase reconstruction of each side of the TGA interface. Any remaining tip, tilt, or piston phase errors (d) can be removed in the final
stages of closed-loop operation.
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actuators of the motorized gratings are now moved in concert
by an appropriate amount to reduce the absolute piston to less
than one wavelength.

Computer System and Software
The software integrates the image acquisition, image analy-

sis, parameter derivation, and actuator control, as well as all
data logging, in the same computer. The speed of the control
loop is of the order of 1 s, even though the actual alignment may
be corrected much less frequently. For the purpose of thorough
testing, the measurement system was designed to be sensitive
to both low- and high-frequency disturbances. For example, a
change in room temperature induces thermal drifts typically
requiring corrections of the order of minutes to hours. High-
frequency disturbances that can be induced by acoustics or air
turbulence are removed by averaging many individual mea-
surements. Close to 100 measurements were typically aver-
aged to achieve the required level of noise reduction.

A Windows-based desktop computer, with five extension
slots, running at 2.5 GHz, was used to acquire interferometric
data. The fringes were acquired with a monochrome CCD
camera, internal to the ADE MiniFiz interferometer with RS-
170 interface, and digitized with a four-channel, 8-bit data
acquisition card from National Instruments, model 1409.10

Processing artificial fringe patterns showed the numerical
resolution of the software to be better than λ/1000. One
channel of that card was used to digitize the image of the fringe
pattern, while another channel was used to acquire a far-field
view used for the diagnostic of the alignment.

The control loop was completed with three Picomotor
controllers (New Focus 8753) (Ref. 8) that were driven by a
hardware and software package. The Picomotors are digital
stepping devices that move in nominal increments of 20 nm.
The data acquisition and control software was developed
with a rapid prototyping environment called BlackBox Com-
ponent Builder,11 which is available free of charge, and com-
piled with a Component Pascal compiler. The Blackbox
environment is very robust and stable and well suited to
developing mission-critical software, which requires a low
occurrence of failures. An engineering and scientific software
library12 was used to perform matrix calculations and also for
data logging and display. The library, written by Robert
Campbell for the Blackbox environment, is distributed in
source code.

The start-up sequence involves manual grating adjustments
in two different positions. The grating assembly is rotated to be

perpendicular to the interferometer axis, and both gratings,
acting as mirrors, are co-aligned with respect to the Fizeau
transmission flat to better than 1 µrad. This technique is
referred to as �fringe-nulling.� The grating assembly is then
rotated to the Littrow position, where any measured differen-
tial vertical tilt is due to in-plane grating rotation. The fringe
pattern is �nulled� with separate adjustments for both gratings
to ensure that the grating grooves are parallel to one another. It
may be necessary to reiterate these last two steps to make
certain that the adjustments have settled and the adjusters
are locked.

The reference transmission flat is now tilted to produce
approximately 15 to 20 fringes across the field to enable the
SSPD techniques to work with sufficient precision. Care must
be taken to maintain wedge orientation within the interferom-
eter and to maintain the same sign convention throughout the
processing software. Once the manual setup steps are com-
plete, the system is ready to perform open-loop stability
measurements with the motors disabled. Alternatively, the
control loop may be closed for precise grating control.

Experimental Results
The interferometric system was evaluated by measuring

the differential phase between two regions of the same
grating over an extended period of time. Each data point was
acquired by averaging 16 sequential video frames. As shown in
Fig. 100.24, an alignment variation of λ/50 rms was observed

Figure 100.24
The stability of the phase sensor is evaluated by measuring the differential
phase between two regions of a stable, monolithic grating. Long-term
measurement of tip, tilt, and piston phase errors establishes the noise level of
the system to be approximately λ/50. Statistical analysis, applied over time
intervals of several minutes, reduces the measurement error to below λ/100.
Extraneous fluctuations prior to sample 300 are reduced by applying temporal
averaging in the SSPD routine.
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over this period. Statistical analysis, applied over time inter-
vals of several minutes, reduces the measurement error to
below λ/100. Extraneous fluctuations prior to sample 300 were
reduced by applying temporal averaging in the SSPD routine.
After replacing the single grating with two gratings, phase
measurements were made in open-loop mode over a 24-h
period. As shown in Fig. 100.25, long-term monitoring of a
TGA, with disabled actuators, indicates tip and tilt stability
while the differential piston drifts by more than the wavelength
of light. The system stability was found to vary by approxi-
mately five wavelengths of light per degree centigrade. The
apparent phase jumps at ±λ/2 are due to the �π to π range of
the arctangent calculation performed in phase reconstruction.
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Figure 100.25
Long-term monitoring of a TGA, with disabled actuators, indicates tip and tilt
stability while the differential piston drifts by more than the wavelength of
light. The apparent phase jumps at ±λ/2 are due to the �π to π range of the
arctangent calculation performed in phase reconstruction. The overall cycli-
cal behavior of the piston term is caused by the difference in the coefficient
of thermal expansion between the Pyrex� substrate and aluminum mount in
the presence of small temperature changes in the environment.

As a result of the phase-pair compensation strategy, any
drift in either �y tip� or �in-plane grating rotation� is contained
in the vertical �tilt signal,� and their sum can be corrected with
the servo system. Similarly, any drift in longitudinal shift
(piston) or lateral shift is contained in the �piston signal,� and
their sum can be corrected by the servo system. A temperature
recording, and subsequent analysis, showed that the cyclical
behavior of the piston term is caused by the difference in the
coefficient of thermal expansion between the Pyrex� sub-
strate and the aluminum mount in the presence of small
temperature changes in the environment. The largest dimen-
sions of the assembly are the widths of the gratings and the
support structure. Since changes of these dimensions, due to
temperature variation, are different for dissimilar materials, a

phase shift occurs between the sets of grooves from their
respective grating.

Closed-loop control of a TGA is achieved by driving the
actuators with signals derived from the phase sensor. Phase
fluctuations (Fig. 100.26) were largely reduced when the
actuators were activated at sample number 9, and λ/10 align-
ment was rapidly achieved at sample number 25. As marked by
sudden shifts in the plots, differential piston occurred at sample
numbers 52 and 142. Tip and tilt phase correction was not
required over the same time period. At the end of closed-loop
operation, piston corrections in one-step increments, or 20 nm,
are observed. This is comparable to the operation with a single
grating where the far-field signal approximates a steady Airy
pattern, with a Strehl ratio of about 0.99. During operation of
an OMEGA EP laser beam, closed-loop control of up to eight
interfaces will be required.
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Figure 100.26
Closed-loop control of a TGA is achieved by enabling the actuators with
signals derived from the phase sensor. Phase fluctuations were largely re-
duced when the actuators were enabled at sample number 9, and λ/10 align-
ment was achieved at sample number 25. As marked by sudden shifts in the
plots, differential piston occurred at sample numbers 52 and 142. Tip and tilt
phase correction was not required over the same time period.

An important demonstration of closed-loop control of the
TGA involved obtaining convergence of all of the measured
differential phase errors to zero following random offsets to
the actuators [Fig. 100.27(a)]. Both the focal-spot irradiance
and computed Strehl ratio tracked very well with the recorded
differential piston. A focal spot splits into two lobes for a piston
error of (2N+1)π [Fig. 100.27(b)], while an Airy pattern
[Fig. 100.27(c)] is recovered as the piston misalignment re-
turns to near zero: For this experimental demonstration, the
irradiance doubled after successful closed-loop alignment
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[Figs. 100.27(d) and 100.27(e)]. A closed-loop run, requiring
correction of initial tip, tilt, and piston errors, is completed in
approximately 5 min. The settling time depends on the severity
of the initial misalignments.

Operational ease can be achieved for closed-loop control of
a tiled-grating compressor (TGC) through simultaneous
alignment of all TGA�s in a series configuration. Series align-

ment was demonstrated by positioning two TGA�s in double-
pass configuration using an auxiliary retroreflecting mirror.
While one TGA was intentionally misaligned with a piston
error of π radians [Fig. 100.28(a)], the second TGA was
adjusted to remove all piston error from the series configura-
tion [Fig. 100.28(b)]. Closed-loop alignment was successful
despite an increase in diffraction losses due to the cumulative
phase errors of the eight diffraction gratings. For comparison,
a single TGA, in Littrow configuration, was alternately ad-
justed to form either a split focal spot [Fig. 100.28(c)] or a
diffraction-limited focal spot [Fig. 100.28(d)].

Monochromatic laser light, operating at the center wave-
length of a typical high-intensity laser, was used to simulate in-
series alignment of the TGA units for the outer spectral
components of broadband laser light. Figure 100.29(a) shows
an experimentally generated phase map with the left and right
regions of the beam accurately tiled, even though the indi-
vidual TGA�s are not properly tiled. Due to a spatial chirp that
forms in part of the compressor, the extreme spectral compo-
nents of the laser pulse cannot be fully compensated. The
central, narrow region of the beam is not compensated and
contained a differential tip of about three waves. The focal spot
[Fig. 100.29(b)] shows a corresponding increase in diffraction

Figure 100.27
Closed-loop control of the TGA is achieved when all
of the measured differential phase errors converge to
zero following random offsets of the actuators (a).
Corroboration between phase convergence and Strehl
ratio indicates successful closed-loop control. A
symmetrically split far-field pattern is observed for
piston values of (2N+1)π (b), while a single focal
spot is observed for piston values of 0 and 2πn (c).
The irradiance is doubled after successful alignment
[(d) and (e)].
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spreading in the horizontal plane due to the misregistration of
the gaps. Diffraction spreading in the vertical plane is due to the
differential tip of the central strip of light.

Theoretical calculations predict that integration over all
spectral components of the laser pulse, carried through a TGC
that is aligned with compensating TGA errors, yields negli-
gible effects for pulses longer [Figs. 100.30(a) and 100.30(b)]
than the Fourier-transform�limited (∆τ) pulse [Fig. 100.30(c)].
Two-dimensional, space-time images clearly show that the
effects from residual compensation error are pronounced only
when maximum pulse compression is attempted. Further spa-
tial integration of these images yields temporal pulses shapes
[Fig. 100.30(d)] that show the small effect from a compen-

sated π piston error in a pair of TGA units. Further modeling
will be carried out to explore the combined effects of differen-
tial tip, tilt, and piston differential errors when in-series align-
ment is deployed.

Conclusion
Accurate closed-loop control of a tiled-grating assembly

has been achieved over extended periods of time. Together
with previous demonstrations involving coherent addition and
pulse compression, this result further supports the feasibility of
the tiled-grating compressor as the means to obtain multi-
kilojoule-energy capability for petawatt-class lasers. In addi-
tion, in-series TGA alignment was successfully demonstrated
in a compressor configuration.

Figure 100.28
Operational ease can be achieved for closed-loop control of a tiled-grating
compressor (TGC) through simultaneous alignment of all TGA�s in series
configuration. Series alignment was demonstrated by positioning two TGA�s
in double-pass configuration using an auxiliary retroreflecting mirror. While
one TGA was intentionally misaligned with a piston error of π radians (a), the
second TGA was adjusted to remove all piston error from the series configu-
ration (b). Closed-loop alignment was successful despite an increase in
diffraction losses due to the cumulative phase errors of the eight diffraction
gratings. For comparison, a single TGA, in Littrow configuration, was
alternately adjusted to form either a split focal spot (c) or a diffraction-limited
focal spot (d).
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Figure 100.29
Monochromatic laser light was used to simu-
late in-series alignment of the TGA�s for the
outer-spectral components of broadband laser
light. An experimentally generated phase map
is shown in (a) with the left and right regions of
the beam accurately tiled, even though the
individual TGA�s are not properly tiled. The
central, narrow region of the beam is not com-
pensated and contains a differential tilt of about
three waves. The focal spot (b) shows a corre-
sponding increase in diffraction spreading.E13556
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Further developments of the tiled-grating compressor are
required to support the OMEGA EP project. A TMA with three
tiled gratings is being constructed and tested to demonstrate
full-aperture mounting, positioning, and closed-loop control.
In addition, this prototype test apparatus will be outfitted with
three full-aperture, MLD gratings to demonstrate phase-pair
compensation and closed-loop control. Major emphasis will be
placed on determining the minimum beam size required to
accurately align a TGA containing three gratings using both
near-field phase and far-field irradiance diagnostics.
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Introduction
Laser-driven, direct-drive inertial confinement fusion requires
near-uniform illumination of the spherical fuel-bearing tar-
get;1,2 therefore, the target must be illuminated symmetrically
since uneven illumination will result in uneven acceleration
disrupting the implosion. For a laser-driven system with uni-
formly distributed beams, this dictates that all beams must
have equal energies, must have the proper profile, and must be
positioned accurately.

Currently, the primary method for determining the energies
of beams on the OMEGA laser is based on a calorimeter sys-
tem [harmonic energy diagnostic (HED)]. The beams must
then be transported to the target chamber: they first pass
through distributed polarization rotators (DPR�s)3 and are then
reflected off two mirrors and transmitted by a distributed
phase plate (DPP),4 a focusing lens, and a vacuum window
interface. Losses due to this transport are inferred from mea-
surements made with a cw laser, but variations due to nonlinear
effects at high power and variations of the beam shape are not
otherwise measured. Likewise, the beam position is deter-
mined by a co-propagated cw laser, but with unknown posi-
tioning error (centroid determination of the reflected cw beam
is accurate to 20 µm). With the method described here, relative
beam fluence, shapes, and positions of the beams are deter-
mined from x-ray images of the emission from a 4-mm-diam,
Au-coated spherical target illuminated by the beams of
OMEGA.5 The UV light is converted to x rays in the Au coating
with high efficiency,6 and the resultant x-ray flux is imaged
with x-ray pinhole cameras (XPHC�s) and recorded by charge-
injection devices (CID�s).7

This analysis takes into account projection effects, conver-
sion from UV to x rays, and detection efficiency. This process
is sufficiently automated to allow for analysis to be completed
within the OMEGA minimum shot cycle (45 min). Misposi-
tioned beams can be repointed to an accuracy of 9 µm (rms over
60 beams) again within a shot cycle. This method has also been
used to determine and minimize beam-to-beam peak fluence

In-Situ Measurements of High-Intensity Laser Beams on OMEGA

variations, thereby further improving on-target uniformity
(enhanced fluence balance).8

On-Target Beam Measurements
The data present in XPHC images of pointing shots must be

extracted and quantified. Ideally, the beams incident on the
target are circularly symmetric and have a radial profile given
by a �super-Gaussian� of the form

I r I e
r r

UV UV( ) = ( ) × −( )0 0
η

, (1)

where IUV(r) is the intensity of the beam as a function of radius,
IUV(0) is the peak intensity, r is the distance from the beam
center, r0 is the beam-spot radius, and η is the power of the
super-Gaussian.

The gold target converts the incident UV energy into x rays
with a high efficiency.6 The result follows the proportionality8

I Ix ∝ UV
γ

, (2)

where Ix is the intensity of x rays produced by the target and γ
is a constant. For the detectors used in this work,7 and a total
filtration of 152 µm of Be, γ was estimated to be 3.7. X rays
from the target are then imaged by XPHC�s and recorded by
CID cameras.

In general, the beams are not perfectly circular; therefore,
they are fitted to an elliptical super-Gaussian. Combining
Eqs. (1) and (2) and introducing an elliptical beam shape yields

I r I ex
x a y b

( ) = ( ) ×
− ′( ) + ′( )[ ]

UV
γ γ

η

0
2 2 2

, (3)

where a and b are the lengths of the major and minor axes of the
ellipse, respectively. The values x′ and y′ are the coordinates
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lying along the major and minor axes of the ellipse, given by

′ = −( ) ( ) + −( ) ( )

′ = − −( ) ( ) + −( ) ( )

x x x y y

y x x y y

c c

c c

cos sin ,

sin cos ,

α α

α α

(4)

where x and y are the coordinates in the camera image, α is
the phase angle of the ellipse, and xc and yc are the locations of
the center of the beam in image coordinates.

The x-ray fluence measured by the CID cameras is then fit
to Eq. (3), yielding values for the beam�s peak UV intensity,
center position, super-Gaussian power, major and minor axes,
and phase angle of the ellipse. Figure 100.31 shows a compari-
son of this fit to an actual XPHC image recorded by a CID

camera. The lineouts in Fig. 100.31(c) show an example
comparison between measured and fit beam profiles.

1. Correction for Limb Brightening
As shown schematically in Fig. 100.32, x-ray emission

from the Au plasma resulting from absorption of the UV beams
is, in general, seen at an angle θ. If the emission comes from an
optically thin medium, the increased path through the plasma
will increase the observed x-ray fluence. It has been shown8

that when the plasma is uniform on the surface of the sphere,
the intensity seen at an angle θ to the normal is given by

I I r r

r r

x xθ

θ θ

( ) = ( )( )

× + ( ) − −





0

1
2 2

emis

emis

∆

∆ sin cos , (5)

Figure 100.31
(a) CID image of a 4-mm-diam, Au-coated pointing sphere
illuminated by all 60 OMEGA beams with an enlarged
view of beams 6 to 8. (b) The fit to this image created by
the method described herein with an enlarged view of
beams 6 to 8. Beams greater than 64° from the view center
are not fit since they are greatly distorted by view-angle
effects. (c) Radial and azimuthal lineouts compared to a
lineout of the fit for beams 6 to 8.
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where remis is the radius of the target and ∆r is the thickness
of the plasma. A typical value of ∆r = 113 µm was found on a
uniformly irradiated, 1-mm-diam, Au-coated sphere with all
other conditions the same as on a beam pointing shot (e.g.,
1-ns square pulse at ~1014 W/cm2). Correction for limb bright-
ening on the pointing target is then accomplished by solving
Eq. (5) for the value of Ix(0), the intensity as seen from the
normal to the target, using the values ∆r = 113 µm and r0 =
2 mm. Since this correction is performed continuously for the
entire x-ray image, the result is to approximately remove the
effect of the curved surface on the measurements of beam
fluence and beam position.
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Figure 100.32
An OMEGA beam incident on a 4-mm-diam, Au-coated pointing target. The
target will re-emit in the x-ray band with intensity and shape modified by
conversion to x rays. However, since the beam is viewed by a camera off axis
from the path of the beam, it appears to be distorted and to have a higher peak
intensity than if it were viewed on axis, due to the limb-brightening effect.
This also causes the apparent position of the beam on the radiating surface to
be shifted from its actual position.

2. Determination of Beam Parameters
First, the images are fitted to a template of ideal beam

positions (orthographic projections of beam-arrival directions),
assuming the emission comes from the surface of a sphere
[effective emission radius remis

* ; see Fig. (100.32)]. The best fit
of this template to the observed beam positions then deter-
mines remis

*  the target position and the orientation of the image
with respect to target chamber coordinates (rotation angle).

After initial determination of the target position, radius, and
image rotation angle, corrections for view angle are applied,

contributions from surrounding beams are removed, and the
beam shape and position are recomputed. Typically this proce-
dure is applied to images from a set of eight XPHC�s located at
the positions shown in Fig. 100.33. For each image, beams
within 64° of the center position are analyzed. Therefore, all
beams are viewed by two or more cameras, and error on beam
position may be calculated by comparing determinations
from multiple views. Application of the procedure described
above gives improved results, as evidenced by a reduction of
this error.
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Figure 100.33
Aitoff projection plot of XPHC positions. The black circles represent beam
positions. The red circles show the center position of each XPHC view,
labeled with the viewport name.

After correction for projection effects, beam parameters
may be measured with a high degree of accuracy. For any
single SG3 beam on OMEGA, the radius may be determined to
within 4%, ellipticity to within 4%, super-Gaussian power to
within 4%, and peak fluence to within 4%. For a single SG4
beam, the radius may be determined to within 3%, ellipticity to
within 2%, super-Gaussian power to within 6%, and peak
fluence to within 4%. Differences between measurement accu-
racies for SG3 and SG4 beams are due to departures from the
ideal beam shape.

This method has been used to determine the beam size, peak
fluence variations, and pointing accuracy for the full 60 OMEGA
beams when the beams are smoothed by 1-THz smoothing by
spectral dispersion (SSD) with polarization smoothing (PS),9

both with the original DPP�s (SG3) and with an expanded,
flatter beam shape resulting from a new set of DPP�s (SG4).10

The average beam shapes found from this analysis are η =
2.27±0.02 and r0 = 308±1 µm with ellipticity of 1.072±0.005
for the SG3 beams, and η = 3.66±0.03 and r0 = 380±1 µm
with ellipticity of 1.066±0.003 for the SG4 beams. These
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correspond to beam diameters of approximately 930 µm and
865 µm (diameter containing 95% of the energy) for the SG3
and SG4 DPP�s, respectively.

3. Beam Repointing
Beam-position deviations from the desired template are

determined from the final fits. The measured beam offsets are
used to compute movements of the final turning mirrors,
thereby correcting the pointing. Figure 100.34 shows the
results of beam offset determinations before and after repointing
(second pointing shot). The root-mean-square position error
has been reduced from 23 µm to 11 µm. This beam-repointing
method has been applied many times, and the minimum rms
position error achieved is 9 µm.

Conclusions
A method has been developed to accurately measure beam

position, shape, and relative intensity from CID-recorded
x-ray images of 4-mm-diam, Au-coated pointing targets irra-
diated with focused beams from the OMEGA laser. By taking
into account projection effects, conversion from UV to x rays,
and detection efficiency, this method is able to determine beam

position to within 7 µm, beam radius to within 3%, ellipticity
to within 2%, and relative intensity to within 4%.

Accurate characterization of beams is necessary to optimize
the uniformity of target illumination since displacements from
ideal beam positions and variations in beam shape and inten-
sity cannot be minimized unless they are first measured. This
analysis is currently being used on OMEGA to improve the
uniformity of target illumination by improving beam pointing.
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Introduction
Large, high-power laser systems are currently under construc-
tion; such systems include the National Ignition Facility (NIF)
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),1 the
LMJ laser at CEA in France, and the OMEGA EP at LLE.2

These new lasers will require large amounts of neodymium
phosphate laser glass, which is known to be sensitive to water.3

When improperly handled or exposed to too much humidity,
phosphate glass surfaces may cloud�a result of increased
surface roughness due to chemical reactions. Smooth surfaces
are required for such lasers (for example, a 2- to 10-Å-rms
roughness level is specified for the NIF1); rougher surfaces
cause scatter, which can result in intensity modulation in the
laser beam, leading to damage to downstream optics and
�(increased) fluence on the spatial-filter pinholes.�1 Transmis-
sion loss also causes output energy loss, significantly reducing
performance. Thus the chemical durability of the laser glass
used is of great importance to its fabrication, storage, cleaning,
and handling.

Cast Hoya LHG8 phosphate glass, which is made in small
individual batches, has been handled and used for over 25 years
at LLE in the OMEGA laser system. It was found that a 50/50
glycol and water mixture was required to cool the fine-ground
barrels of laser rods without erosion of the LHG8 composi-
tion,3,4 but no other chemical durability problems with the
polished faces of cast LHG8 rods and disks were encountered.
The new lasers will use phosphate glass manufactured by a
continuous melting process5 developed by LLNL for the NIF
laser. In addition to the LHG8 composition used in OMEGA,
a new phosphate glass composition, Schott LG770, will be
used in the NIF. Changes in manufacturing technique and
composition may affect chemical durability.

Previous work at LLNL6 has shown the continuously
melted LG770 to be less resistant to attack by water than the
continuously melted LHG8. The quality of the surface finish
(between grinding, inspection polishing, and optical finishing)
was found to affect dramatically the rate at which the glasses
weathered. Both compositions were shown to be sensitive to

Chemical Durability of Phosphate Laser Glasses Polished
with Pitch, Pads, or MRF

residual abrasives when they were allowed to dry on the sur-
face after polishing,6 which is a known effect on surfaces of
low-durability glass.7 The limited use of scrubbing with aque-
ous detergent solutions was specified for removing protective
coating residues from phosphate glass surfaces after storage.8

After finishing, three practical issues for preserving the
surface quality of phosphate glass are handling, storage, and
sensitivity to cleaning. This work focused on determining how
resistant each composition was to various levels of humidity;
whether or not the manufacturing method (casting versus
continuous melting) affected humidity resistance; what effect
the surface-finishing process had on resistance to humidity or
response to cleaning; the effect of periodic, gentle wiping
during storage; and the effect of aggressive aqueous cleaning
(of the sort typically used before installing optics into laser
systems) on both �good� surfaces and degraded ones.

Experimental Design
The following subsections summarize our general experi-

mental design. Samples of each glass type were processed
using three different finishing techniques: pitch polishing, pad
polishing, or magnetorheological finishing (MRF). Samples
were stored in chambers at four different controlled humidities
at 22°C for 14 weeks. Half of the samples underwent a gentle
weekly wiping during storage. A total of 48 samples with 80
prepared surfaces were monitored. The distribution of the
samples is given in Fig. 100.35, where sample ID�s are listed
in bold and sides prepared with different polishing protocols
are labeled as S1 and S2. For example, sample 13C denotes a
continuously melted LG770 part intended for storage at 38%
RH (relative humidity) that has undergone the gentle weekly
wiping. Surface S1 of the part had been pitch polished, while
surface S2 had been pad polished. Samples used to illustrate
trends discussed extensively in this article are highlighted in
Fig. 100.35 in gray. Surface microroughness analyses and
power spectral density analyses were performed, and the visual
appearance of each sample was monitored. After 14 weeks,
samples stored in high humidity underwent a thorough visual
and microscopic inspection before undergoing two aqueous
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cleanings by technicians in the optics manufacturing facility at
LLE. Some of these high-humidity samples were cleaned with
water alone, and some with water and detergent. After each
cleaning, these samples were measured and inspected again.

1. Sample Preparation
Testing was performed on identically processed, handled,

and stored samples of cast LHG8 (designated C-LHG8), con-
tinuously melted LHG8 (designated CM-LHG8), and continu-
ously melted LG770 (designated CM-LG770). Samples were
nominally 25 mm × 25 mm × 5 mm. The samples of C-LHG8
came from in-house stock, and the samples of CM-LHG8 and
CM-LG770 came from LLNL. Samples of C-LHG8 and CM-
LHG8 underwent pitch polishing, rotational magneto-
rheological finishing (MRF), and raster MRF. MRF is a finish-
ing method that involves polishing a surface by moving it
through a ribbon of a magnetic fluid that contains abrasives.9

Samples of CM-LG770 underwent pitch polishing, pad pol-

ishing, rotational MRF, and raster MRF. Pitch polishing was
done in-house on a 36-in. continuous polishing (CP) machine,
with Gugolz #82 pitch, using an aqueous slurry containing
Cerox 1663 cerium oxide. Samples were cleaned with acetone
after pitch polishing. Pad polishing (on CM-LG770 only) was
done by an outside vendor in a double-sided process using
cerium oxide and pads. These parts were used �as-received.�
MRF using both rotational and raster modes of processing was
done in-house on a QED Technologies Q22-Y machine using
an experimental ZrO2-based MR fluid.10 For rotational MRF,
samples were polished by rotating the surfaces of the spindle-
mounted parts as they were moved through the magnetic
ribbon. For raster MRF, the parts were translated without
rotation through the ribbon in a raster fashion. MRF was
performed on previously pitch- or pad-polished surfaces, with
at least 0.2 µm of material uniformly removed. After MRF,
samples were wiped with water, followed by acetone.

Figure 100.35
Distribution of 48 phosphate glass samples for chemical durability tests (see text).
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2. Sample Handling and Storage
Four chambers were set up for the humidity testing. Each

chamber maintained a static noncirculating air environment
and was kept sealed except during removal and replacement of
samples. Temperature in the chambers remained between
21°C and 22°C. Humidities of 0%, 16%, 38%, and 75% (±1%)
RH were maintained in the chambers using desiccant (0% RH)
and saturated aqueous solutions of LiCl, NaI, and NaCl,
respectively. Temperature and humidity were monitored daily
using hygrometer/thermometer pens,11 which remained in the
sealed chambers.

Samples were mounted upright in these humidity chambers
in foam holders with the prepared surfaces exposed. They
remained in the chambers for 14 weeks and were removed only
for cleaning, measurement, and inspection. Samples were tran-
sported to and from the metrology lab in closed plastic boxes
and were handled with nitrile gloves. During cleaning, mea-
surement, and inspection, samples were exposed briefly to lab
humidity conditions of between 20% and 60% RH, with an av-
erage of 32% RH, and temperatures between 21°C and 22°C.

3. Sample Cleaning
A gentle drag�wipe method with HPLC-grade methanol

and lens tissue (Lens SX90 tissue from Berkshire) was chosen
as an initial �cleaning� protocol for all surfaces. Although not
a rigorous �cleaning� process, wiping was selected as being
most likely to preserve the quality of initial surfaces for the
ensuing humidity tests. Sample wiping consisted of a pair of
orthogonally oriented drag wipes per side. Half of the samples
underwent this procedure only once before being placed in the
humidity chambers; these samples were designated �not weekly
wiped� (NWW). The other half of the samples were wiped in
this way prior to being placed in the humidity chambers and
then wiped again every week for 13 weeks; these samples were
designated �weekly wiped� (WW).

A true aqueous cleaning method involving gentle hand
scrubbing was chosen as a more aggressive protocol, which
was performed at the conclusion of testing, but only on the
samples that had been stored in 75% RH. This protocol was
chosen after reviewing existing procedures for cleaning laser
glass surfaces.8 After 14 weeks of storage, half of the samples
from the 75%-RH chamber were cleaned with 18-Mohm de-
ionized (DI) water alone, and half were cleaned with DI water
and detergent (Micro-90 Microsoap). Each sample was held
under running DI water while being scrubbed with synthetic
nylon wipes (Miracle Wipes). Detergent was added to the
surfaces of some of the samples during this process. After

scrubbing, samples were rinsed in a DI water spray for 2 min
and then set upright in a laminar flow hood12 to dry. After
evaluation, the samples were stored in 0% RH. After 5 addi-
tional weeks, the aqueous cleaning procedure was repeated.
These cleaning methods are typical of what would be used on
optics going into laser systems.

4. Surface-Evaluation Protocols
Although scatter is the main concern for laser systems, no

simple, direct way to measure it on these samples was found in
this facility. Four easily performed methods for surface evalu-
ation were chosen: measurement of areal microroughness with
and without electronic filtering, power spectral density (PSD)
analysis, visual inspection, and microscopic inspection.

Areal microroughness measurements were made using a
Zygo NewView 100 white-light interferometer, with a 5×
Michelson objective.13 Areal peak-to-valley (p�v) and root-
mean-square (rms) values were obtained over areas of
1.41 mm × 1.05 mm. Measurements were made weekly on
samples in the 38%- and 75%-RH chambers, and bi-weekly on
samples in the 16%- and 0%-RH chambers for the first 10
weeks. Additional measurements were made on samples in the
75%-RH chamber at 13 weeks and after each aqueous cleaning
with and without detergent. An average of measurements from
five random sites in characteristic areas of the samples was
recorded. Uncharacteristic areas, the center, and the edges of
the substrates were avoided. Filtering was used on selected
data to observe features in specific spatial-frequency ranges
suggested by PSD analysis.

PSD analysis provided more-detailed information about
what kinds of structures were contributing to the surface
roughness. PSD data were gathered for selected surfaces from
the New View 10013 and plotted using in-house MATLAB
codes14 as power density (nm3) as a function of spatial fre-
quency (1/nm). With the 5× Michelson objective, information
was obtained for structures contributing to roughness at
spatial frequencies between ~1 × 10�4 1/nm and ~4 × 10�7

1/nm (corresponding to periodicities between ~10 µm and
~2.5 mm). Plotted data were compared to a typical specifica-
tion for NIF laser disks.15 Various types of visual inspection
were employed. General observations were routinely made
with the naked eye in fluorescent room light. Inspections with
a fiber-optic light source in a dark room were made after 4 and
11 weeks of storage. At 14 weeks, surfaces were inspected,
mapped, and described in writing before and after the first
aqueous cleaning with and without detergent. Digital photos of
the samples were taken in a darkened room with a flash before
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and after the first (14 weeks) and second (19 weeks) aqueous
cleanings. Microscopic inspection was carried out using a
Nikon research-grade, white-light optical microscope before
and after the first aqueous cleaning. Surfaces were observed in
reflection using both bright-field and dark-field modes with
5×, 10×, 20×, and 50× objectives.

Results of Humidity Study
Very little change was seen on the majority of the surfaces

monitored. After 10 weeks of storage, no degradation was seen
on any of the samples stored at 38% RH, 16% RH, or 0% RH.
The experiment was ended for these samples. Within the 75%-
RH chamber, no degradation was seen on any of the samples
that underwent the gentle weekly wiping protocol, and no
degradation was seen on any of the samples of CM-LHG8
with or without wiping throughout the 14 weeks they were
stored at elevated humidity. The samples of NWW C-LHG8
in the 75%-RH chamber (samples 7A and 8A; refer to
Fig. 100.35) showed minor visible degradation, accompanied
by increased rms microroughness and elevated levels of
PSD, which was worse on the pitch-polished surface (surface
S1 of 7A) than on the MRF-polished ones (surfaces S1 of 8A
and S2 of 8A). Both of the samples of NWW CM-LG770
(samples 7C and 8C) in the 75%-RH chamber showed severe
degradation, confirming the high degree of humidity sensitiv-
ity for this composition.

Degradation on samples of NWW CM-LG770 (samples 7C
and 8C) first appeared in the form of large structures at low
spatial frequencies, increased rms microroughness, and el-
evated PSD levels. By 13 weeks of storage, structures had
developed at higher spatial frequencies, resulting in increased
rms and p�v microroughness and elevated PSD levels at high
spatial frequencies. The surfaces had also developed a grainy,
highly scattering appearance. Although the quality of the
initial surface finish did not affect the rate of degradation in
samples of NWW CM-LG770 at 75% RH, the various surface-
finishing processes appeared to influence how the degradation
formed, with different types of structures appearing on sur-
faces that had been polished differently.

The following four subsections concentrate exclusively on
the results observed for selected samples of all glass composi-
tions stored at 75% RH and not wiped weekly.

1. Changes in Areal Microroughness
The initial rms surface areal microroughness of the

phosphate glass samples varied from 0.6 nm to 2.2 nm as a
result of the different surface-finishing protocols. In general,

for all samples, the pad-polished surfaces were roughest, the
pitch-polished surfaces were smoothest, and the MRF-pro-
cessed surfaces fell somewhere in between. This did not
depend on glass type. Variations in microroughness were not
indicative of polishing process efficiency but were simply the
result of polishing conditions available at the time. An example
showing good environmental stability is given in Fig. 100.36
[(a) rms, (b) p�v] for NWW CM-LHG8 (samples 7B and 8B)
stored at 75% RH. All initial surface microroughness values
were below 1-nm rms, though differences in rms surface
microroughness were seen between surfaces polished with
either pitch (surface S1 of 7B) or MRF (surfaces S1 of 8B and
S2 of 8B), with the pitch-polished surfaces being the smooth-
est. Peak-to-valley values generally overlapped and fell in a
range between 10 nm and 30 nm. Microroughness levels
remained unchanged after 13 weeks of storage.
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Figure 100.36
Areal microroughness of NWW CM-LHG8 (samples 7B and 8B) surfaces
over 13 weeks of storage in 75% RH (lines to guide the eye). (a) Areal rms;
(b) areal p�v.

An example showing moderate environmental stability is
given in Fig. 100.37. No significant changes in either rms or
p�v roughness were observed on samples of NWW C-LHG8
(samples 7A and 8A) throughout the first 8 weeks of storage at
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75% RH. These samples showed increasing rms and p�v
microroughness beginning at week 9 and week 10, respec-
tively. Increases in microroughness continued through 13
weeks of storage [see Figs. 100.37(a) and 100.37(b)]. The
increases were much more dramatic for the pitch-polished
surface of sample 7A (rms: 3.9 nm±2.5 nm; p�v: 450 nm±
370 nm) than for the two MRF-polished surfaces of sample 8A.

An example of significant environmental instability is given
in Fig. 100.38. Both the rms and p�v roughness values of the
two samples of NWW CM-LG770 (samples 7C and 8C)
remained stable throughout the first 4 weeks of storage. Mea-
surable increases in rms microroughness on all four surfaces of
these samples were detected after 5 to 7 weeks of storage [see
Fig. 100.38(a)]. The rms roughness continued to increase on all
four surfaces of both samples of NWW CM-LG770 through

10 weeks. These increases in rms roughness were not accom-
panied by increases in p�v roughness [see Fig. 100.38(b)]. By
week 13, however, both rms and p�v roughness values had
increased dramatically (rms: 8 nm to 24 nm; p�v: 480 nm to
1090 nm). The standard deviations on the week-13 measure-
ments were very large (rms: ± >4.3 nm; p�v: ± >200 nm). There
was no direct correlation between the initial surface rms
roughness level and rate of degradation. In fact, the pad-
polished surface (surface 7C of S2), which was initially the
roughest, showed the smallest increase in rms roughness
values after 13 weeks. The raster MRF-processed surface
(surface 8C of S2) showed the greatest increase in rms rough-
ness. The magnitudes of all of the changes on the NWW
CM-LG770 surfaces were much greater than those detected
on surfaces of any of the LHG8 samples.

Figure 100.37
Areal microroughness of NWW C-LHG8 (samples 7A and 8A) surfaces
over 13 weeks of storage in 75% RH (lines to guide the eye). (a) Areal rms;
(b) areal p�v.

Figure 100.38
Areal microroughness of NWW CM-LG770 surfaces (samples 7C and 8C)
over 13 weeks of storage in 75% RH. (a) Areal rms; (b) areal p�v.
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2. Analyses of Power Spectral Density
As expected, since the area under a power spectral density

(PSD) curve is proportional to the square of the rms,16 initial
surface-rms-roughness differences were also reflected in PSD
data. Figure 100.39 gives PSD plots for initial surfaces of
NWW CM-LHG8 and NWW CM-LG770 (surfaces S1 of 7B,
S2 of 7C, S1 of 8B, and S2 of 8B). The pad-polished surface of
7C had the highest power-density levels (pad-polished sur-
faces were the only surfaces with power-density levels above
the NIF specification for laser disks15), while the pitch-pol-
ished surface of 7B had the lowest. The power-density levels
of the two MRF-polished surfaces of 8B were comparable to
the pitch-polished surface at high spatial frequencies and rose
to levels between the pitch-polished and pad-polished surfaces
at low spatial frequencies.

Figure 100.40 shows selected PSD plots for the pitch-
polished surface S1 of sample 7A of NWW C-LHG8 stored in
the 75%-RH chamber, which was initially well polished and
below the NIF reference level. The plot shows that power
density increased by two orders of magnitude over all spatial
frequencies after 13 weeks of storage. The other two surfaces
of NWW C-LHG8 (the rotationally MRF-processed surface
S1 of 8A and the raster MRF�processed surface S2 of 8A)
showed small increases in power density over 13 weeks.
Figure 100.41 shows results for the rotationally MRF-pro-
cessed surface only. Increases by less than 10× were observed
at spatial frequencies between 10�4 1/nm and 10�5 1/nm
(periodicities between 10 µm and 100 µm), with no changes

observed at lower spatial frequencies (longer periods). (Note:
PSD data in Figs. 100.40�100.42 after aggressive aqueous
cleaning are discussed in the Aqueous Cleaning Results�
section, p. 265.)

All four surfaces of the two samples of NWW CM-LG770
(7C and 8C) showed significant increases in levels of power
density between 5 weeks and 7 weeks. Figure 100.42 shows
selected PSD plots for the rotationally MRF-processed surface
S1 of 8C. At week 10 (not shown), power density at low spatial

Figure 100.40
Selected PSD data for a pitch-polished surface of NWW C-LHG8 (S1 of
7A) stored in 75% RH for 13 weeks.

Figure 100.39
PSD plot of different initial surface finishes of NWW
CM-LHG8 and NWW CM-LG770 before storage in
75% RH.
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frequencies (2 × 10�6 1/nm to 4 × 10�7 1/nm) had increased by
~15×, while at higher spatial frequencies the departure from
the initial condition was less. By week 13, power-density
levels at middle-to-high spatial frequencies had also increased
significantly, with a �bump� in the data around a spatial
frequency of 5 × 10�5 1/nm (corresponding to a periodicity of
20 µm; see Fig. 100.42).

Rising PSD levels on S1 of 8C (see Fig. 100.42) corre-
sponded to surface features observed with white-light inter-
ferometry. Increased power density at lower spatial frequen-
cies correlated with large surface features that are best de-
scribed as �mottling.� Figure 100.43 shows this mottling as
viewed with the NewView 100 using a low-pass filter
(333 µm). By week 13, small structures varying in size from
4 µm to 50 µm in diameter, as measured by optical microscopy,
had also developed on the surface. The size of the larger of
these structures (>10 µm) corresponds to the �bump� in the
PSD plot for week 13. Structures with sizes in the middle
spatial frequencies (1 × 10�5 1/nm to 4 × 10�6 1/nm) also
appeared by week 13. Figure 100.44 shows these structures
viewed on the white-light interferometer using a bandpass

Figure 100.41
Selected PSD data for a rotationally MRF-processed surface of NWW
C-LHG8 (S1 of 8A) stored in 75% RH for 13 weeks.

Figure 100.42
Selected PSD data for a rotationally MRF-processed surface of NWW
CM-LG770 (S1 of 8C) stored in 75% RH for 13 weeks.

Figure 100.44
NewView 100 grayscale image of structures at middle-range spatial fre-
quencies on rotationally MRF-processed NWW CM-LG770 (S1 of 8C),
stored in 75% RH for 13 weeks, viewed with a 100- to 250-µm bandpass filter.
1.41-mm × 1.05-mm areal view. p�v: 55.6 nm; rms: 3.51 nm.

Figure 100.43
NewView 100 grayscale image of structures at low spatial frequencies on
rotationally MRF-processed NWW CM-LG770 (S1 of 8C), stored in 75% RH
for 13 weeks, viewed with a 333-µm, low-pass filter. 1.41-mm × 1.05-mm
areal view. p�v: 18.4 nm; rms: 3.44 nm.
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filter (100 µm to 250 µm). The increased power-density
levels at middle-range spatial frequencies for week 13 (see
Fig. 100.42) show that they make a significant contribution to
increased rms roughness.

3. Visual Inspection
Visual inspection at 11 weeks and beyond agreed in general

with more quantitative optical measurements. The presence of
films, haziness, and graininess could be correlated to samples
that had shown increases in microroughness and PSD levels. In
some cases, visual inspection revealed differences among
parts that were not measurable with metrology instrumenta-
tion, presumably because the human eye is more sensitive to
scatter than the metrology instruments we used. Surfaces of
some of the MRF-processed parts looked better than those of
the pitch-polished and pad-polished ones, and surfaces on the
samples of CM-LHG8 looked better than surfaces on the
samples of C-LHG8. At the conclusion of 14 weeks of expo-
sure, there was considerable particulate contamination and a
�busy� appearance on many surfaces.

4. Microscopic Inspection
Microscopic inspection after 14 weeks of storage was use-

ful for evaluating significantly degraded surfaces prior to
aggressive cleaning and for observing structures with high
spatial frequencies that developed on the surfaces. These
structures varied in both size (4 µm to 50 µm in diameter) and
appearance from surface to surface. We attribute these varia-
tions to the different initial finishing processes used and any
residual contaminants unique to each finishing process that
may have been left on each surface. The pitch-polished surface
of NWW C-LHG8 (S1 of 7A) was covered in ran-domly
distributed, nominally round features that were 8 µm to 12 µm
in diameter, as seen in bright field mode using a 20× objective.
These features are shown in Fig. 100.45(a). The pitch-polished
surface of NWW CM-LG770 (S1 of 7C) was also covered in

nominally round features that were smaller (about 4 µm in
diameter) than those on the NWW C-LHG8 surface. The pad-
polished surface of NWW CM-LG770 (S2 of 7C) showed
oblong and elevated features that were ~4 µm wide and 8 µm
to 16 µm long. The MRF-processed surfaces of NWW CM-
LG770 (S1 of 8C and S2 of 8C) had asymmetrical, elevated
features between 10 µm and 40 µm in diameter that resembled
snowflakes. On the rotationally MRF-processed surface (S1 of
8C), these features were isolated from other defects, as shown
in Fig. 100.46. On the raster-polished surface (S2 of 8C), the
snowflake-like features appeared to surround some of the
numerous dark, round artifacts that covered the surface (see
Fig. 100.47). This finding suggests that the dark, round arti-
facts are defects (possibly residual contaminant from the
polishing process) that act as initiation sites for degradation, as
reported in previous work.1

COM90

~32 mm

Figure 100.46
Optical microscope image of rotationally MRF-processed NWW CM-
LG770 (S1 of 8C) after 14 weeks of storage at 75% RH, before cleaning,
viewed in bright field at 50×.

COM89

~80 mm ~80 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 100.45
Optical microscope images of pitch-polished
NWW C-LHG8 (S1 of 7A) at 14 weeks, before (a)
and after (b) aqueous cleaning, viewed in bright
field at 20×.
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Aqueous Cleaning Results for All Samples
Stored at 75% RH

More-aggressive cleaning protocols were employed at the
conclusion of the 14-week humidity test to determine how
readily degraded surfaces could be restored, to evaluate the
permanence of degradation observed, and to evaluate the
effects of aqueous cleaning on �good� surfaces. Because no
differences were observed between the results for samples
cleaned with DI water alone and those cleaned with DI water
and detergent, in the following discussion we do not differen-
tiate between the two aqueous cleaning protocols.

Initial aqueous cleaning visibly improved the appearance of
all WW and NWW surfaces by removing films and particu-
lates. All of the 4-µm to 50-µm structures observed micro-
scopically [see Figs. 100.45(a), 100.46, and 100.47) were re-
moved by a single cleaning. For NWW surfaces that exhibited
degradation, this single cleaning removed surface structures
that developed at high spatial frequencies, and it reduced the
number density of surface structures that developed at middle-
range spatial frequencies. It did not remove any of the low-
spatial-frequency structures that developed on some surfaces.

A second aqueous cleaning did not further improve, and in
some cases damaged, the surfaces. Both first and second
cleanings generated hazing (that was visible to the naked eye)
due to scratching (that was visible microscopically) on pitch-
polished and pad-polished surfaces of NWW and WW sam-
ples of all glass types [as shown for surface S1 of 7A in

Fig. 100.45(b)]. The microscopic scratches are believed to be
caused by subsurface damage from finishing and not by clean-
ing. During cleaning, these scratches become enlarged (along
with other defects) by water-induced corrosion of the glass
surface.7,17 Considerably less hazing and scratching were
observed on the MRF-processed surfaces. We attribute this
improved quality to the ability of MRF to both polish without
creating subsurface damage and to remove subsurface damage
from previous processing.18 These obvious visible changes
were only modestly supported by measured changes in areal
rms roughness and power-density levels, as discussed below.

Areal p�v microroughness was reduced to below initial
levels on WW surfaces of all glass types after one aqueous
cleaning. This finding indicates that the drag�wiping protocols
performed on the samples before the experiment began were
insufficient to rid the surfaces of debris remaining from the
various finishing processes. One application of the more-
aggressive aqueous cleaning process was sufficient to remove
most of this debris. After a second aqueous cleaning, areal
p�v values remained unchanged. NWW surfaces of C-LHG8
and CM-LHG8 behaved similarly, exhibiting areal p�v levels
reduced to below initial values after one aqueous cleaning, and
these remained unchanged after a second aqueous cleaning.
Cleaning was not as effective on NWW surfaces of CM-LG770.
After one aqueous cleaning, these surfaces exhibited p�v
values below those at 13 weeks, but still higher than initial.
After a second aqueous cleaning, areal p�v generally increased
on these surfaces.

Changes in rms microroughness for all NWW parts stored
at 75% RH are given in Table 100.I. After the first aqueous
cleaning, surfaces of CM-LHG8 were unchanged from what
they were at the beginning of the experiment. Most surfaces
of C-LHG8 and CM-LG770 samples showed significant
improvement from their degraded (week 13) states. Areal
roughness was reduced by 18% to 74%. All CM-LG770 sur-
faces were still much rougher than they had been at the
beginning of the experiment. A second cleaning did not further
reduce roughness. For seven out of ten surfaces, rms-rough-
ness levels increased.

Changes in the rms-microroughness values on NWW
samples after aqueous cleaning were reflected in the PSD data.
On the pitch-polished sample of NWW C-LHG8 (S1 of 7A),
two aqueous cleanings uniformly lowered power density over
all spatial frequencies; however, they did not return the surface
to its initial condition, as can be seen in Fig. 100.40. After two
aqueous cleanings, areal rms roughness and PSD levels were

COM91

~32 mm

Figure 100.47
Optical microscope image of raster MRF-processed NWW-LG770 (S2 of
8C) after 14 weeks of storage at 75% RH, before cleaning, viewed in bright
field at 50×.
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Table 100.I: Areal rms microroughness of NWW samples after aqueous cleaning. Percent changes in roughness
after each cleaning are noted.

NWW
rms (nm)

Initial
(week 0)

Final
(week 13)

After First Cleaning
(week 14)

After Second Cleaning
(week 19)

S1 of 7A (pitch) 0.63±0.15 3.89±2.50 1.02±0.12
(–74%)

1.75±0.94
(+72%)

S1 of 8A (rot MRF) 0.79±0.07 1.38±0.50 1.10±0.19
(–20%)

0.89±0.07
(–19%)

C-LHG8

S2 of 8A (rast MRF) 0.78±0.05 1.13±0.41 0.93±0.10
(–18%)

0.98±0.16
(+5%)

S1 of 7B (pitch) 0.72±0.04 0.70±0.01 0.70±0.01
(+0%)

0.78±0.01
(+11%)

S1 of 8B (rot MRF) 0.86±0.08 0.87±0.12 0.84±0.16
(–3%)

0.80±0.08
(–5%)

CM-LHG8

S2 of 8B (rast MRF) 0.89±0.03 0.82±0.05 0.80±0.02
(–2%)

0.92±0.14
(+15%)

S1 of 7C (pitch) 0.70±0.01 13.84±9.72 5.93±1.16
(–58%)

7.59±3.08
(+28%)

S2 of 7C (pad) 2.05±0.34 8.41±4.31 9.61±3.06
(+14%)

12.51±5.97
(+30%)

S1 of 8C (rot MRF) 0.91±0.08 12.21±6.43 9.87±3.24
(–19%)

16.68±13.21
(+69%)

CM-LG770

S2 of 8C (rast MRF) 1.46±0.11 24.26±21.95 13.51±5.00
(–44%)

10.01±2.30
(–26%)

returned to their initial conditions for the MRF-processed
surfaces of NWW C-LHG8 (S1 of 8A and S2 of 8A) (shown in
Fig. 100.41).

On samples of NWW CM-LG770, different spatial-fre-
quency regions were affected differently by aqueous cleaning.
PSD data for the rotationally MRF-processed surfaces of
NWW CM-LG770 (S1 of 8C) are shown in Fig. 100.42.
Structures at high- and middle-range spatial frequencies were
significantly reduced. Aqueous cleaning did not reduce struc-
tures at low spatial frequencies. Power density actually in-
creased at spatial frequencies between 3 × 10�6 1/nm and 4 ×
10�7 1/nm, which explains why rms-microroughness values
remained high.

Changes in rms microroughness for all WW parts stored at
75% RH are given in Table 100.II. After the first aqueous
cleaning, 6 of 10 surfaces were brought to a level equal to or
better than that measured at the beginning of the experiment.
All six of these surfaces had been processed with MRF. Most
of the MRF-processed surfaces continued to improve after a
second cleaning. Results were mixed for the surfaces that had
been pitch polished or pad polished.

Summary/Conclusions
No samples of LHG8 (cast/continuously melted) or LG770

(continuously melted) exhibited any change after 10 weeks of
exposure at 21°C to humidity at 38% RH or less. Changes were
seen on some of the samples stored in 75% RH at 21°C, and
several conclusions can be made regarding the sensitivity to
humidity and cleaning of well-polished (with rms micro-
roughness below 2 nm) LHG8 and LG770 surfaces exposed to
these conditions.

Among glass types:

1. Continuously melted LHG8 is more resistant to humidity-
induced degradation than cast LHG8. Continuously melted
LHG8 surfaces exhibit no degradation after 14 weeks of
exposure, while cast LHG8 surfaces exhibit little to moder-
ate degradation.

2. Continuously melted LG770 surfaces exhibit severe degra-
dation after 14 weeks of exposure, indicating that continu-
ously melted LG770 is much more sensitive to humidity
than either type of LHG8.
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Table 100.II: Areal rms microroughness of WW samples after aqueous cleaning. Percent changes in roughness
after each cleaning are noted.

WW
rms (nm)

Initial
(week 0)

Final
(week 13)

After First Cleaning
(week 14)

After Second Cleaning
(week 19)

S1 of 15A (pitch) 0.71±0.07 0.74±0.10 0.76±0.06
(+3%)

0.74±0.03
(–3%)

S1 of 16A (rot MRF) 0.84±0.15 0.90±0.25 0.73±0.04
(–19%)

0.72±0.05
(–1%)

C-LHG8

S2 of 16A (rast MRF) 0.84±0.07 1.02±0.32 0.82±0.08
(–20%)

0.76±0.07
(–7%)

S1 of 15B (pitch) 0.72±0.03 0.77±0.06 0.86±0.02
(+12%)

0.93±0.02
(+8%)

S1 of 16B (rot MRF) 0.89±0.05 1.05±0.12 0.81±0.04
(–23%)

0.79±0.09
(–2%)

CM-LHG8

S2 of 16B (rast MRF) 0.98±0.07 0.88±0.06 0.86±0.06
(–2%)

0.86±0.02
(+0%)

S1 of 15C (pitch) 0.72±0.03 0.76±0.07 0.98±0.08
(+29%)

1.18±0.18
(+22%)

S2 of 15C (pad) 1.56±0.11 1.34±0.09 1.72±0.20
(+28%)

1.66±0.05
(–3%)

S1 of 16C (rot MRF) 0.94±0.07 1.74±1.93 0.91±0.07
(–48%)

0.89±0.11
(–2%)

CM-LG770

S2 of 16C (rast MRF) 1.38±0.19 1.38±0.08 1.38±0.15
(+0%)

1.38±0.19
(+0%)

3. Aqueous cleaning can improve surfaces of cast LHG8 and
continuously melted LG770 after severe degradation by
humidity, but it cannot return them to their original condi-
tions. (Aqueous cleaning of degraded continuously melted
LG770 surfaces can significantly reduce structures at high-
and middle-range spatial frequencies, but it is not effective
at removing large structures at low spatial frequencies.)

For all glass types:

4. There is no clear correlation between initial finished surface
quality (among surfaces with better-than-2-nm-rms micro-
roughness) and quantifiable magnitude of degradation due
to humidity; however, different surface structures develop
on surfaces finished with different processes.

5. Gentle weekly drag wiping with methanol prevents humid-
ity-induced degradation.

6. A single aqueous cleaning is sufficient to remove debris
from polishing remaining on glass surfaces after gentle drag
wiping and storage for 14 weeks.

7. One or two aqueous cleanings can cause increased haze
from microscopic scratches on surfaces finished with pitch
or pads.

8. MRF processing ensures that at least two aqueous cleanings
can be performed to remove debris, without risk of increas-
ing surface haze from microscopic scratches. We attribute
this result to the low levels of subsurface damage remaining
on surfaces after MRF processing.
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Introduction
Since their discovery in the early 1990s by Iijima,1 carbon
nanotubes have become the focus of intense interest by a vast
number of scientists and engineers. The main reason behind
such wide-ranging attention lies in their unique electrical,2 me-
chanical,3 thermal,3 and optical properties.4 Furthermore, from
their size and structure, carbon nanotubes provide a unique
system for investigating one-dimensional quantum behavior.5

Although many detailed studies have focused on the elec-
tronic and mechanical properties of bundles and individual
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT�s), there has been, to
date, no extensive spectral analysis of the properties of SWNT�s
via their vibrational spectrum on the single-tube level with a
spatial resolution of the order of 15 nm. Spectral analysis of
individual SWNT�s has been carried out in the past,6 but the
techniques used were limited by the inability of conventional
confocal microscopy to image and localize nanoscale features
with subwavelength resolution.7�9 Consequently, localized
features such as defects or dopants have not been resolved so
far. In the work reported here, high-resolution microscopy was
performed on individual SWNT�s to avoid averaging of the
Raman signal. Our unique ability to surpass this limit (i.e., sub-
diffraction-limited imaging) lies at the heart of our near-field
Raman technique.10

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying the
chemical composition of matter since the energy range of
electronic transitions lies within the visible spectrum of elec-
tromagnetic radiation. This study focuses on the four main
first-order features of SWNT Raman scattering: the radial
breathing mode (RBM) (~100 to 300 cm�1), the Raman active
D band (~1300 cm�1), G band (~1594 cm�1), and G′ band
(~2600 cm�1).11�14

The Raman spectrum can be thought of as a unique chemi-
cal fingerprint from which to extract a wealth of information on
the electronic structure of SWNT�s. For example, the nanotube
diameter, chirality, and structure (n,m) [(n,m) defines the
atomic coordinates for the one-dimensional (1-D) unit cell of

Nanoscale Vibrational Analysis of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

the nanotube] are associated with the frequency of the RBM;
metallic and semiconducting nanotubes can be distinguished
based on the shape of the G band (and RBM frequency); and the
D-band intensity indicates the presence of defects and other
disorder-induced effects.

By introducing a sharp gold tip (tip-enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy10,15�17) in the focus of a tightly focused laser beam,
the Raman excitation area can be localized to ~15 × 15 nm2.
The high spatial frequencies associated with this electromag-
netic field confinement allow us to record (near-field) Raman
images of SWNT�s with a spatial resolution of the order of 10
to 20 nm. Precise spectroscopic information can be extracted
as the tip is positioned along a SWNT of interest. In this way
unique vibrational maps can be built that show the spatial
variation of several Raman active modes along many different
SWNT�s. We believe that the ability to map spectral changes
along SWNT�s, with nanoscale precision, will lead to a greater
understanding of the fundamental properties of such materials
on the single-tube level.

Experimental Section
Our near-field Raman setup10 is based on an inverted

optical microscope with the addition of an x,y stage for raster-
scanning samples. Light from a He-Ne laser (633 nm, 50 to
200 µW) is reflected by means of a dichroic beam splitter and
then focused onto the surface of the sample using a high-
numerical-aperture objective (N.A. = 1.4).

Having obtained a tight focal spot at the sample surface, a
sharp, gold tip is then positioned into the focal region. Care is
taken to align the tip with one of the two longitudinal field
components in the focal plane.18 The gold tip is held at a
constant height of 1 nm by means of a shear-force detection
feedback mechanism19 with an rms noise of ~0.5 Å in the z
direction. Using the x,y stage to raster scan the sample, Raman-
scattered light is collected with the same objective and is
recorded using either a single-photon�counting avalanche
photodiode (APD) or a spectrograph with a charge-coupled
device (CCD) cooled to �124°C.
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SWNT�s were grown by the arc-discharge method3 and
purchased commercially. They were then dispersed in a solu-
tion of dichloroethane, sonicated in an ultrasonic bath, and spin
cast at 3000 rpm onto a glass cover slip. Our metal tips were
produced by electrochemically etching thin, gold wire in a
solution of hydrochloric acid (HCl) for ~30 s.

Results
The primary motivation of this study is to probe, with

nanoscale resolution, the main vibrational modes of spatially
isolated, individual SWNT�s; to relate spectral variations to the
tube structure (RBM); and to localize defects (D band) along
the tube axis.

Figure 100.48(a) shows a diffraction-limited, confocal
Raman image recorded by raster scanning a sample with a
single SWNT through the focused laser. The contrast in the
image results from integrating the Raman spectrum for each
image pixel over a narrow spectral range centered at ν =
2600 cm�1 (G′ band). Figure 100.48(b) shows the corres-
ponding near-field Raman image taken over the exact same
sample area. This image results from placing a sharp metal tip
(25-nm diameter) into the laser focus. The spatial resolution is
~14 nm [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] as shown by
the inset of Fig. 100.48(b).

Figure 100.48(c) shows the corresponding Raman-scatter-
ing spectrum for a certain nanotube position with and without
the tip present. The increase in Raman-scattering strength
demonstrates clearly the effect of surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS). The SERS enhancement factor depends on
the ratio of the near-field and confocal interaction volumes.
Typical enhancement factors are in the range of 102 to 104

(Ref. 10).

In the next step, a sample area was located with single
nanotubes that show detectable signals for all four Raman
active bands. Figures 100.49(a)�100.49(d) show a series of
near-field spectral images of two individual SWNT�s corre-
sponding to the G, G′, D, and RBM Raman bands.

From these images one can clearly observe the spatial
variation in Raman-scattered light for all four Raman bands.
Both the G and G′ bands [Figs. 100.49(a) and 100.49(b)] show
a near-uniform-intensity profile along the nanotube in the
center of the image, as one might expect for a defect-free
SWNT. This observation is further strengthened by the weak
intensity of the disorder-induced D band [Fig. 100.49(c)]. The
most striking spectral feature is the localized scattering asso-
ciated with the RBM. Figure 100.49(d) illustrates that only
one nanotube, namely the SWNT in the center of the image, is

Figure 100.48
[(a) and (b)] Raman-scattering images of a single SWNT deposited on a glass coverslip. The contrast in the images reflects the local intensity of the Raman
G′ band: 2600 cm�1. (a) A confocal Raman image and (b) the corresponding near-field Raman image. The integration time was 10 ms per image pixel. The inset
in (b) shows a Gaussian fit to the line section shown (FWHM of 14 nm). The FWHM taken from (a) was ~275 nm. (c) Raman-scattering spectrum for a single
SWNT with (upper) and without (lower) a metal tip present. The graphs are offset for clarity.
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resonantly excited with our light source. The detected RBM
frequency was measured to be ~205 cm�1, indicating that we
observe a (14,1) nanotube. Using the relation νRBM = A/dt
+ B, (where A = 223.5 nm/cm and B = 12.5 cm�1),14 we cal-
culate the tube diameter to be 1.16±0.2 nm. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurements confirm that it is indeed a
single nanotube, its diameter being measured topographically
to be ~1.3 nm±0.3 nm.

To understand the origin of these local variations, we first
discuss the resonance conditions associated with the different
Raman bands. The RBM resonance window is different com-
pared to the resonance windows for the G, G′, and D Raman
modes.7 The RBM is more likely to change in the presence of

nanotube defects, such as localized changes in the structure of
the nanotube lattice [changes in (n,m)], kinks, and intertube
junctions in addition to interactions with the glass substrate on
which the SWNT�s are dispersed. Any of these variations will
affect the van Hove transition energy Eii and detune the RBM
out of resonance. For the G, G′, and D Raman active bands
respectively, any small change in Eii is unlikely to manifest
itself in similarly dramatic spectral variations.

The dispersive G, G′, and D bands are discussed in terms of
a double resonance effect that relaxes the resonance condi-
tion.12 On the other hand, the RBM originates from a single
resonance process, resulting in a slightly narrower resonance
window.13 Since the resonance windows for the Raman active
G and G′ bands are broader in nature, dramatic spectral
changes are not as expected, as can be seen in Figs. 100.49(a)
and 100.49(b). However, as will be reported in a later publica-
tion, we have observed significant spectral variations, on the
single-tube level, in the G and G′ Raman bands for SWNT�s
that have been doped with elemental boron.20

Figure 100.49(c) reveals the presence of a small amount of
scattered light associated with the Raman D band centered at
1267 cm�1. In light of the weak signal associated with this
band, we relate such scattering to disorder-induced effects
within the tube lattice itself or the coupling to the supporting
substrate. In a related study on boron-doped tubes, we have
observed significant increases of D-band scattering, localized
with 20-nm resolution, along several different SWNT�s.20

In light of our work, it should be noted that recent experi-
ments on SWNT�s suspended from Si pillars have shown
Raman signals that are more intense when compared to
SWNT�s in contact with a silicon surface;21 however, no
localized spectral analysis has been reported so far for sus-
pended SWNT�s. The ability to perform such localized analy-
sis of suspended SWNT�s should provide a better understanding
of the effects of nanotube�surface interactions on the varia-
tions of the vibrational modes of SWNT�s.

Our observation and explanation of the RBM localization
are consistent with the results that we acquired for many
different tube structures (assigned from RBM frequency).
Figures 100.50(a)�100.50(e) show further evidence for local-
ized Raman scattering associated with the following Raman
active modes: namely, (a) the G band, (b) D band, (c) RBM,
(d) intermediate-frequency modes (IFM),13 and (e) M band.22

Figure 100.50(f) shows a three-dimensional AFM profile of
the nanotube studied.

U440

(a)

1590 cm�1

(b)

2561 cm�1

(c)

1267 cm�1

(d)

205 cm�1

150 nm

205 cm�1

Figure 100.49
Near-field spectral images, upon laser excitation at 633 nm, for the Raman
active (a) G band, (b) G′ band, (c) D band, and (d) RBM. The images were
produced from the Raman-scattered light detected with a cooled CCD.
(Integration time: 210 ms per image pixel.) The most-striking feature is the
localization of the RBM associated with the vertically aligned SWNT.
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Once again localized spectral variations of the RBM are
observed. The RBM signal decreases dramatically in the pre-
sence of ~3-nm-high catalyst particles located at the tube�s
end. This observation is consistent with the idea that changes
in the tube structure can lead to a loss of resonance Raman-
scattering properties of SWNT�s. From Fig. 100.50(b) consid-
erable D-band scattering is also observed at the beginning of
the tube, where a small kink is present, and near the end with
the small catalyst particles. The vibrational modes shown in
Figs. 100.50(d) and 100.50(e) are recorded along a single

nanotube for the first time. The two bands are designated as an
intermediate frequency mode (IFM) and M band, respectively,
and are known from the literature.13,22 The M band is the sum
of the RBM and the G band, although it should be noted that the
M band also appears in the Raman spectrum of graphite. Our
calculations show that subtracting the frequency of the G band
from the M band gives 142 cm�1. This is consistent with the
measured value of the RBM frequency: 143 cm�1. From this
measured RBM frequency we assign a nanotube structure of
(23,1); i.e., (n,m) = (23,1). To the best of our knowledge, no
previous attempt has been made to understand why both the
IFM and M modes are localized similar to the observed spatial
variations of the RBM. We conclude that both the IFM and M
band are dependent on the tube structure (n,m) in the same
manner as the RBM. This claim is strengthened by the fact that
these bands are not always detectable for either SWNT bundles
or individual SWNT�s. Future work should provide more-
detailed insight into the spatial variation of these two bands and
any possible dependence on the tube diameter, i.e., (n,m).

For all near-field Raman images, a topographic image (not
shown in Figs. 100.48 and 100.49), acquired simultaneously,
provides a valuable crosscheck for the (n,m) assignments
based on the RBM frequency. All SWNT�s studied had their
diameters calculated from the spectral position of their (diam-
eter-dependent) RBM frequencies. The calculated value was
then compared with the corresponding AFM measurements to
confirm that they were, indeed, individual SWNT�s and not
small bundles. In addition, the same gold tip was used to
acquire all of the images shown.

Conclusion
In conclusion, using near-field Raman imaging and spec-

troscopy, several vibrational modes have been mapped along
spatially isolated, individual SWNT�s resting on a glass sub-
strate with 20-nm resolution. Our results demonstrate that
high-resolution microscopy is necessary to avoid averaging of
the Raman spectrum along individual SWNT�s. As such, our
results reveal the highly localized nature of the light scattering
associated with the RBM frequency from several different
SWNT�s. Such spectral features are ascribed to the sensitive
nature of the RBM resonance condition. Variations in the
RBM scattering are attributed to the surrounding environment
(nanotube�substrate interactions) and its effect on the nano-
tube structure (n,m) and hence transition energy Eii. Further-
more, little variation in intensity has been observed for both the
G and G′ Raman bands. Such small variations result from the
different resonance conditions for these bands in comparison
with the  resonance window of the RBM for SWNT�s. Finally,

Figure 100.50
[(a)�(e)] Near-field spectral images for different Raman bands. (f) A 3-D
topographical profile of the nanotube studied. Two bands previously unseen
in our SWNT studies are (d) an intermediate-frequency mode (IFM)13,23

and (e) the Raman active M mode.22 Again the presence of a spatially varying
RBM along the nanotube length is observed. The RBM, as well as the IFM
and M bands, decrease in strength near the attached ~3-nm particle(s), which
is presumably a residual Ni/Y catalyst particle left over from the growth
process.
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detectable Raman scattering associated with disorder-induced
effects has been observed; however, for many perfectly aligned
SWNT�s, little or no D-band intensity has been detected.
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Introduction
The motion and orientation of nonspherical particles sus-
pended in a host fluid and subjected to an alternating-current
(ac) electric field have been well studied theoretically. Because
the dielectric properties of the two phases of the suspension
differ, charge will start to accumulate at the particle�fluid
interface due to Maxwell�Wagner polarization. This charge
accumulation induces a dipole moment, which is acted on by
the electric field, causing the particle to reorient. Basic electro-
magnetic theory predicts that a particle in an electric field will
orient in the direction corresponding to the lowest energy so as
to minimize the potential energy of the system. Typically this
requires a dielectric nonspherical particle to align its longest
axis parallel to the external field.1 Because the minimum
energy orientation of the particle depends on the shape, the
dielectric properties of the host fluid and particle, and the
frequency of the ac field, it is possible that a particle will have
varying stable orientations at different frequencies. Schwartz
et al.2 described the orientation of particles in an ac electric
field and considered the conditions for particles with anisotro-
pic dielectric properties or with additional membranes or
layers, which is of particular use in the biological sciences.
Okagawa et al.3 derived similar equations for a uniform
dielectric particle but included the effect of shear flow on the
particle motion. Jones did further work in the field of particle
electromechanics, including phenomena such as electrophore-
sis and dielectrophoresis,4 and a comprehensive review of
electromechanical behavior of particles was written by Gimsa.5

In addition to conducting experiments with biological par-
ticles,6 Miller and Jones investigated highly dielectric par-
ticles, such as titanium dioxide.7 Bostwick and Labes also
performed similar experiments using platelets of crystalline
nafoxidine hydrochloride.8 In this article we report on the
orientation of highly dielectric polymer cholesteric liquid
crystal (PCLC) particles (flakes), suspended in a low-viscosity
host fluid. Though much of the theory on particle electro-
mechanics is well supported by experimental work in the
biological sciences, relatively little work has been done to

Polymer Cholesteric Liquid Crystal Flake Reorientation
in an Alternating-Current Electric Field

study the behavior of highly dielectric particles like PCLC
flakes, which have no inherent charge, a low dielectric con-
stant, and a negligible dielectric anisotropy.

PCLC Flakes
PCLC flakes were developed in the 1990s as an alternative

to both low-molar-mass cholesteric liquid crystals (LMMLC�s)
and PCLC thin films. Typical LMMLC molecules can be
switched with an electric field, which provides control over
their optical properties, but LMMLC�s tend to be temperature
sensitive and require confining substrates to retain liquid
crystalline order. Due to a relatively high glass transition point,
PCLC films are not temperature sensitive and can stand alone
without substrates. Despite this environmental stability and
the usefulness for passive applications, freestanding polymer
LC films cannot be manipulated in electric fields. PCLC flakes
have the potential to combine two important properties of
PCLC films and LMMLC�s: environmental stability and electro-
optic switching.9

PCLC flakes are formed by fracturing thin PCLC films into
randomly shaped particles of the order of tens to hundreds of
microns.10 More recently, techniques for processing uniformly
shaped flakes with replication methods such as soft litho-
graphy have been developed.11

An important and unique characteristic of PCLC flakes is
that they display selective reflection, a Bragg-like effect result-
ing from the �helical� molecular structure of PCLC�s aligned
in the Grandjean texture. Selective reflection causes light of a
specific wavelength and (circular) polarization to be reflected
from the flake surface. Thus, a large visual effect is created if
flakes are viewed off-axis or if they are tipped with respect to
normally incident light, whereby the wavelength of selective
reflection shifts toward shorter wavelengths and is also dimin-
ished. This optical effect provided the motivation for control-
ling the position, and thus the color and reflectivity, of a PCLC
flake using an electric field.12
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Theory
The response time for flake motion is determined by solving

the equation of motion for an ellipsoid, which includes the
electrostatic torque exerted on a polarized ellipsoid whose
rotation is opposed by a hydrodynamic (viscous) torque from
the surrounding host fluid. The mass moment of inertia is
neglected because viscosity, and not the flake�s inertia, domi-
nates the system. The inertial contribution is several orders of
magnitude smaller than contributions from the electrostatic
and hydrodynamic torques, i.e., the system is critically damped.

The electrostatic torque 
r
ΓE  is defined as the cross product

of the induced dipole moment 
r
p  and the applied electric field

r
Eo :

r r r
ΓE op E= × . (1)

Here we assume that the particle material has no permanent
dipole moment and that the applied electric field is uniform
over the flake dimensions. The electric field inside the particle
E+, to which the particle responds, varies with the rotation of
the ellipsoid and induces an effective polarization along each
ellipsoidal axis i:

P Ei p h i= −( ) +ε ε , (2)

where

E
E

Ai
h oi

h i ii h

+ =
+ −( )
ε

ε ε ε
, (3)

εp and εh are the dielectric permittivity of the particle and host
fluid, respectively, and Eoi is the applied electric field compo-
nent along the particle axis i. Calculations for an electrically
isotropic particle can be performed by considering ε11 = ε22 =
ε33 = εp. The ellipsoid is described by axes lengths ai, aj, and
ak, and a depolarization factor Ai must be defined along each
axis (where i, j, and k are indices ordered according to the right-
handed coordinate system):

A
a a a ds

s a s a s a s a
i

i j k

i i j k

=
+( ) +( ) +( ) +( )

⌠

⌡



∞

2 2 2 2 2

0

. (4)

The effective induced dipole moment along each particle axis
pi is

p a a a P a a a K Ei i j k i i j k h i oi= =
4

3

4

3

π π
ε , (5)

where we have defined the Clausius�Mosotti factor Ki along
each ellipsoidal axis as

K
A

i
p h

h i p h

=
−( )

+ −( )[ ]
ε ε

ε ε ε
. (6)

Since the dielectric particle and the surrounding medium
are not ideal dielectrics, energy dissipation mechanisms such
as conduction and dielectric relaxation require that a fre-
quency-dependent complex dielectric constant ε* be consid-
ered:

ε ω ε
σ
ω

* ,( ) = − i (7)

where ω is the electric field frequency and σ is the electric
conductivity. The definitions for Ki

*  and pi
*  remain un-

changed except that εp and εh become complex and frequency
dependent. Using Eqs. (1) and (5), we find the electrostatic
torque ΓEi along the particle axis i to be

ΓEi i j k h j k k j oj oka a a K K A A E E= −( )4

3

π
ε * * . (8)

It is important to note that the εh arising from the effective
induced dipole moment [Eq. (5)] is not complex because it is
not derived from Gauss�s law.� The hydrodynamic torque ΓHi
about particle axis i is defined as

Γ ΩHi i j k o
j k

j j k k
ia a a

a a

a A a A
= −

+( )
+( )

16

3

2 2

2 2

π
η , (9)

�See Jones4 (Appendix G) for a derivation of the induced effective moment
of a dielectric ellipsoid, which includes the electrostatic potential external to
the ellipsoid.
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where ηo is the absolute viscosity of the host fluid and Ωi is
the angular velocity about axis i. The hydrodynamic and
electrostatic torques about a specific axis are equated to give
the equation of motion for a rotating flake. The angular
velocity Ωi relative to its corresponding axis i is found to be

Ωi
h o j k k j oj ok

o

j j k k

j k

K K A A E E a A a A

a a
=

−( ) +( )
+( )

ε ε

η

* *

.
4

2 2

2 2
(10)

We first examine the two-dimensional implication of this
result. The two-dimensional coordinate system and reference
frame for the flake are defined in Fig.100.51, where θ is the
instantaneous angle between the flake�s surface normal and
the applied electric field.

G6475

z′, a3

y′, a2

x, x′, a1

z

Eo

y

q

Figure 100.51
The flake reference frame (primed axes) rotates with respect to the laboratory
(cell) reference frame (unprimed axes).

If we consider the case where the electric field Eo is applied
along the z axis and the flake rotates about axis a1 (x′), the
angular velocity about the flake axis is found to be

d

dt

K K A A E a A a A

a a

h o

o

θ

ε

η
θ θ

=

=
{ } −( ) +( )

+( )

Ω1

3 2 3 2
2

2
2

2 3
2

3

2
2

3
24

Re
sin cos .

* *

(11)

We retain the real component of the equation because only the
time-averaged term is significant in a heavily damped system
where the particle moves slowly compared to the applied
electric field. This equation is easily simplified and solved in
the form

d

dt

C

C
K K A A E a A a A

a a

o

o

θ
θ

ε

η

=

{ } −( ) +( )
+( )

2
2

4

3 2 3 2
2

2
2

2 3
2

3

2
2

3
2

sin ,

Re
.

* *

where

=
h

(12)

Equation (12) can be integrated to obtain an equation for the
angle θ at any given time:

tan tan ,θ θ τ= o
te c (13)

where θo is the initial angle (position) of the flake and τc =
1/C is the time constant for flake relaxation. We can see that
for all τc > 0, as t → ∞ the angle θ → π/2 is a stable config-
uration. It is now possible to determine the response time of the
flake, or the time needed for θ to approach any final orienta-
tion, including θ ≈ 90°. The reorientation time from the initial
angle θo to the current angle θ is given by

t

K K A A E

a a

a A a A

c
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h e o o
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2
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(14)

Equation (14) clearly shows that the flake reorientation time
should have an inverse quadratic dependence on the applied
electric field and a linear dependence on the fluid viscosity.
There must be a slight perturbation in the flake position (θo >
0°) in order for flake motion to commence.

A three-dimensional model that accounts for the coupling
between the components of angular velocity about each axis
was developed by Okagawa3 (see Fig. 100.52). Based on
Okagawa�s work, the time rate of change of each angle can be
found in terms of the components of angular velocity of the
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flake defined by Eq. (10), where

d

dt

d

dt

d

dt

θ
ψ ψ

ϕ
ψ ψ θ

ψ
ψ ψ θ

= +

= −( )

= − −( )

Ω Ω

Ω Ω

Ω Ω Ω

1 2

2 1

3 2 1

cos sin ,

cos sin cos ,

cos sin cot .

(15)

Allowing ψ = 0 eliminates the angle describing the spin of the
flake and simplifies the equations. We solved these equations
numerically, and the results validated the two-dimensional
analytic solution.
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Figure 100.52
Coordinate systems of the (unprimed) laboratory reference frame and the
(primed) ellipsoid reference frame. The z′ identifies the direction normal to
the surface of an oblate particle.

Experimental Procedure
Commercial polycyclosiloxane flakes,13 typically 6 µm

thick, with an arbitrary shape and a selective reflection peak at
λo = 520 nm (green), were sieved and dried to obtain batches
with sizes between 20 and 40 µm [Fig. 100.53(a)]. The PCLC
flakes were suspended in two host fluids: a silicone oil (Gelest,

DMS-T05) and propylene carbonate (PC) (Aldrich, 99.7%
HPLC grade). Though both fluids are transparent, chemically
compatible with the PCLC material, and of a comparable
density, their dielectric properties varied greatly. The silicone
oil had a low dielectric permittivity and was highly insulating
(εh ~ 3 εo, σh ~ 10�11 S/m), while the PC had a high dielectric
permittivity and was significantly more conductive (εh ~ 69 εo,
σh ~ 10�6 S/m). Test cells were constructed using pairs of
indium tin oxide (ITO)�coated glass substrates. A mixture of
soda lime glass spheres dispersed in a UV-curing epoxy was
applied in four corners of one substrate to set the cell gap.
Assembled cells were then filled with the flake/host fluid sus-
pension by capillary action and sealed with additional epoxy.

Figure 100.53
Dimensions of a typical irregularly shaped PCLC flake are depicted in (a).
Flakes lie approximately parallel to cell substrates when no electric field is
applied (b) and appear green due to selective reflection caused by the helical
molecular structure of cholesteric liquid crystals, as depicted by the enlarged
cross-sectional view of a flake. Flakes reorient with one long axis parallel to
the applied field (c). They appear dark since light is no longer reflected off
their flat surfaces.

Field ON

Glass

6 mm

40 mm

20 mm

(a)

(c)

G5408

FlakeHost fluidITO

Field OFF(b)
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Basic observations were made using a Leitz Orthoplan
polarizing microscope. A Panasonic Digital 5100 camera with
a timer was used to record flake motion with a time resolution
of 100 ms. Data on subsecond flake motion were obtained by
detecting the light reflected from the rotating flake surface
using a Hamamatsu R905 photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled
to the microscope ocular by means of a fiber optic mounted in
a precision fiber coupler. The PMT signal was displayed on one
channel of an HP 54520A oscilloscope and directly compared
with the field applied to the cell displayed on the second
channel. Flake motion was easily detected under near-normal
illumination through a 10× objective (N.A. = 0.2). Brightly
reflecting flakes lying in the plane defined by the substrates
[Fig. 100.53(b)] darkened substantially with only a few de-
grees of rotation [Fig. 100.53(c)] as they continue reorienting
to align parallel with the electric field.

Experimental Results and Discussion
The motion of PCLC flakes in a sinusoidal ac electric field

was investigated mainly in the propylene carbonate host sys-
tem because no motion was observed in the silicone oil host
system.* Reorienting PCLC flakes exhibited several charac-
teristics: Flakes consistently rotated about the longest axis, so
that the shorter major axis aligned parallel to the applied field
direction. Furthermore, flakes with larger aspect ratios (length
to width) reoriented more quickly than flakes of a comparable
size, but with a smaller aspect ratio. Once the driving field was
turned off, flakes returned to their initial position in the plane
of the cell. This approximate 90° relaxation required anywhere
from several seconds to several minutes to be completed. There
was also a gradual and approximately linear increase in re-
sponse time over the lifetime of the PCLC flake test device
during test periods of 2 days.

Both the electric-field frequency and magnitude affected
flake reorientation times. Flake motion was seen within a
specific frequency bandwidth (~10 Hz to 1 kHz), above and
below which flake reorientation did not occur (Fig. 100.54).
Motion for a typical flake was detected in fields as low as
5 mVrms/µm, but fields above 30 mVrms/µm were required for
flake reorientation to occur on a subsecond time scale. The
inverse quadratic dependence on the electric field was ob-
served clearly as the flake reorientation time was tested as a
function of applied voltage (Fig. 100.55).

From Eq. (14), it is clear that the measured inverse quadratic
dependence of the response time on the applied field supports
the theoretical model predictions of the previous section. The
dependence on the flake shape is more complicated, but a study

of seven specific PCLC flakes suspended in PC and observed
in a 10.4-mVrms/µm field at 50 Hz showed clearly that the
reorientation time decreases as the aspect ratio increases. This
shape-dependent behavior was also as predicted by the theo-
retical model (Fig. 100.56).

Figure 100.54
The characteristic time response of a representative PCLC flake as a function
of frequency at specific electric-field values. Lines are drawn to guide the
eye. Similar behavior was observed for dozens of individual flakes.

Figure 100.55
The average response time of several flakes exhibited an inverse quadratic
dependence on the applied voltage. The standard deviation of 10% is of the
order of the size of the data points. Data was collected at 50 Hz.
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Though many of the observations above were supported by
theory, two results were not supported by previous theoretical
work. For flakes with axes a1 > a2 > a3, we expected that the
flakes would align with their longest axis a1, parallel to the
electric field. Instead, we observed that the flakes consistently
aligned with the shorter major axis a2, parallel to the applied
electric field. Schwarz2 used the Clausius�Mosotti factor Ki,
which measures the energy of the ellipsoid when it is oriented
with its i axis parallel to the field, to predict the stable orien-
tation of the particle. He suggested that the axis with the
smallest Ki would align parallel to the applied field. Using the
following typical parameters we found that, for all frequen-
cies, K1 had the smallest value: εh ~ 69 εo; σh ~ 10�6 S/m; εp
~ 2.89 εo; σp < 10�11 S/m; a1 = 35 µm; a2 = 15 µm; and a3 =
5 µm. This result indicated that the longest axis a1 should align
with the electric field, which is contrary to our observations.

Jones produced a chart for determining the preferred axis
alignment based on a combination of signs of the torque terms
for each axis. In practice, only the sign of the real component
of the Clausius�Mosotti term K Kj k

* *( )  was considered because
it is proportional to the torque [Eq. (8)]. Considering only the
Clausius�Mosotti terms excludes the difference in depolar-
ization factors (Ak�Aj). This difference term can flip the sign
of the torque if Ak is less than Aj. We used the Jones chart,
initially considering just Re * *K Kj k{ } and then including

A A K Kk j j k−( ) { }Re ,* *  to predict which flake axis would align
with the electric field. Neither method produced results that
correspond with our observations.

To predict which particle axis would align parallel to the
electric field, we found it necessary to consider not only the
electric torque but also contributions of the viscous drag
(hydrodynamic torque), which become more important as the

lengths of the two major axes become more similar. One way
to include the effects of the viscous drag was to compare the
magnitude of the angular velocity components about each axis.
Assuming that the particle reorients about the axis with the
largest angular velocity component, and for the material pa-
rameters given above, we found that a flake lying nearly
parallel to the substrate will reorient about the longest axis a1,
so that the shorter of the two major axes, a2, aligns parallel to
the electric field, just as we had observed. This result will be
true unless the flake�s initial condition is already tilted largely
about the shorter axis a2.

The second result not supported by theoretical work arose
when we compared our model of flake reorientation times with
electric-field frequency. Initially we used the real part of the
Clausius�Mosotti factor in the electric torque term, and the
resultant theoretical model showed a weak frequency depen-
dence. The characteristic S shape of the theoretical curve
(Fig. 100.57, insert) shifted toward higher (lower) frequencies
when host fluids with a higher (lower) conductivity were
modeled. However, the model predictions using the S-shaped
curve agreed poorly with the experimental data. The data
showed a minimum reorientation time at a specific frequency
above and below which the reorientation times increased. The
model based on the real component of the Clausius�Mosotti
factor corresponded well only with the general order of mag-
nitude of the flake reorientation time (Fig. 100.57).

Because the frequency dependence of the reorientation time
data resembled the typical dispersion spectrum for the imagi-
nary part of the dielectric constant, we also explored using the
imaginary part of the Clausius�Mosotti factor in our model.
Use of the imaginary component produced a theoretical curve
with a U shape that agreed well with the shape of the experi-
mental data. However, the predicted response times were more
than an order of magnitude higher than those observed.

The imaginary component of the Clausius�Mosotti term is
typically used only in equations describing electro-rotation,
which is the continuous rotation of a particle in the presence of
a rotating electric field.4 When there is a rotating electric field,
it is necessary to consider the phase angle of Ki

*,  which
represents a (constant) phase lag between the applied electric
field and the induced moment. Physically, the induced dipole
lags behind the applied field by an angle related to the time
necessary for the dipole moment to form as charge builds up at
the particle�fluid interface. The angular velocity of the particle
will vary from the angular velocity of the rotating electric field,
and the particle will typically be rotating more slowly (due to

Figure 100.56
A correlation between response time and flake size and shape was observed.
Flakes with the largest aspect (length to width) ratio reorient the fastest.
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the viscous drag) than the surface charge on the particle that
produced the induced dipole.

Since the conditions for PCLC flake reorientation include a
linear electric field with which the induced dipole moment
eventually aligns, we cannot assume a constant phase between
these two vectors. However, the imaginary component also
helps quantify the time required to induce the dipole moment,
which might explain why using this term models the fre-
quency-dependent behavior of the flake reorientation time
so well.

The discrepancy between the predicted and observed reori-
entation times implies that either the viscosity of the host
fluid is much lower or the effective electric field (to which the
flake responds) is significantly larger than the applied electric
field. The viscosity of propylene carbonate is well known, so
it is possible that the effective electric field is larger. This
possibility would imply that perhaps another electric-field�
dependent term has not been considered in the expression for
the electric torque.

Summary
We have observed that flakes suspended in a moderately

conductive host fluid, such as propylene carbonate, reorient
about their longest axis to align the shorter major axis parallel
to the applied electric field. This observation was contrary to
most theories on particle reorientation, which predict that the
longest axis will align with the applied electric field. We
compared the components of the angular velocity about each
axis, which include important parameters such as particle
shape and host fluid viscosity, hypothesizing that the flake will
rotate about the axis with the largest angular-momentum
component. This approach was found to support our observa-
tions. Other standard characteristics of PCLC flake motion,
such as the inverse quadratic dependence on the electric field
and the tendency for longer, asymmetric flakes to reorient
faster, were theoretically predicted and agreed with our experi-
mental observations.

The frequency dependence of the flake reorientation time
was difficult to model because it is unclear whether the real or
the imaginary component of the Clausius�Mosotti term should

Figure 100.57
A comparison of experimental data and a theoretical model based on experimental parameters (Eo = 20 mV/µm; ηo = 2.9 cP; εh ~ 69 εo; εp ~ 2.89 εo;
σp < 10�12 S/cm) and estimated values (σh ~ 10�6 S/m; a1 = 35 µm; a2 = 15 µm; a3 = 5 µm). The open squares designate the theoretical values for comparison
with the experimental data at 200 Hz. The insert shows the frequency dependence of the model that utilized the real component of the Clasius�Mosotti term
on an expanded semi-log scale.
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be used. Using the real component, which is a widely accepted
approach, the model predicts reorientation times on the same
order of magnitude as the observed reorientation times; how-
ever, the frequency dependence does not match the experimen-
tal data. This discrepancy is partially resolved by using the
imaginary component in the model. The theoretical curve
based on the imaginary component shows a minimum reorien-
tation time at a specific electric-field frequency, which corre-
sponds well with experimental data. This alternate method also
predicts, however, reorientation times approximately an order
of magnitude higher than what we observed. Future research
will require investigating effects of electro-osmosis, double
layers, and rotating electric fields. Similar frequency-depen-
dent particle behavior has been observed when a rotating
electric field causes a particle to rotate. The particle rotation
results from a phase difference between the electric-field�
induced polarization and the rotating field, thereby requiring
theory to consider the imaginary component of the Clausius�
Mosotti term.14

The ability to reorient, or switch, PCLC flakes provides a
way to control their unique optical and polarizing properties
with an electric field. Electro-optic devices based on switching
PCLC flakes are useful in a broad class of applications in
information displays, optics, and photonics. A PCLC flake
device is of particular interest in the display industry (large-
area signs, automobile dashboards, heads-up displays, and
�electronic paper�) because it easily provides both color and
polarization without the use of filters and polarizers, which
reduce brightness and add to the production cost. Possible
applications in optics and photonics include switchable and
tunable optical retardation or modulation elements for polar-
ized light at any desired wavelength or bandwidth. It is also
possible to produce conformal PCLC flake coatings for use in
either decorative applications or military applications such as
camouflage, document security, anti-counterfeiting, and ob-
ject tagging and identification. Thus reorienting PCLC flakes
has an unlimited number of potential applications, many of
which have yet to be conceived.
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During the summer of 2004, 16 students from Rochester-area
high schools participated in the Laboratory for Laser Energet-
ics� Summer High School Research Program. The goal of this
program is to excite a group of high school students about
careers in the areas of science and technology by exposing
them to research in a state-of-the-art environment. Too often,
students are exposed to �research� only through classroom
laboratories, which have prescribed procedures and predict-
able results. In LLE�s summer program, the students experi-
ence many of the trials, tribulations, and rewards of scientific
research. By participating in research in a real environment,
the students often become more excited about careers in
science and technology. In addition, LLE gains from the
contributions of the many highly talented students who are
attracted to the program.

The students spent most of their time working on their
individual research projects with members of LLE�s tech-
nical staff. The projects were related to current research activi-
ties at LLE and covered a broad range of areas of interest
including laser optics modeling, analysis of OMEGA implo-
sion experiments, hydrodynamics modeling, cryogenic target
characterization, liquid crystal physics and chemistry, materi-
als science, the development and control of laser fusion diag-
nostics, and OMEGA EP laser system design and engineering
(see Table 100.III).

The students attended weekly seminars on technical topics
associated with LLE�s research. Topics this year included laser
physics, fusion, holographic optics, fiber optics, femtosecond
lasers and their applications, computer-controlled optics manu-
facturing, and global warming. The students also received

LLE�s Summer High School Research Program

safety training, learned how to give scientific presentations,
and were introduced to LLE�s resources, especially the compu-
tational facilities.

The program culminated on 25 August with the �High
School Student Summer Research Symposium,� at which the
students presented the results of their research to an audience
including parents, teachers, and LLE staff. The students� writ-
ten reports will be bound into a permanent record of their work
that can be cited in scientific publications. These reports are
available by contacting LLE.

One hundred and seventy-six high school students have now
participated in the program since it began in 1989. This year�s
students were selected from approximately 50 applicants.

At the symposium, LLE presented its eighth William D.
Ryan Inspirational Teacher Award to Mr. Claude Meyers, a
former physics teacher at Greece Arcadia High School. This
award is made to a teacher who motivated one of the partici-
pants in LLE�s Summer High School Research Program to
study in the areas of science, mathematics, or technology and
includes a $1000 cash prize. Teachers are nominated by alumni
of the summer program. Mr. Meyers was nominated by David
Bowen, a participant in the 2001 Summer Program. �Claude
Meyers impressed me as someone who was easily capable of
being a college professor, or even a serious, doctorate-carrying
researcher,� David writes in his nomination letter. According
to David, Mr. Meyers was an outstanding physics teacher with
a deep love and understanding of physics, who was able to
impart his students with excitement and respect for the prin-
ciples of physics.
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Table 100.III:  High School Students and Projects—Summer 2004.

Name High School Supervisor Project Title

Daniel Balonek Byron-Bergen HS D. Jacobs-Perkins Mechanical Characterization
of Cryogenic Targets

Gregory Balonek Byron-Bergen HS S. Craxton How Good Is the Bright-Ring
Characterization of Cryogenic
Target Uniformity?

Robert Balonek Byron-Bergen HS D. Lonobile Design and Fabrication of a Handheld,
Fiber Optic–Coupled, Coolant Water
Flow Detector Test Fixture

Bruce Brewington Fairport HS S. Craxton 3-D Characterization of Deuterium-Ice-
Layer Imperfections

Daniel Butler Brighton HS R. Boni Automated Focusing of the ROSS Streak
Tube Electron Optics

Jeremy Chang Penfield HS M. Guardalben Grating Compressor Modeling

Joseph Dudek Honeoye-Falls-Lima HS C. Stoeckl Hexapods and Multiple Coordinate
Systems

Laurie Graham Bloomfield HS S. Regan Experimental Investigation of Far Fields
on OMEGA

Jivan Kurinec Rush-Henrietta HS M. Bonino/
D. Harding

Material Properties of Spider Silk
at Cryogenic Temperatures

Jonathan Kyle Gates-Chili HS J. DePatie Two-State Motor Controller

Ted Lambropoulos Pittsford-Mendon HS J. Marozas Optimal Pinhole Loading via Beam
Apodization for OMEGA EP

Yekaterina Merkulova Penfield HS J. Delettrez Spatial Distribution of the Reflected
Laser Light at the Experimental
Chamber Wall

Arun Thakar Pittsford-Mendon HS R. Epstein Numerically Calculated Spherical
Rayleigh–Taylor Growth Rates

Glen Wagner Fairport HS T. Kosc/
K. Marshall

Computer Modeling of Polymer
Cholesteric Liquid Crystal Flake
Reorientation

Tina Wang Webster-Schroeder HS V. Smalyuk Modeling of X-Ray Emission in
Spherical Implosions on OMEGA

Ariel White East Irondequoit-Eastridge K. Marshall Photopatterning of Liquid Crystal
Alignment Cells
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The OMEGA Facility conducted a record number 1558 target
shots in FY04�a 13% increase over FY03�by operating
extended shifts during select weeks to accommodate user
demand (see Table 100.IV). Improvements to the Spherical
Cryogenic Target Handling System increased system reliabil-
ity and target positioning stability. More-complex planar cryo-
genic target assemblies were fielded including planar cryogenic
D2 cells for radiographic measurements of shock timing and
cryogenic hohlraums for energy coupling and symmetry stud-
ies. Highlights of these changes and other FY04 achievements
include the following:

� A total of 35 spherical and 35 planar cryogenic shots were
performed. Eight spherical cryogenic target shots were
conducted within one week in FY04, demonstrating in-
creased system reliability. The rigidity of the lower pylon
structure was improved, and electrically energized docking
clamps were installed to increase the stability of cryogenic
target alignment. This resulted in an approximately 2×
improvement in the target offset at shot time for a series of
20 spherical cryogenic target implosions during Q2 and Q3.

� An improved multichannel IR streak camera (IR3) was
installed and integrated into the OMEGA front end, enhanc-
ing pulse-shape measurement and prediction capability.
This camera measures the temporal input to each of the
three OMEGA driver lines, and its data are used in a system
performance model that predicts the OMEGA output tem-
poral pulse shape. The combination of the new streak
camera�s improved CCD camera, much shorter fiber signal
delivery system, and the improved channel distribution on
its photocathode resulted in a lower noise floor, higher
bandwidth, and reduced channel crosstalk. An entirely
recoded software user interface made it easy for the opera-
tors to use the streak camera. This new camera�s enhanced
performance was in large measure responsible for success-
fully fielding 80-ps, picket, low-adiabat pulse shapes used
for both the imprint growth measurements on foam targets1

and the cryogenic target implosion campaigns.

FY04 Laser Facility Report

� Improved amplifier-gain-measurement hardware and gain-
equalization procedures were implemented on OMEGA.
Precision gain matching of all the amplifiers within a stage
is crucial to obtaining on-target power balance objectives.
OMEGA�s harmonic energy diagnostic (HED) system was
extended to measure the output of the driver lines, enabling
simultaneous on-shot measurement of an amplifier stage�s
input and output energies. This provided absolute stage-
gain-measurement capability and allowed the stage gains
to be set to a predetermined value rather than just minimiz-
ing gain variance. This improved long-term stage-gain
stability (see Fig. 100.58) and dramatically reduced the
number of amplifiers that were being flagged for unneces-
sary maintenance. The more-efficient use of maintenance
resources has resulted in their concentration on the worst-
performing amplifiers.

� New target designs were also fielded to begin validation of
the polar-direct-drive ignition concept proposed for the
NIF. These included 40-beam, directly driven �Saturn� ring
targets and 40-beam, directly driven CH cells. These were
the first LLE experiments to combine symmetric illumina-
tion with radiographic diagnostics (backlighting).

� A new UV spectrometer was installed to measure the
spectrum of all 60 beams with 0.02 to 0.07 Å of spectral
resolution. The spectral data obtained from this instrument
provided insight into B-integral effects on OMEGA�s
beamlines. Online spectral-based FCC tuning capability is
planned for FY05.

� OMEGA conducted the first cryogenic gas hohlraum ex-
periments for LLNL.

REFERENCES

1. �August 2004 Progress Report on the Laboratory for Laser Ener-
getics, Inertial Confinement Fusion Program Activities,� University of
Rochester, Rochester, NY (2004).
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Table 100.IV:  The OMEGA target shot summary for FY04.

Laboratory
Planned Number
of Target Shots

Actual Number
of Target Shots

LLE 741 756

LLNL 405* 431

LANL 150* 168

SNL 20 31

NLUF 135 127

CEA 25 32

NRL 10 13

Total 1486 1558

LLE ISE 304

LLE SSP 127

LLE RTI 86

LLE DD 69

LLE LPI 60

LLE CRYO 35

LLE ASTRO 30

LLE DDI 24

LLE PB 21

LLE Total 756

  * 20 shots in collaboration.

Figure 100.58
Record of requested and actual on-target energy for OMEGA shots in October 2004.
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During FY04, 802 target shots were taken on OMEGA for
external users� experiments, accounting for 51.5% of the total
OMEGA shots produced this year. External users in FY04
included eight collaborative teams under the National Laser
Users� Facility (NLUF) program as well as collaborations led
by scientists from the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Sandia
National Laboratory (SNL), Naval Research Laboratory (NRL),
and the Commissariat à l�Énergie Atomique (CEA) of France.

NLUF Program
FY04 was the second of a two-year period of performance

for the nine NLUF projects approved for FY03�FY04 funding
and OMEGA shot time. Eight of the nine NLUF campaigns
received a total of 127 shots on OMEGA in FY04.

The Department of Energy (DOE) issued solicitations in
FY04 for NLUF proposals for work to be carried out in FY05�
FY06. DOE raised the available NLUF funding to $1,000,000
for FY04 proposals to accommodate the high level of interest
in using OMEGA to carry out experiments of relevance to the
National Nuclear Security Agency (NNSA) Stockpile Stew-
ardship Program (SSP). NLUF participants use these funds to
carry out experiments on OMEGA (including graduate student
stipends, travel, supplies, etc.). The participants do not pay any
portion of the OMEGA operating costs since these costs are
funded directly by the DOE�LLE Cooperative Agreement.

A total of 16 NLUF proposals were submitted to DOE for
consideration for FY05�FY06 support and OMEGA shot
allocation. An independent DOE Technical Evaluation Panel
comprised of Dr. Tina Back (LLNL), Dr. Robert Turner
(LLNL), Dr. Steven Batha (LANL), Dr. Ramon Leeper (SNL),
and Prof. Ani Aprahamian (University of Notre Dame) re-
viewed the proposals on 15 June 2004 and recommended that
up to 8 of the 16 proposals receive DOE funding and 7 of the
8 teams be approved for shot time on OMEGA in FY05�FY06.
Table 100.V lists the successful proposals.

National Laser Users� Facility and External Users� Programs

FY04 NLUF Experiments
Programs carried out in FY04 by eight groups of NLUF

participants included the following OMEGA experiments:

Optical Mixing Controlled Simulated Scattering Instabilities
(OMC SSI): Generating Electron Plasma Waves and Ion-
Acoustic Waves to Suppress Backscattering Instabilities
Principal Investigator: B. B. Afeyan (Polymath Research, Inc.)

The goal of this experiment is to examine the suppression of
backscattering instabilities by the externally controlled gen-
eration of ion-acoustic-wave (IAW) or electron-plasma-wave
(EPW) turbulence. The experiments consist of using optical
mixing techniques to generate resonant waves in flowing
plasmas created by the explosion of target foils by the
OMEGA laser.

During FY04, experiments were conducted in which two
blue beams as well as a blue beam and a green beam were
crossed. Nineteen target shots were taken for this experiment
in September 2004 using three new high-intensity-interaction-
beam phase plates [known as continuous phase plates (CPP�s)]
designed by Sham Dixit of LLNL. They provided a near-1015

W/cm2 interaction-beam intensity for 1 ns with 500 J of blue-
beam energy. The same design was used for a green-beam CPP.
In addition, a polarization rotator was fielded on the probe
beams of the pump�probe experiments so as to discriminate
against processes that do not involve the ponderomotive force
generated by the beating of the pump and probe beams directly.
The results of these experiments will be described in future
publications. The principal conclusion of this six-year-long
effort with crossing blue�blue and blue�green beams on
OMEGA is that OMC SSI via IAW�s is a significant potential
tool for the suppression of stimulated Raman backscattering
SRBS in high-intensity laser�plasma interaction.
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Studies of Ion-Acoustic Waves (IAW�s) Under Direct-Drive
NIF Conditions
Principal Investigator: H. Baldis (University of California,
Davis)

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is of concern to laser
fusion using the indirect-drive or direct-drive approach. Gen-
erally, it is believed that SBS is only a minor effect for direct-
drive inertial confinement implosion experiments, particularly
those currently conducted on OMEGA. However, scattered-
light spectra collected in these implosion experiments show
changes from the incident spectra that can arise only from non-
linear effects such as SBS. To extrapolate the present results to
future larger direct-drive laser fusion experiments, it is neces-
sary to understand the details of the present observations.

To gain better insight into the underlying processes, a
series of OMEGA shots was dedicated to measuring SBS in
planar geometry with 11 low-intensity beams producing a
plasma and one or two interaction beams at oblique incidence.

One of the interaction beams was beam 30 for which there is a
full-aperture backscattering station on OMEGA (FABS30).
Beam 30 was incident at ~42° to the target normal. The target
normal was pointed between the two interaction beams (beams
15 and 30). Thus the specular reflection from beam 15 was
also collected by FABS30. In addition, one expects SBS side-
scattering to be enhanced in the specular direction due to
possible self-seeding of SBS by the specular reflection at the
turning point of beam 15. There could be an additional
contribution to the light collected by FABS30 from a syner-
gistic interaction between beams 30 and 15 if they are pre-
sent simultaneously.

All of these conditions are also encountered in spherical
implosion experiments. In spherical implosion experiments,
however, many different angles of incidence are present simul-
taneously and may contribute differently depending on the
time during the laser pulse. This makes it difficult to unravel
the subtleties of the interaction processes, hence the choice of
the planar geometry for this series of experiments.

Table 100.V:  FY05–FY06 Proposals.

Principal Investigator Affiliation Proposal Title

J. Asay Washington State University Isentropic Compression Experiments
for Measuring EOS on OMEGA

H. Baldis University of California, Davis Laser–Plasma Interactions in High-Energy-
Density Plasmas

R.P. Drake University of Michigan Experimental Astrophysics
on the OMEGA Laser

R. Falcone University of California, Berkeley NLUF Proposal: Plasmon Density of States
in Dense Matter

R. Jeanloz University of California, Berkeley Recreating Planetary Core Conditions
on OMEGA

P. Hartigan Rice University Astrophysical Jets and HED Laboratory
Astrophysics

R. Mancini University of Nevada, Reno Three-Dimensional Study of the Spatial
Structure of Direct-Drive Implosion Cores
on OMEGA

R. Petrasso and C. K. Li Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Implosion Dynamics and Symmetry
from Proton Imaging, Spectrometry,
and Temporal Measurements
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A typical purely sidescattered signal is shown in Fig. 100.59
for a 1-ns square pulse interaction beam at ~2 × 1014 W/cm2 in
beam 15 (beam 30 was not fired). Also shown in Fig. 100.59
for comparison is the input laser spectrum. We note that the
basic features of this time-resolved spectrum are the same as
for spherical implosions. The initial rapid blue shift reflects the
increasing plasma column traversed by the interaction beam as
the plasma is formed. This is followed by a return toward zero
overall spectral shift as the plasma column becomes stationary.
The important difference between the incident and reflected
spectra is in the shape of the spectrum late in time, which is
narrower with a peak on the red part of the spectrum, compared
to the incident spectrum shown as reference on the right side
of Fig. 100.59.

Experimental Astrophysics on the OMEGA Laser
Principal Investigator: R. P. Drake (University of Michigan)

This NLUF project is led by the University of Michigan
and involves collaborators from Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory; the Laboratory for Laser Energetics; the
Universities of Arizona, Chicago, Princeton, and Stony Brook;
as well as École Polytechnique and CEA from France. It uses
OMEGA to study processes that are relevant to astrophysics,
with a specific focus on the unstable nonlinear hydrodynamics
that occurs when stars explode and on radiative shocks that
occur during stellar explosions and in many other contexts.
The experiments to study nonlinear hydrodynamics involved
continuing examination of the role of initial conditions on the
long-term nonlinear structure that develops after a blast wave
encounters an interface. Data were obtained with a controlled
variation of initial conditions and also to assess preheat levels.
The experiments to study radiative shocks involved measure-
ments of the change in shock velocity and structure with drive

conditions and work to apply an improved diagnostic (a backlit
pinhole) to obtain higher-resolution data.

Figure 100.60 shows a radiographic image from the radia-
tive shock experiments, obtained using an area backlighter at
13.5 ns after the drive beams are fired. The grid and a fiducial
feature establishing an absolute location are evident in the
lower part of Fig. 100.60. The wall of the tube can be seen near
the upper edge. The shock front is curved, and there are indi-

Figure 100.60
A radiographic image of collapsed radiative shock. This image is from an
experiment with a polyimide drive disk attached to a polyimide tube of
912-µm inner diameter, irradiated (with SSD) at 9.3 × 1014 W/cm2 onto a
720-µm laser spot. The illumination was by x rays from Ti produced by
overlapping six laser beams.

Figure 100.59
Stimulated Brillouin side scattering (a) from a
planar plasma for an interaction beam at oblique
(~42°) incidence at ~2 × 1014 W/cm2. The plasma
was simultaneously formed by 11 low-intensity
laser beams. The incident laser pulse shape is
shown as the dark line above the spectrum. A short
but representative time slice of the incident laser
spectrum is shown in (b). The vertical lineout
through the spectra is also shown for both incident
and reflected spectra.
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cations of a trailing layer of dense xenon along the wall of the
tube. The velocity and position of the center of the shock are
within 10% of the values obtained from relevant 1-D simula-
tions. The region of highest opacity is narrow, being 45 µm
thick in this case. The layer of xenon produced by a nonradia-
tive shock would be 140 to 220 µm thick at this location
(depending on the exact equation of state). Thus, it appears that
the density has increased another factor of 3 to 4 in conse-
quence of radiative losses, reaching a total of 34 times the
initial xenon density.

Recreating Planetary Core Conditions on OMEGA
Principal Investigator:  R. Jeanloz (University of California,
Berkeley)

During the past 18 months this team collected data on high-
pressure H2 and He fluids, combining diamond-anvil cells and
laser-produced shocks (Fig. 100.61) to measure the first off-
Hugoniot equation-of-state (EOS) data for both hydrogen
(Figs. 100.62�100.64) and helium (Fig. 100.65) and to mea-
sure the highest-pressure EOS data ever for fluid helium. The

Figure 100.61
(a) Diamond-cell schematic and (b) photograph of target holder with diamond cell.

Figure 100.62
Phase diagram of fluid hydrogen, with results from laser-shock measurements on precompressed samples (circles with error bars) and reverberating-shock
experiments (triangle with error bar) constraining the onset of conducting behavior with increasing pressure and temperature (dashed curve). The solid line
(dashed where extrapolated beyond the pressure range of experiments) represents the determination of the melting curve of hydrogen, and the green area is the
envelope of Hugoniot curves spanning the range from cryogenic hydrogen to hydrogen initially at 5 GPa
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transformation of high-pressure helium from an insulator to an
electronic conductor was observed [as documented by optical
properties (Fig. 100.66)], and it was discovered that there is a
correlation between the transition from insulating to conduct-
ing fluid phases of hydrogen and the proposed maximum in the
melt curve.

A summary of how the new equation-of-state, reflectance,
and temperature data impact our fundamental understanding
of hydrogen is shown in Fig. 100.62. The open symbols show
where, in T-P space, hydrogen is becoming electrically con-
ducting, ~1019e�/cc; the conductivity saturates at slightly high
pressure�temperature conditions, suggesting carrier concen-

Figure 100.63
(a) Sketch of precompressed target, (b) sample VISAR record from precompressed H2, and (c) example calculation for extracting pressure�density data. The
beauty of this technique is that we observe the shock velocity in the quartz and the He or H2 almost instantaneously, thus reducing much systematic and
random uncertainties.

Figure 100.64
Measurements of shock density and optical reflectivity (532 nm) versus pressure for precompressed H2.
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trations near 1023e�/cc. The line connecting the open symbols
is very close to the theoretically predicted plasma phase tran-
sition, which is interesting, since in materials (such as carbon)
that have a first-order liquid�liquid transition there is a maxi-
mum in the melt curve, as appears to be the case for hydrogen.

Finally, note that this line also points to the single solid-state
static experiment where conductivity is thought to be turning,
or as evidenced by optical absorption above 310 GPa at 300 K.
Each of these observations by itself is a notable result; all three
represent a significant discovery.

Figure 100.66
Shock reflectance at 532 nm as a function of
shock pressure for He, with the inset showing the
measured temperatures versus shock pressure for
both He and H2 data summarized in Figs. 100.64
and 100.65.

Figure 100.65
Pressure versus density shock-wave data
for precompressed helium.
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Experimental and Modeling Studies of 2-D Core Gradients
in OMEGA Implosions
Principal Investigator:  R. C. Mancini (University of Nevada,
Reno)

During FY04, time-resolved (gated, ∆t = 50 ps) x-ray
images of argon-doped implosion cores were recorded in
OMEGA indirect-drive shots, based on line emission from
Heβ, Lyα, and Lyβ line transitions in He- and H-like argon
ions, respectively. Images were obtained simultaneously along
two quasi-orthogonal directions [TIM2 and TIM3 line of sight
(LOS)] with two Multi-Monochromatic Imager (MMI-3) in-
struments that record on framing cameras. Analysis of these
image data permits the extraction of time-resolved information
on the spatial distribution of temperature, density, and mixing in
the implosion core. In turn, these results can be compared with
a previous analysis done using time-integrated image data.

Figure 100.67 shows simultaneous Heβ- and Lyβ-based
x-ray-gated images of the implosion core recorded in OMEGA
indirect-drive shot 36980 along the TIM2 LOS. These images
are integrated over a time interval of 50 ps, close to the peak
of x-ray emission. By implementing a generalized Abel inver-
sion procedure, spatial distributions of line emissivity can be
extracted from the data on several core slices perpendicular to
the hohlraum axis and characterized by a coordinate along this
axis. Analysis of these emissivity maps can be performed via
a multi-objective search and reconstruction method driven by
a genetic algorithm, and by an independent analytic method
where temperature is extracted from emissivity ratio maps and
density is subsequently determined from analysis of Heβ
and Lyβ emissivity maps. Figure 100.67 displays results for
electron temperature and density radial distributions in a core
slice through the hohlraum midplane. Additional information
on spatial mixing profiles can also be obtained by looking at
differences between relative intensity distributions in the data
and those predicted by spectral modeling. These differences
can be related to the amount of plastic mixed into the deuter-
ium fuel and play an important role in the determination of
the density profile. The temperature profile is relatively insen-
sitive to this effect. Figure 100.67 displays this information
in terms of γ, which is defined as the local ratio of plastic to
fuel densities.

Work is in progress to include quantitative data from Lyα
images and to compare analysis results obtained along quasi-
orthogonal LOS.

Figure 100.67
Simultaneous, time-resolved (gated, ∆t = 50 ps) x-ray images based on
argon Heβ (a) and Lyβ (b) line emission from OMEGA indirect-drive shot
36980. The hohlraum axis is along the horizontal direction. Radial spatial
distribution in the core�s midplane (perpendicular to the hohlraum axis) of
electron temperature (c) and density (d), and mixing of plastic into the fuel (e).
Analysis assumes an isobaric core.
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OMEGA Laser Studies of the Interaction of Supernova
Blast Waves with Interstellar Clouds
Principal Investigator: C. F. McKee (University of California,
Berkeley)

In the NLUF Astro experiment a planar shock is driven by
the OMEGA laser inside a cylindrical shock tube. The shock
passes by a sphere that is more dense than the surrounding
material (by about a factor of 9). The sphere material is
�crushed� and set in motion; it rolls up in a classical Kelvin�
Helmholz instability, then transitions to a fully 3-D flow
through a Widnall instability. This experiment has been a
pioneer in using backlit pinhole technology, and considerable
efforts were made to make this technique work reliably (e.g.,
using tilted pinhole substrates, �destroyer beams,� and target
alignment using small corner reticles). By November 2003 the
images could be obtained both reliably and with good signal-
to-noise quality. Shots on 20 November were aimed at study-
ing the shocked sphere material at late times (>60 ns after the
start of the experiment), something that had never been done
before. Experimental images (Fig. 100.68) showed sphere
material being extensively shredded at these times, and by
80 ns the sphere material had reached the detectability limits

for the very sensitive backlit pinhole technique, suggesting
that the material is in a turbulent state by this time.

The NLUF Astro experiment was awarded 15 shots (one
and a half shot-days) on OMEGA during FY2004. One half-
day of shots was carried out successfully on 20 November,
but a full day of shots planned for 15 April could not be taken
since other targets were given higher priority at LLNL�s target
fabrication facility.

Time Evolution of Capsule ρρρρρR and Proton Emission
Imaging of Core Structure
Principal Investigators:  R. D. Petrasso and C. K. Li (Plasma
Science and Fusion Center, MIT)

During FY04 penumbral proton imaging was used to study
the spatial distributions of D-D and D-3He reactions in im-
ploded D3He-filled capsules on OMEGA. The imaging was
performed with multiple cameras in which the recorder con-
sists of stacked sheets of CR-39 nuclear track detector sepa-
rated by ranging filters that result in the efficient detection of
14.7-MeV D3He protons on one sheet and 3-MeV DD protons
on another. The raw images were processed in two ways.

One approach was to assume that the emission distribution
is spherical and to reconstruct a radial burn profile to study how
the size of the burn region varies with capsule type and laser-
illumination parameters. Figure 100.69 shows some data com-

U451

Figure 100.68
Shocked sphere material 60 ns after the start of the experiment. Most of the
sphere material makes up the bell-shaped object in the upper half of the image
and has a volume more than 10 times larger than the original sphere (original
sphere diameter 120 µm). Even with the high signal-to-noise ratio of the
backlit pinhole technique, the sphere material is by this time quite diffuse; by
80 ns, it is no longer detectable. (The object in the lower half is a gold grid
used as a spatial fiducial; one side of the image is approximately 1150 µm.)

Figure 100.69
The sizes of the D3He burn regions in different types of implosions of D3He-
filled capsules (all capsules have 18-atm gas fills, and all laser pulses utilized
SG3 phase plates). The burn profiles are nearly Gaussian, and the size is
characterized by the radius at which the emissivity is down from the central
value by 1/e. The thicker-CH-shell capsules implode with a higher conver-
gence ratio than the thinner-SiO2-shell capsules, resulting in smaller burn
radii. The data point at 82 µm was obtained from an implosion with 23 kJ of
incident laser energy, while the other SiO2 data points had approximately
10 kJ of incident laser energy.
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paring capsules with thin glass shells to capsules with thick CH
shells. The thin-glass capsules clearly have a larger burn region
and indicate less radial convergence at burn time.

The other approach was to reconstruct two-dimensional
(2-D) images of the surface brightness of the capsule. There are
now three cameras on OMEGA that can be used to image
capsules from three orthogonal directions simultaneously for
symmetry studies. Data from each are then used to reconstruct
a 2-D map of surface brightness, and the three separate images
provide information about three-dimensional (3-D) burn asym-
metries. To study the relationship between illumination asym-
metry and burn asymmetry, an experiment was performed
recently with laser drive containing intentional P2 asymmetry.
Laser intensity was reduced at the two poles of a symmetry
axis, with the result that the capsule imploded with a prolate
(�sausage�-shaped) asymmetry. Figure 100.70 shows the re-
sultant burn asymmetry, measured with three orthogonally
oriented proton-emission imaging cameras; one camera viewed
the end of the sausage while the other two viewed the sides. A
substantial elongation of the emission region is seen, with a
ratio of about 3:1 between the long and short axes. The
direction of the elongation is coincident with the axis of the
illumination asymmetry. In addition, the data suggest that the
emission is peaked at the two ends of the region, resulting in a
�dumbbell�-like shape.

FY04 LLNL OMEGA Experimental Program
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) con-

ducted 431 target shots on OMEGA in FY04. Approximately
half of the shots were for the High-Energy-Density Science
(HEDS) Program, and the other half were for inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF) experiments. The ICF experiments are
summarized as follows:

A campaign was initiated to examine the effect on a capsule
of direct hydrodynamic pressure from the laser-heated fill gas
in gas-filled hohlraums. Initial results (Fig. 100.71) showed
that the backlit foamball surrogate gave good results at fill
pressures above and below those ultimately desired. (This
series will continue in FY05.) The interaction of a hohlraum
gas fill during the hydrodynamically unstable deceleration
phase was also measured; no substantial instability growth was
observed, even from deliberately pre-roughened hohlraum
surfaces (Fig. 100.72).

In the area of x-ray drive, experiments were continued with
hohlraums constructed of a mixture of materials (�cocktails�),
in an effort to optimize x-ray conversion efficiency, albedo,
and also laser�plasma coupling. Currently, it is believed that
the consistently lower-than-expected improvement in radia-
tion temperature for cocktail hohlraums is due to low-Z con-
taminants. Additional experiments were carried out to assess

Figure 100.70
The first images of D3He nuclear burn in an asymmetric implosion. These
three contour plots show nearly orthogonal views of the fusion burn region in
OMEGA implosions 35172 and 35173, recorded by three proton-emission
cameras operating simultaneously (data from the two implosions are summed).
The burn asymmetry had a prolate, or �sausage,� shape, resulting from
intentional asymmetry in the laser drive. The target capsules consisted of
20 atm of D3He in 17-µm-thick CH shells, and the laser pulse delivered
17.5 kJ of on-target energy in a 1-ns square pulse. The laser intensity was
lower than average in two directions 180° apart (on the TIM6�TIM4 axis),
and the fusion burn is elongated in those directions. In the image reconstruc-
tion, bandwidth limitation for reducing noise resulted in an effective point-
response function that is a Gaussian with ~20-µm radius; the dashed circle
thus indicates the approximate reconstruction resolution.
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the performance of lined or foam-filled hohlraums as alter-
nates to the gas-filled National Ignition Facility (NIF) hohlraum
point design. The early results are promising, showing radia-
tion temperatures constant to within 5% between types of
hohlraums and low levels of backscatter with smoothed beams
at 5 × 1014 W/cm2.

Laser�plasma�interaction studies were done on large-scale-
length plasmas created by preheating large gas-filled targets
with the main laser (Fig. 100.73). Various experiments, some

using a 2ω or 4ω probe beam, were conducted to obtain data on
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering (SBS), and beam propagation (Fig. 100.74) as functions
of beam-smoothing level. The results show reduced beam
spray and backscatter by using increased smoothing on a 2ω
probe beam. More crossing-beam power transfer experiments
(a form of Brillouin scattering of special interest to the NIF)
were performed as a function of polarization state (Fig. 100.75).
Thomson scattering was used frequently to measure the elec-
tron temperature of these plasmas, while backscattered light
(FABS) diagnostics monitored the amount of SBS or SRS. Still
other experiments demonstrated the ability to measure the
time-resolved spectrum of H- and He-like Ti (5-keV) x rays
scattered by free electrons in a hot plasma; careful fits to the
data yield temperature and density data (Fig. 100.76). Finally,
a hohlraum experiment was conducted to quantify the amount
of laser light that, at early times, is refracted from the hohlraum
wall directly onto the implosion capsule.

Continued systematic improvements were made in using
target-mounted pinholes to image implosion cores at moder-
ately high (>7-keV) energies. Asymmetric core images were
obtained at 87× magnification, demonstrating a method for
measuring higher-order (up to 6, possibly 8) mode structure in
the hohlraum drive (Fig. 100.77).

Figure 100.71
Backlit foam balls in CH (low-radiation)-gas�filled hohlraums are used to
measure the gas-capsule hydrodynamic coupling. (a) Time-gated x-ray-
backlit images of foam balls; (b) plot of foam-ball distortion versus time.

Figure 100.72
End-on view of an x-ray-backlit, gas-filled hohlraum shows wall motion and
stagnation, with no signs of increased mix due to surface roughness.
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New data were obtained on integrated hohlraum implosions
with deliberately roughened capsules (Fig. 100.77). These ex-
periments were performed with convergence ratios (CR�s) of
15 and provide a stringent test for modeling hydrodynamic
instabilities. These same experiments demonstrated a small
difference in drive asymmetry�which resulted in a degrada-
tion in neutron yield�if the presence or absence of polariza-
tion rotators was not accounted for in the laser pointing.

Ablator material studies, focusing on the Rayleigh�Taylor
growth factors, continued in FY04 on polyimide and bromi-
nated plastic (Fig. 100.78). The results confirmed greater-
than-expected RM growth for the thinner samples, but
as-predicted RT growth rates (Fig. 100.79). A new more-NIF-

like, pulse-shaped, 2-D, symmetric, gas-filled halfraum ex-
perimental platform was designed for August 2004 shots. A
first experiment was conducted to look at the effect of DT-fill
tubes on an imploded capsule, using a deposited bump on the
capsule as a surrogate for the fill tube.

Building on the work on hot hohlraums (see HEDS below),
several implosion experiments were conducted using smaller-
than-standard (3/4-size) hohlraums (Fig. 100.80). These repre-
sented the highest radiation-driven temperature implosions
shot on laser facilities, reaching 275 to 285 eV, and producing
symmetric cores. In some experiments DHe3 supplied by
LLE was used as the fuel; DHe3 fusion proton yields and
spectra were recorded and analyzed by MIT.

Figure 100.73
The LLNL laser�plasma interaction studies in FY04 used gas-bag targets to form large, well-characterized plasmas. The diagrams illustrate the target
configuration used in these experiments.
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Figure 100.74
Laser-beam smoothing effectively reduces SRS in the low-density-plasma region. (a) Streaked SRS spectrum for four different laser irradiation beam-smoothing
configurations. (b) Measured 2ω SRS scattered traction for the four different beam-smoothing configurations.

Figure 100.75
Crossed-beam experiments show energy transfer
under the proper plasma flow conditions.
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Figure 100.76
Compton-shifted scattered x rays are analyzed
to obtain the electron temperature. (a) experi-
mental configuration; (b) x-ray spectra from
0.2 g/cc-carbon foam at two different times
during the irradiation.

Figure 100.77
Neutron-yield degradation for implosions
with a convergence ratio (CR) of 15 as a
function of measured capsule-surface
roughness. Also shown is a high-magnifi-
cation x-ray image of an asymmetric im-
ploded core, obtained at 8 keV.
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In collaboration with the University of Nevada, Reno
(NLUF), multiple pinhole-imaged and spectrally dispersed
data were obtained from indirectly driven, Ar-doped fuel
implosions (Fig. 100.81).

Finally, several days of experiments were done in collabo-
ration with LANL and LLE, using direct-drive, DT-filled
targets, for the purpose of developing neutron diagnostics.

These relatively high-yield shots have indicated that signifi-
cant background will be present for any diagnostics or elec-
tronics that are neutron sensitive.

The other half of the LLNL shots were devoted to high-
energy-density-science (HEDS)�relevant experiments. These
are summarized as follows:

� Hot hohlraum experiments used hohlraums that were as
small as possible to create as-high-as-possible radiation en-
vironments. Measurements were made on effective radia-
tion temperature, high-energy (�suprathermal�) x rays, and
laser�target coupling.

� Equation-of-state (EOS) experiments continued on OMEGA
in FY04. These involved VISAR measurements of shock
propagation times in various materials. Other experiments
focused on creating and using an adiabatic (shockless) drive
(Fig. 100.82) to smoothly ramp up the pressure for EOS
measurements of solid (not melted) materials (Fig. 100.83).
Finally, experiments done in collaboration with an NLUF
investigator used gases that were precompressed in a dia-
mond anvil cell to explore equations of state relevant to the
giant planets.

� OMEGA shots were also used to explore various options for
obtaining x-ray point backlighters. It is expected this knowl-
edge will be used on future OMEGA and NIF shots.

Figure 100.78
FY04 OMEGA polyimide Rayleigh�Taylor experiments measured the
growth rate of hydrodynamic instabilities.

Figure 100.79
Plots of opacity versus time. The late-time data (~2 ns) show growth rates (slopes) consistent with the models, but a higher-than-expected growth during the
early-time RM growth.
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� A number of shots were devoted to studying alternative
approaches to the standard indirect-drive concept of a
simple hohlraum with a single-shell capsule. These in-
cluded �dynamic hohlraums,� where a high-Z gas is directly
driven and compressed and its resulting x rays are used to
drive a second, concentric implosion capsule; and �double
shells,� where the first driven shell collides with an inner
shell, resulting in implosion velocity multiplication.

� The radiation flow campaign continued in FY04, focusing
on x-ray propagation through low-density foams.

� A series of experiments were conducted to develop appro-
priate backlighter sources and detectors to measure the
opacity of warm materials. The results of this campaign are
expected to be used on experiments in FY05.

� LLNL continued a collaboration with LANL and AWE
(United Kingdom) on the �Jets� experiments, looking at
large-scale hydrodynamic features.

� Finally, shots onto gas-bag targets were conducted with
various mid- to high-Z gases, in connection with developing
x-ray sources (Fig. 100.84).

Figure 100.80
Low-convergence-ratio implosions in small, high-temperature hohlraums were used to confirm basic drive symmetry.

Figure 100.81
Geometry of spectrally dispersed imager used in NLUF experiments.
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Figure 100.82
Experimental target setup used to produce smoothly
increasing pressure drive for solid target physics.

Figure 100.83
RT results for solid vanadium
at three different pressures.

Figure 100.84
Ar-doped gas-bag targets used to measure conversion efficiency to x rays.
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FY04 LANL OMEGA Experimental Programs
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) fielded a wide

range of direct-drive-implosion experiments in both spherical
and cylindrical geometries during FY04. The primary empha-
sis of these experiments was to measure mixing in convergent
geometries to understand basic hydrodynamic behavior that
will help validate our inertial confinement fusion (ICF) codes.
Direct measurements of the stability of grainy Be were per-
formed as part of the national effort to characterize ignition-
capsule ablator materials. Collaborations with LLNL, LLE,
and AWE are an important part of LANL�s program on the
OMEGA laser at LLE. The Astrophysical Jets experiment and
the development of the Burn-History diagnostic were contin-
ued with these collaborating institutions. LANL also fielded its
first experiments designed specifically as staging experiments
for future execution on the NIF. LANL conducted a total of 168
target shots on OMEGA in FY04.

Time-Dependent Mix:  The time-dependent evolution of
mix was measured by imploding D2-filled, plastic ICF cap-
sules. These capsules include a 0.1-µm-thick layer of tita-
nium-doped plastic on the inside surface as a spectroscopic
probe of the mix. Specifically, mixing of titanium into the D2
fuel greatly enhances the intensity of the hydrogen-like Ti α
line relative to the helium-like Ti α line because high tempera-
tures consistent with the imploded fuel core (>2.5 keV) are
required to populate the upper state of the hydrogen-like Ti α
line. Therefore, the time evolution of the intensity ratio of the
hydrogen-like Ti α line to the helium-like Ti α line is a strong
indicator of the amount and timing of shell material mixing
into the hot-core region of the fuel. The experimentally mea-
sured intensity ratio was up to 50% larger than that predicted
by the simulations. This intensity ratio suggests that more mix
is occurring in the center of the fuel region than that predicted
by the mix model used in the simulation. We cannot, however,
be certain of this because the simulations also predict lower
temperatures than those measured by neutron time-of-flight
data. The cause of the temperature discrepancy is still an open
question that is being investigated.

In addition to spectral line information from the titanium,
time-resolved spectroscopic measurements, data from x-ray
time-gated-imaging diagnostics and neutron-yield diagnostics
were also used as indicators of the level and timing of mix
occurring within the imploding capsules. The gated x-ray
images showed that even at the earliest time possible, near
when the reflected shock first reaches the ablator and about
150 ps before peak burn, the images are not limb-brightened,
but instead have a flat profile that later becomes centrally

peaked. This profile indicates substantial mix at a time when
other experiments have suggested little and backs up the
observations in the intensity ratio of the α lines. Unfortunately,
only a few images were obtained at times of interest near the
burn with the x-ray framing cameras. The images showed
indications useful for unique timing in future experiments
(such as the outward expansion of the shock after peak burn,
faint interference by gamma rays at peak burn, and the sudden
brightening when the reflected shock first reaches the
pusher layer).

Time-gated images (Fig. 100.85) show the full time history
of the implosion with an interstrip time of 700 ps. The first strip
shows the initial capsule size, the second strip shows the cap-
sule imploding, the third strip shows the effect of the neutron
emission at the implosion time, and the fourth strip shows an
outgoing shock after the implosion.
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Figure 100.85
Time-gated x-ray images of a single capsule experiment showing both
the implosion and explosion phases. Time runs from right to left and top
to bottom.

Double-Shell Implosions:  Imploding double-shell targets
may provide an alternative, noncryogenic path to ignition on
the NIF. Experiments are being pursued on OMEGA to under-
stand the hydrodynamics of these implosions and the possibil-
ity of scaling to NIF designs. One line of inquiry this year
measured the effect of foam structure on neutron yield. Carbon
resorcinol foam [C6H6O2], with cell sizes of a few nanometers,
was used instead of the normal plastic foam with micron-size
cells. Sixty beams with direct-drive symmetry imploded the
capsules. As predicted, the smaller pores gave a measurably
higher yield.
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In other experiments, the zero-order hydrodynamic motion
of the two shells was measured using a unique implosion
scheme. Forty OMEGA beams were pointed at calculated
offset distances from the center�not at the center of the cap-
sule. The other 20 beams created two 6.7-keV backlighter
sources to radiograph the shell locations. The use of a sulfur-
doped CH marker layer allowed measurement of the implo-
sion with good contrast. Four goals were attained: First, the
implosion hydrodynamics were measured by backlit imaging.
Radiography from two simultaneous directions was used to
image and measure the hydrodynamics of capsules that were
optically thin to the x rays from the backlighters at 6.7 keV.
Second, neutron yield and x-ray emission were used to mea-
sure the output from the thicker capsules with two different
foam compositions to assess the effect of foam cell sizes on the
implosion. The carbon resorcinol foam was found to increase
the yield, as in the 60-beam shots, but the early results indicate
little observable effect on the hydrodynamic behavior. Third,
investigations were carried out to find out whether a thin layer
of plastic overcoat would help separate the effect of absorption
at the seam of the outer capsule from the seam hydrodynamics.
However, the target quality was not good enough to allow the
observation of a measurable difference. Fourth, the radius
versus time of the sulfur marker layer was measured for the
implosion of Au-coated and uncoated targets to determine the
difference in the implosion due to the gold M-band x rays that
exist in some of the NIF-design ICF capsules. The results
were in good agreement with one-dimensional simulations
(Fig. 100.86) although little difference was observed between
the coated and uncoated targets.

Burn-History Diagnostic Development:  In collaboration
with LLNL, LANL continued to develop diagnostics that
record the temporal behavior of the fusion burn. Gamma rays
are a by-product of the deuterium�tritium (D-T) reaction.
Using our two Gas Cerenkov Detectors (GCD�s) (Fig. 100.87),
these gamma rays are converted to relativistic electrons that
emit Cerenkov radiation, which is then recorded. The proto-
type instrument, GCD1, records the emission using a photo-
multiplier tube and fast oscilloscope. The newer instrument,
GCD2, records the information with higher time resolution
using a streak camera.

During high-neutron-yield DT and deuterium�deuterium
(DD) experiments conducted by LLE, both the GCD�s and the
LLE Neutron Temporal Detector were successfully operated
simultaneously for the first time. Much cleaner and stronger
signals were obtained with the streaked GCD2 (Fig. 100.88).
These higher-quality signals allowed a GCD2 sweep rate of

10× for the gamma-burn signal. Quality GCD1 results were
also obtained for most implosions.

Figure 100.86
The temporal behavior of the outer and inner shells shows the momentum
transfer between the two shells at about 3 ns. One-dimensional simulations
are in good agreement with the measurements.

Figure 100.87
The GCD pressure cell and light-collecting optics are shown without the
streak camera recording system.
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The feasibility of simultaneously recording a fusion gamma
ray and fusion neutron signals using both the GCD1 and
GCD2 was also successfully demonstrated; this simultaneous
recording is an essential step in establishing the feasibility of
a dual-mode capability in a single diagnostic. This recording
was accomplished by placing either fused-silica glass or lead
glass behind the normal converter foil and producing a gas
Cerenkov signal and a glass Cerenkov signal on any given
implosion. The neutron-burn signal was strong enough to
allow a GCD2 sweep rate of 3×.

Beryllium Ablator Microstructure Stability (BAMS):  An
LANL goal is to deliver a specification for the microstructure
of ignition-capsule ablators to the National ICF Program. The
current focus is on beryllium�copper ablators, but other mate-
rials may be investigated as well.

LANL experiments make VISAR observations of ~1-Mbar
shock waves in beryllium�copper samples, DANTE measure-
ments of hohlraum temperature (verifying 6-ns-long compos-
ite pulses from OMEGA), x radiography of perturbations in
samples, and characterization of the spectra from aluminum
backlighters. In addition, LANL scientists also successfully
recorded backlit (�side-lit�) x radiographs of beryllium�cop-
per samples viewed from the side, allowing a determination of
the trajectory of the samples� motions. This permits one to
make inferences about the radiation drive accelerating the
samples, independent of the DANTE and VISAR data.

Another experimental series returned time-dependent data
of the emission spectra of aluminum backlighters typical of
those used in radiography of beryllium�copper samples. The
relative contribution of line and continuum radiation was
measured as a function of incident laser intensity to improve
the contrast in our radiographs of intentionally perturbed
samples and eventually in future radiographs of microstruc-
ture-perturbed samples.

Cylinder Implosion:  Significant progress was made toward
understanding the effect of convergence on shock-driven in-
stability growth [Richtmyer�Meshkov (RM) instability] and
initiated experiments that address variable acceleration
(Rayleigh�Taylor) instability growth. Both types of instability
can adversely affect ICF capsule implosions. High-quality
data were also acquired on re-shock of already developing mix
layers and defect�shell interactions. The primary effect of
convergence on the single-mode RM instability is to postpone
or suppress the growth of secondary instabilities resulting in an
extended period of linear growth, well beyond that expected
and observed in planar geometry.2 The linear growth for
several sinusoidal initial perturbations is shown in Fig. 100.89.
Approximate linear growth is observed for amplitude-over-
wavelength ratios as large as 4. The mechanism(s) responsible
for the observed behavior has not been identified; however,
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Figure 100.89
The growth of the mix layer width Wout for sinusoidal perturbations with an
initial amplitude of 2 µm varies with the wavelength of the perturbations.
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the apparent postponement of saturation is a dramatic example
of the effect of convergence. To date, comparisons with com-
putational (RAGE)3 results have yielded qualitative agree-
ment, but quantitative differences are still being addressed.
The transition to turbulent mixing for short-wavelength
(λ ≤ 2.5-µm), multimode perturbations was also identified.
Again, the apparent effect of convergence is to prolong linear
growth for extended periods rather than the power-law-growth
behavior observed in planar geometry. The short-wavelength
results are being used to verify and validate the BHR model4

in RAGE and to provide guidance in implementing crenula-
tive (convergence) effects in the BHR turbulence model.

Off-Hugoniot Stability:  The initial proof-of-principal ex-
periments for the Off-Hugoniot Stability project were con-
ducted this year. The goals of the integrated experiments were

to evaluate whether radiography provides sufficient resolu-
tion of interface locations and to demonstrate that sufficient
heating can be applied to generate hydrodynamic motion. The
wedge experiments were designed to characterize the tin pre-
heat source. Two experimental packages were employed: an
integrated target [Figs. 100.90(a) and 100.90(b)] and a wedge
target [Fig. 100.90(c)].

Both target types returned data that surpassed expectations.
Five shots using integrated targets successfully captured the
temporal expansion of the heated epoxy into the foam. Measure-
ments were made at 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 ns after the heating drive
beams turned off. Figure 100.91(a) shows the epoxy layer at
3 ns with a final resolution between 15 and 20 µm, confirming
that the experimental design provides sufficient measurement
accuracy to meet the physics objectives of the campaign.

Figure 100.90
(a) The integrated target consists of a beryllium assembly, stuffed with epoxy and foam layers. A thin coating of tin is directly driven by 33 beams to produce
L-shell emission that heats the package. (b) The integrated target showing backlighter foil and view shield. (c) The wedge target measures the transmission of
tin L-shell emission through wedges of epoxy and beryllium and facilitates an accurate measure of the L-shell�emitted flux.
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(a) Radiograph of the epoxy layer 3 ns after the start of tin L-shell preheat. At
this time, only 60% of the epoxy is still near full density. (b) The flat-field
transmission of tin L-shell emission through the epoxy (left) and beryllium
(right) wedges.
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In addition to the success of the integrated experiments, the
wedge targets along with extensive spectroscopic measure-
ments were very effective at characterizing both the spectral
nature and conversion efficiency of the tin L-shell emission.
Figure 100.91(b) shows the tin L-shell transmission through
characterized epoxy and beryllium wedges. These data suggest
that about 2% to 5% of ultraviolet laser energy on target is
converted to the tin L shell.

Astrophysical Jets:  The jet project is a collaboration be-
tween LANL, AWE, and LLNL designed to verify and vali-
date turbulence models for astrophysical simulations in our
radiation-hydrodynamic codes. The jet target consists of a tita-
nium foil mounted to a washer. A low-density, 0.12-g/cm3,
resorcinol-formaldehyde (RF) foam is mounted to the rear side
of the titanium washer. The laser beams strike the titanium foil
and drive a titanium jet into the foam. The primary diagnostic
is x radiography of the titanium jet in the foam.

High-quality radiographs using new noise-mitigation tech-
niques were obtained. These measurements included placing a
4-µm-thick CH coating on the drive side of the titanium foil. In
addition, a large gold shield was mounted to the front of the
target that prevented x rays from the coronal plasma created by
irradiating the titanium foil from reaching the x-ray detector.
The background problems of the past were reduced with a new
�spot-backlighter� design of a small square (200 µm) of vana-
dium, surrounded by CH. The low-atomic-number (low-Z)
plasma that is created by the backlighter laser beams helps
contain the vanadium blowoff and reduces the spatial extent of
the high-energy background. The backlighter images the target
orthogonally to the direction of jet propagation.

The temporal evolution of the jet was captured at three
different times. The result from one of these times, 400 ns after
the laser drive, is shown in Fig. 100.92(a). There is a great level
of detail in the image. For example, refractive effects are
observed at the bow shock edge [Fig. 100.92(b)] and also
mixing between the titanium and the RF foam is apparent in
Fig. 100.92(c).

Hohlraum Filling:  Experiments on the NIF will use much
more energy to heat a hohlraum of approximately the same
size as an OMEGA hohlraum. An important constraint on the
NIF experiments is how long the material will have to evolve
before the hohlraum fills with gold from the wall of the
hohlraum itself. A short series of experiments determined the
amount of wall material influx in a hohlraum experiment

and the effect of mitigation techniques on the radiation tem-
perature achieved.5

It was found that coating the inner surface of the hohlraum
with a 0.5-µm-thick layer of parylene would inhibit the amount
of gold reaching the center of the hohlraum while decreasing
the radiation temperature by only about 10 eV. Further experi-
ments, however, showed that the number of hot electrons
produced via laser�plasma interactions increased tremendously
as measured by the level of hard x rays measured.
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stem showing the mixing between the titanium and the RF foam due to the
Kelvin�Helmoltz instability.
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Backlighter Yield Measurements:  The conversion effi-
ciency of laser light into x-ray energy from titanium- and zinc-
flat-disk targets was measured. These experiments were
accomplished in half-day increments due to the simplicity of
their configuration. Six drive beams illuminated the flat disks
from one side using 1-ns square pulses. The number of beams
and the focal-spot diameter were varied to produce orders-of-
magnitude changes in the laser-irradiance conditions. Mea-
surements were taken with framing cameras, streak cameras,
and static pinhole cameras; however, the primary diagnostic
was the Henway spectrometer [a time-integrated, x-ray-film�
based survey spectrometer (Fig. 100.93)]. Every shot pro-
duced high-quality data that are currently being analyzed to
determine the scaling of x-ray conversion efficiency as a func-
tion of laser irradiance. These results will be used to develop
and refine area and point-backlighter configurations for
OMEGA and future NIF experiments.
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FY04 SNL OMEGA PROGRAMS
SNL carried out 31 target shots on the OMEGA laser in

FY04 and also participated in several of the campaigns led by
other laboratories. The SNL-led campaigns included the
following:

Modification of a Laser Hohlraum Spectrum via a Mid-Z
Wall Liner:  A typical laser hohlraum has a radiation spectrum
that includes a significant component of non-Planckian, high-
energy photons (such as Au M-band x rays) that originate in
and near the hot, low-density coronal plasma in which the laser
light is absorbed and converted into x rays. These hard x rays
can have undesirable effects for an ICF application, such as
causing preheat ahead of the shock front in the ablator of an
indirect-drive capsule.6 One concept for tailoring the spec-
trum in a hohlraum is to employ a thin, mid-Z liner to supply
plasma for the x-ray conversion, with an underlying high-Z
wall for x-ray containment. In a recent series of laser hohlraum
experiments performed on OMEGA, this concept was demon-
strated by employing a thin (0.5-µm) Cu liner on the interior of
an Au-walled hohlraum to significantly soften the radiation
spectrum and yet retain the peak hohlraum temperature of a
standard Au hohlraum. As shown in Fig. 100.94(c) and
100.94(d), this successful result was evident in the data from
the DANTE array of K- and L-edge filtered x-ray photo-
cathodes.7 A 280-nm Streaked Optical Pyrometer8 was used
to confirm that the preheat ahead of the shock front in a
CH ablator was significantly reduced when using the Cu-
lined hohlraum, as compared to an ordinary hohlraum
[Fig. 100.94(b)].

The Effectiveness of Mid-Z Dopants in Reducing Preheat
in Indirect-Drive ICF Ablator Materials:  In previous work,6,9

we experimentally verified that mid-Z dopants can be used to
significantly reduce preheat and shock temperature in low-Z,
indirect-drive ICF ablator materials. The previous experi-
ments with Ge-doped CH ablators were done with dopant
concentrations of 2% (atomic) Ge. As shown in Fig. 100.95,
FY04 experiments have demonstrated that a significantly
lower dopant concentration (0.5% atomic Ge in CH) can also
be effective for reducing shock temperatures and preheat
levels in indirect-drive ablators.

Long-Pulse Au Hohlraum Wall Albedo Measurements:  In
previous work,10 measurements of absolute hohlraum wall
albedos for ignition foot drive temperatures were made for
pulse lengths of up to 1.5 ns. In FY04, we began work to extend
the albedo measurements to longer pulse lengths and achieved
albedo measurements for pulse lengths of ~3 ns. Two experi-
mental arrangements were used in the long-pulse albedo ex-
periments: a secondary hohlraum driven by x rays from a
single primary hohlraum [Fig. 100.96(a)], and a secondary
hohlraum driven by x rays from two primary hohlraums
[Fig. 100.96(b)]. The secondary hohraum temperature history
is shown in Fig. 100.97(a), and the new extension of the Au
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hohlraum wall albedo measurement is shown in Fig. 100.97(b).

Tests of a VISAR Time-Resolved Hohlraum Temperature
Measurement Technique:  In FY04, we began tests on a new
technique for time-resolved hohlraum temperature measure-
ment. The basic idea is to use VISAR11 to track the velocity of
a radiatively driven shock front in a quartz sample attached to
the wall of a hohlraum. The experimental arrangement for the
initial tests at OMEGA is depicted in Fig. 100.98. These initial

tests utilized both DANTE and an aluminum step witness plate
to confirm the drive temperature and were performed for
hohlraum temperatures in the range of 110 to 190 eV. As shown
in Fig. 100.99, the VISAR-measured shock velocity can be
used to track the hohlraum temperature history. For the hohl-
raum radiation temperature range of these experiments, the
empirical conversion Tr s= 21 7 0 57. .v  has been used, where Tr
is hohlraum temperature in eV and vs is shock velocity in
µm/ns. An important finding is that x-ray preheat presents a

Figure 100.94
Results from experiments to demonstrate the modification of a laser hohlraum spectrum by using a mid-Z wall liner (Cu).
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Figure 100.95
Results from experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of mid-Z dopants
to reduce preheat.

Figure 100.96
Schematic of long-pulse albedo experiments. (a) Secondary hohlraum driven
with one primary hohlraum and (b) secondary hohlraum driven with two
primary hohlraums.
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Figure 100.98
Experimental arrangement for SNL VISAR time-resolved hohlraum temperature measurement experiments.

Figure 100.99
(a) VISAR velocity record and (b) resulting hohlraum temperature history from SNL experiment on OMEGA.

Figure 100.97
Temperature history of (a) secondary-hohlraum
temperature and (b) albedo measurement.
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significant limitation to this technique for hohlraum tempera-
tures above ~170 eV (as indicated in Fig. 100.98).

FY04 NRL Program Control of Laser Imprinting with
High-Z Thin-Layer Targets
Principal Investigator: A. Mostovych

As part of a collaborative effort with NRL, a series of 13
OMEGA target shots were taken to investigate the control of
laser imprinting.

The objectives of this experiment were to evaluate the
impact of laser imprint under conditions similar to ICF-like
reactor implosions and to test the effectiveness of controlling
imprint from a high-power glass laser with the use of thin,
high-Z-layer targets. In earlier work,12 on the Nike KrF laser
facility, it was demonstrated that thin, high-Z-layer targets are,
in fact, very effective in mitigating imprint. It was not clear,
however, if the differences between glass and KrF laser driv-
ers, such as ASE, wavelength, or imprint details, are important
and if the observed imprint mitigation had general validity
irrespective of the laser driver.

In this work, the OMEGA laser was configured to drive a
planar 30-µm CH target with multiple, full SSD beams. As is
needed for high-gain target implosions, the target was acceler-
ated on a low adiabat by compressing it with a single, low-
intensity (1012 W/cm2), early beam foot (~2 ns) and sub-
sequently accelerating it with three to five full-intensity beams
(~5 × 1013 W/cm2). The residual laser nonuniformities that
imprint the target in the compression phase are amplified by
RT growth in the acceleration phase and are measured in the
experiment by x-ray radiography. An example of the measured
RT amplified imprint is shown in Fig. 100.100. If the same
target is now coated with a thin layer of high-Z material
(250 Å of gold in this work), the foot pulse quickly ablates this
layer and creates a region of strong laser absorption that moves
with the ablating gold away from the target surface. At the point
of absorption, the gold becomes a strong soft-x-ray radiator
and drives target ablation farther from a standoff distance of
several hundred microns. The separation of the absorption and
ablation regions leads to a strong reduction in pressure non-
uniformities on the target surface, thus mitigating the role of
laser imprint. An example of this reduction is displayed in
Fig. 100.101. Initial measurements of the Rayleigh�Taylor
instability amplified imprint are displayed for targets with and
without the thin gold layer. A clear reduction for the layered
targets is observed. These results are in agreement with the
initial Nike measurements but do not show as large of an effect.

This is expected because thinner gold layers had to be used to
compensate for the shorter foot and thinner targets that could
be deployed on the OMEGA facility. The initial results indicate
that the control of imprint with high-Z-layer targets is a robust
effect, not sensitive to the type of laser driver. It is expected that

Figure 100.100
Typical mass nonuniformity of Rayleigh�Taylor amplified laser imprint at
3 ns into the main acceleration phase of a planar CH target.

Figure 100.101
Comparison of amplified imprint with and without a thin gold coating on the
ablation surface of the target. The thin, high-Z layer has a pronounced effect
in reducing the level of imprint by almost 50%.
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future near-term experiments will investigate the role of such
high-Z layers in spherical implosions.

FY04 CEA Program
A total of 32 target shots led by CEA (Commissariat à

l�Énergie Atomique, France) were carried out on OMEGA in
FY04. The corresponding four experimental campaigns
studied (a) laser�plasma interaction (LPI) in long-scale-
length plasmas relevant to NIF/LMJ indirect-drive conditions;
(b) irradiation symmetry and x-ray conversion efficiency in
empty gold hohlraums; (c) production and optimization of
multi-keV x-ray sources (performed on LLNL-owned shots);
and (d) hydrodynamic instabilities in planar geometry. A
summary of the LPI campaign is given in this section. The CEA
diagnostics team also pursues a strong activity in the area of
neutron detectors and neutron-induced effects on MJ-class
laser detectors in collaboration with LLE teams. LLE direct-
drive implosions provide a valuable neutron source for testing
new concepts in this field.

The Thomson-scattering configuration for probing elec-
tron-plasma waves stimulated by the Raman backscattering
instability (SRS) tested on OMEGA in FY03 was used in FY04
to study the SRS growth and saturation in gas-bag plasmas. As
a first step, space-resolved measurements of SRS activity were

performed along the interaction-beam propagation axis (z).
This is achieved by pointing the probe beam at different loca-
tions along the z axis (see Fig. 100.102). With a series of five
shots, we have been able to assess the SRS growth along the z
axis (see Fig. 100.103). These space-resolved measurements
evidence a completely different spatial SRS growth depending
on the time during the interaction pulse. At early time, when the
heaters are on, the SRS activity is saturated with a constant
level observed over more than 1 mm. Toward the end of the
interaction pulse, the SRS activity peaks sharply near the input
side of the interaction beam as expected from linear convective
amplification theory.
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Figure 100.103
Thomson-scattering signals as a function of z in the early (t = 0.6 to 1.1 ns,
when the heaters are on) and late (t = 1.2 to 1.7 ns) time periods. The
exponential fit of the late time measurements gives a spatial growth rate of
κ = 6 × 10�3 µm�1.
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